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Prelude to Success
Just as an orchestra needs to rehearse, young people need to
prepare themselves for the future. Success can rarely be achieved
without sound grounding. Realising that Australia's future
development depends greatly on the teenagers who form so large
a proportion of the population, the Shell Group is helping young
people in many ways along the road to future success.
Shell scholarships and bursaries are awarded at all stages from
secondary school to post-graduate level, while cultural pursuits
are encouraged by such awards as a £1,000 Shell Aria at the
Canberra National Eisteddfod. In the field of sport, Shell
encourages young people to become more proficient in golf,
tennis and other sports.
With Shell's help, well-rehearsed young Australians of today will
be able to take their places proudly in the forefront of the world
of tomorrow.
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Editorial
We felt that more was required of us in this issue than the usual brief
informatory note. We have a number of changes to be pleased about: the
transfer of publication from the Arts Union to the University of Western Australia
Press, the recent "establishment" grant by the Commonwealth Literary Fund of
£800, and the formation of a management committee and a separate Editorial
Board, both of which should ensure the future administrative efficiency and
quality of Westerly.
We therefore made a hasty search among the Quarterlies, seeking precedents about editorials, only to find that our disinclination to write them seemed to
be shared by most other editors. Apart from editorial exclamations of hope at
the birth of a journal and regret at its death, most editors of Quarterlies, if
they do not altogether refrain, content themselves with a brief "comment", as we
shall do from time to time.
The decline of the editorial seems to have occurred unnoticed and generally
unmourned. The traditional editorial stamping-ground has long been deserted,
it appears. The customary editorial challengings, pronouncements, denouncements, and exhortations are not heard in the Literary Quarterlies, which now
seem to be regarded by their editors, as we regard Westerly, as vehicles—^publication outlets for works of the creative and critical imagination rather than platforms for party voices. Westerly will continue to speak with the voices of its
writers, not of its editors, and there will be space for the expression of agreement or disagreement. We see no reason to include or exclude any writer who
has anything interesting to say, on any but the usual grounds of literary
competence.
As regards Westerly's range we feel no editorial discomfort that short or
long poems should appear between the same covers as short or long critical
articles in any of the humanities. We feel no compulsion to deal specifically
with West Australian or Australian subjects or to print only Australian writers.
In fact. Westerly material will be well within the scope of the usual Quarterly
Review. Book reviews which have to some extent been neglected in the past
will be a permanent feature of future issues.

Acknowledgmen ts
We wish to acknowledge our gratitude to Sally Trethowan who assisted
with the editing of this issue; to Bea Willcock who helped with advertising;
to Gloria Grier and Louise Visvikis of the English Department office for generous
secretarial assistance; to S. C. Rosier of West Australian Newspapers Ltd., who
gave advice and assistance with photographic and line blocks; to Nigel Prescott
of the Arts Union who gave valuable administrative
assistance.
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I
IIE WALKED into the hall of the boardr~~n ing house, but there was no one
I
Jl about, so he went back and rang
the bell. The place was unchanged, the
same old fashioned hat stand where no
one ever hung a hat, the very air had the
same smell, cooking, floor polish, people
in places where the opening of windows
had always been strongly opposed. As
he looked into the hall he remembered
how Lex Baker had come home one night
after a party and hung all his clothes on
the hat stand. They had been there next
morning.
A girl he did not know came out from
one of the rooms off the passage. He
said:
"I'm looking for Rex Anderson."
She stared at him without curiosity.
"He's gone up to the corner. I mean—"
"I know the corner," he said.
The small rooms off the main bar were
quiet, in the last one before the door that
led into a narrow parking space he saw
the heavy dark man reading a paper at
a small table. He went into the room.
Rex folded the paper on the table. He
said: "I thought you'd have forgotten
where this place was."
Henry pulled out one of the iron chairs
and sat down.
"You didn't ring me. I called round
at the boarding house."
"I never got round to it, Henry. Sorry."
"Too busy."
"You know how it is."
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Rex moved himself and his chau" as if,
in overflowing it, he could no longer be
removed from it. No older than the man
opposite him, he was fat, his body seeming
to outbuild his face in the accumulation of
flesh, so that his face, though becoming
flabby, heavy jowled, was still in almost
incongruous contrast. A thin brown leather belt held his big belly, he had no coat,
a white open necked shirt revealing
briefly the dark hair that reached from his
upper chest to a black line at his neck.
He said:
"I take it you didn't come here for a
beer."
"Not altogether. Though that's not to
be knocked back. How are they at the
boarding house?"
"Not many of the old crowd still there.
I'm pretty near the sole survivor."
"I didn't realise the others had gone."
Henry looked about the room, through
the servery he could see the main bar.
Something was different, he felt, and he
could not place it. "I knew Kevin had left,
of course," he said. "I went to his wedding."
"Yes. Ed got a transfer to Geraldton.
I don't think he minded. But Helen—I
thought that girl would fade away."
"With Helen that would have taken
time."
"She didn't, actually. But she took it
so hard I felt I should offer my help. It
wasn't accepted."
"She always seemed fonder of him than

he ever appeared to be of her,'* Henry
said. He looked around the room and then
said suddenly: "They've painted the place."
Rex said: "Yes. Not that it's much
better. Horrible color."
"I don't know." He was pleased that
he had identified the factor that had puzzled him about the room. "With those two,"
he said, "Ed and Helen—I didn't think
it was serious either way."
"Oh yes," Rex said. "It was serious.
She had to have him. I don't know why,
because I don't think he was much use to
her."
Henry laughed. "They fought well
enough."
"She didn't mind. All contributions
gratefully received. However small. Anyhow, she just went one day."
"Went after him?"
"I don't think it'd be hard to find her.
She probably got in at the same boarding
house up there. Rex laughed. I've never
been able to win the devotion of a woman
myself."
"They're not that desperate. I've seen
Faye a few times. She seemed to be going
about with Hugh."
"I don't think she is now. I think he's
got another woman. They say she has
a few quid. And poor Geoff. He was
heartbroken when dear Harry left."
"You should write a bloody gossip column."
"The lives you blokes lead, yes."
Rex moved the bottom of his glass in
a small circle that spread the spilt liquid
across the table. Looking at him, Henry
was aware of a sense of unreality when he
thought of his own new house in the
fashionable suburb, the house that had
cost so much more than had been intended, Rosemary who had had her way
about the house, the two children who
would probably now be watching television before going to bed, these faded
suddenly before the power of that time

when he had sat as he did now opposite
Rex and with the others in this srnai
room, the evening unspent before them.
This room had been their meeting place,
a kind of adjunct to the boarding house
they had called it, and their claim that
they had bought a share of it could hardly have been contested. He said:
"They were pretty good days."
"Still all right."
"For you. Man can't stay at that all his
life."
"I've never been able to see why not,
myself."
Rex's dark eyes seemed to flicker as
he looked up. He stared at the man opposite, looking as if with malice at the thin
dark suit, the narrow tie and white shirt,
his short, clipped hair. He said:
"You're the business man, Henry. The
executive. You've made out pretty well
since those days."
"Fair enough," Henry said. "We've got
a nice little place out at Floreat. Got a
boat recently, nice job. They cost plenty,
but we'll get a lot of fun out of it. And
the business is going places. Rex. We've
got it moving."
Rex nodded slowly, looking down at his
hands, as if the words fell one at a time
neatly into place.
"All this I predicted. If you remember."
"I'll give you that. But look. Rex, it's
that I've been trying to see you about."
"I was going to ring you."
"I know. So I came here. There's a
good place for you in this show. Rex.
We're expanding all the time. You're the
man we want for the accounts. The finance
side."
"I'm not the man anyone wants "
"If you want a speech and formal presentation I'll get it fixed. But look, this is
a big thing. Rex. We're doing a lot of
business. No limit in sight. Why not
come in with us?"
"I'd have to give up my job."
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"You know what that bloody job's worth.
I don't know how you can spend the day
at it."
"No ambition. Must be."
"Some ways I never could understand
you," Henry said, and there was a faint
irritation in his tone, as if this failure might
be his own, and where people were concerned he did not like to be at fault.
'We've got a growing concern. You can
make four or five times your present money. Just to start. We can't promise you
much on the expense account. You know
how that is yourself. But there's the odd
trip . A car. We could work a house,
probably."
"I live in a room."
"Alright. Then what is it you don't
like? I've told you we need you. There's a
place there for you."
"I haven't got the nerve for that kind
of thing, Henry."
He got up, and took the two glasses to
the servery. Henry sat impatiently, looking at the thin film of liquid on the table,
and the folded paper. It was neatly creased and set down, away from the spilt
liquid. Grooved mathematically, the edges
neat as if it had just come from the machine. He did not know anyone else who
could with such apparent ease fold a
paper like that. Somehow it seemed to
characterise the kind of ability Rex had at
figures, accounts, methodical, but with all
the tricks. Well, if you faced it, brilliant.
He never had understood him, his strange
habits, like his passion for crayfish. He
would take home a cooked cray and eat it
in his room at almost any hour he thought
to buy one. Then leave the pieces on a
sheet of paper on a chair until he was
violently reprimanded by Mrs. Mason, who
owned the boarding house, and often had
to clean up. At times he would put them
in his wardrobe. He seemed to forget
them, as if he had no sense of smell.
Henry sighed. He was too difficult to
handle. You could never reason with
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him. But he could be valuable. He looked
at his watch. Rex came back and he
said:
"It's not a question of nerve. Rex. How
does that come into it? It's a job."
"Your game needs nerve. I'd scare if I
tried to go as far as you. That's why I'm
still here."
"We're not asking you to put money
into the show. Believe it or not, we don't
need your money. It's a job. A good job."
"As I was trying to say, I'd have to leave
my own job." Rex spoke patiently. "Suppose you go broke—or cut down on things.
You men ride pretty high while things are
good. And you get away with it. And if
it folds, some of you would get out with
enough. But the little cogs—^like me—I'd
have to try to get my job back. Or start
again somewhere else. If I could get in
anywhere else."
"That's a bit of an alarmist view,"
Henry said slowly.
"I hope so."
"In fact," Henry said, as if he were still
piecing it together in his mind, "I don't
think all that has anything to do with why
you won't come in with us."
"You could be right, of course." His
dark eyes that he kept so often lowered met
Henry's suddenly. "I don't want to get
anywhere. I've got a job. I go to work. I
get paid. At night I can drink. Why
should I want to do anything else?"
"You're a clerk. With us you could be a
top executive."
"Nobody pushes me around. I'm not in
any rat race."
"Alright," Henry said. "I've tried. Ill
admit I never did understand you. I don't
now."
Rex said: "Don't look now, but I think
he's seen us. Alan Thomas."
He came up to the table, fumbling with
a packet of cigarettes which he offered.
His thin black hair was parted carefully
in the centre from a wide white line as if

,
he wore a toupee. His face with its high
color and tight shining skin was veined to
a rich mottle. Rex said:
"What are you drinking?"
"I'll have a beer, thanks." His laughter
might have been an attempt to cancel the
half apologetic air. The red face shone
richly, the skin streched, smooth as though
it had never grown a beard. He sat down.
"Still at Harris's?" Rex asked.
"No." He smiled, his teeth stained and
broken. "No. Travelling now. Good job.
Not to easy to get jobs nowadays."
"Always room for a good man," Rex
said, grinning, but with a kind of ruthlessness that Henry had forgotten.
"I don't know—not now—"
"You ask Henry. You've met him, I
suppose?"
"I think so—"
"You have now. Always jobs for good
men, aren't there, Henry?"
"If they're qualified," Henry said. "There
are good jobs about."
Rex began to laugh, his dark eyes lowered as if his mirth were nothing to do
with them, his broad belly seeming to
twitch absurdly.
"It's not the same," Alan Thomas said
with a kind of desperation. "Before the
depression—"
"That's going back to the dark ages."
"Maybe. But it was different—things
were good then. I had my own business—
right in the centre of the city—six salesmen working for me—agents—"
His wide brown eyes that might have
been without pupils implored them. His
face was shaking.
"Must have been different," Rex said.
"Obviously. Anyhow, Alan, we're expecting a couple of women in here any minute—you know how it is—"
Alan got up. "Yes. Yes. Goodiught
Henr)'. I'll see you again. Rex."
10
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"Had enough of him. He's
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"He was a beggar for women once, tney
say Wife divorced him years ago. But
she spent freely when he had the money.
When he didn't she probably reckoned
he was a mess. Shows the value of a
bachelor life. Or something." He yawned again. "I know I'm tired tonight."
"I have seen him about, come to think
of it," Henry said. "Met him once. I feel
sorry for him, in a way. He's so completely
ruined. What would a man do if he got
that way."
"Pity for him is a luxury," Rex said.
"As you'd find if you saw him too often."
He stretched his arms out suddenly, and
let them fall. Henry saw them fold solidly
as if into the heavy flesh. Now that
he had failed he felt a distaste for the
small room, impersonal despite the new
paint, even with it, still dingy. He was
aware of time passing, wasted, and he
felt a curious uncertainty. He had worked
late and had no tea. It was that, he decided. And the drinks with Rex. He looked at his watch and said:
"I'm sorry I can't persuade you. If you
do change your mind—"
"Wise man," Rex said. "I'm never any
good to anyone. You have to get used
to it. And don't forget, come and have a
meal at Mother Mason's one night. Best
boarding house in Perth."
REX WALKED across the intersection from
the hotel to the fish and chip shop opposite. He pushed the door open. A man
was wiping down the trays and benches,
and the fat in the friers was deep and
black, still, as if it had been cold some
time. Rex put his paper down on the
counter. He said:
"Got a cray, George?"
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George turned, his hands lifting, the
white cloth he held rising like a flag."
"Just going to close up."
"I'm not proud. I don't want it hot. As
long as it's cooked."
George looked distressed, but it was so
near the end of his day's labour that even
his conventional attitudes seemed thin.
"There's not one in the place—very
sorry if I'd just known for sure—"
"Bull, George. You know I always
take a cray."
"But I don't know you'll come."
"Alright." It was clearly one of the
days when George's command of an adopted tongue was going to be deficient. He
picked up his paper. "And I doubt I can be
bothei-ed going up to town. It's bloody
bad, George, anyhow."
George was finishing the benches by
the time he reached the door. He walked
down the pavement towards the boarding
house. Knowing he could not get a cray
now, he felt an almost desperate need for
crayfish to eat. He liked to pull them to
pieces slowly in his fingers, snapping the
joints, the flesh delectable. Size did not
deter him, though the small ones were
best. An anger began to build in him,
almost a physical thing like his hunger. He
stamped across the veranda and into the
living room of the boarding house. He
threw the coat he had carried into a chair
and the paper after it. The pages made a
tearing sound and landed in a fanwise
spread. He saw the girl sitting in the chair
by the fireplace, working at a crossword
puzzle.
"I do these useless things," she said.
"I don't know why. I'm no good at them."
"It's die four letter words," he said.
"You'd know all of them."
"Thank you."
He had realised that she seemed usually
to stay up later than anyone else, and as
if she read his thought she said:
"Probably better than trying to sleep."
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"Perhaps," he said.
She looked at him with mock concern.
"You seem a little out of sorts."
"I couldn't get a cray," he said, as
though he did not think of the words, and
then as he saw her begin to smile he said;
"Alright, so it's funny."
"Well," she said, "I'm sorry. I just
didn't realise how important it was."
"You think," he said, and he looked at
her with a harshness she found disconcerting, "a thing like that couldn't be important."
"Indeed no. I've long ago stopped being
surprised at what people think to be important."
"Like crossword puzzles."
"If you wish. I just said you seemed
a little out of sorts. It wasn't important.
Just a thing to say."
He looked at the paper spread across
his coat. He said slowly, but vsdth something of irony replacing what she had
felt to be spite:
"I've just lived through a big temptation."
She shook her head. "I've never been
very successful at that, myself."
He laughed abruptly. "Will power."
"You do look as if a drink wouldn't
hurt you."
"Never has so far. But it's too late."
"No. I've got one." She stood up.
"That is—if you feel like one?"
He thought she might have considered
it a lesser evil than the sleepless night, the
crossword puzzle. It touched his sense
of humour. He smiled. "Yes," he said.
"No doubt I do."
"Well, come on up. We needn't
advertise it down here."
"Mother Mason doesn't approve down
here."
Her room, he saw, was basically the
same as his own, even to the furniture, but
she had contrived in small ways to make
11

it more pleasant, less like a one night
hotel room than his own. As he sat down
while she brought out a bottle of light
wine, he thought he had not expected her
room to be as personal, as intimate, the
rooms of the other men were not much
different from his own, George had a small
bookshelf he had fitted in, others had put
up indifferent pictures or calendars. Of
the girls, Helen's had been the room most
open for inspection, and had been noted
for its complete untidiness. This room,
which he looked at with an increasing
curiosity, seemed like no part of the general anonymity of almost shared possession.
On the walls, a space limited enough
after the furniture had jutted about them,
were three pictures, one an abstract, clear
in color, rather geometrical in pattern,
which he decided he certainly did not
like. The other two he thought were
probably framed photographs, and seemed
to be of futuristic cities. The one near
the door, in color, held strange arcs and
curves of concrete and glass, seen against
evening and lit from within, the ground
bare as if these were the creations of
another planet. The lighted forms seemed
to rise upon the dark bands of cloud. Very
striking, he thought. His mind baulked
at the word beauty, because of the strangeness of the shapes.
On a small table there were books, the
titles conveying nothing to him. He seldom read anything but newspapers and
weekend magazines. The dressing table,
and the objects on it, held his attention.
They were spaced with an order that
seemd almost too deliberate. On one comer there was a photograph of a middle
aged couple, the photo itself old, which he
supposed would have been of her parents. The woman might have been beautiful in an indeterminate way, seen with
the animation of life. The man's face held
decision, firmness, a faint air of being pleased with himself, neither of them seemed
to him attractive. But near the edge of
the dressing table was something he could
12
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On the floor she had placed two rugs, one
a clear yellow, the other black and again
it was their placing in the small room that
drew his attention.
As if she had watched him she smfled
slightly.
"Approve?"
He laughed. "I was making a quick
comparison with my OVSTI."
She handed him his drink. "I can't
offer you anything else. And if the others
knew it was here we wouldn't even have
this."
It was a dry wine, very pleasant, although he scarcely ever drank wine and
professed a scorn of its subtleties.
"Nothing to go with it," she said, "either.
Never mind. If you'd told me I was going
to have the honour of entertaining the
oldest inhabitant—"
"I don't like the sound of that."
"Well—aren't you?"
"I suppose so."
"You sound as though it were not something you were pleased about."
"Why shouldn't I be pleased about it.
I stay here. I'm still here."
"Sorry. You must forgive the youngest
inhabitant if she is ignorant of some things."
He looked up suddenly. "You speak
purely in terms of habitation, of course"
he said, with something of the ruthlessness he had directed at Alan Thomas.
She flushed, her pale skin darkening,
and for a moment looked away. She said:
"Of course."
Her dark hair that she wore short was
greymg famtly, but he could not estimate
her age in any clear sense. It ^^
years, he thought suddenly, that e ^ i!°
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an impression of age, and some women
greyed early, and did not conceal it, but
it was rather some sense of knowledge, as
though she had run quickly through all
she might expect of life, and of herself,
and it had left only an indifference that
lived in her large dark eyes like contempt.
She lifted her eyes quickly to his, and he
felt that it was if her vitality, her power,
had been drawn into them, the rest of her
face without significance, her features denied, formed carelessly in subordination to
this one facet of herself. To see her with
her eyes averted, or her face in profile,
she seemed ugly, perhaps rather pathetic.
But her eyes made some mockery of ugliness or beauty, erased them as terms without relevance.
"Someone came here looking for you
earlier this evening," she said.
"He found me." He wondered if he
should drink the wine. "Unfortunately."
"Oh. Like that."
"He wanted me to become a top executive."
"Good lord."
"Yes."
"And when does this transformation begin?"
"For me, I'm afraid never."
"You—didn't want the position?"
"I didn't want the position."
"Well," she said, and he thought his
mockery had succeeded in angering her,
"no doubt he was lucky."
He laughed. "I told him so."
She got up to take his glass, brushing
close to him with a certain deliberateness
as if she felt he might not like it, and
then, when she stood near him, handing
him back his glass, the slightness of her
body was evident, she seemed much
younger than he had thought. He felt an
antipathy, almost a contempt for her physical presence. As if she sensed his feeling
she let her thigh brush against his knee as
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she moved away, as she had done before,
in a kind of defiance. He said:
"And how do you like this place?"
"Oh—like most places. No better. No
worse. I could have a flat, but I don't like
getting my meals. So I'm here."
He began to laugh slowly. "You know,
\ve're two of a kind."
"Only, I hope, because we both inhabit such places as this."
"No." He looked at her quickly. "Other
ways. Like we both have our own nice
private hells."
"I wouldn't say I liked you particularly."
"An acquired taste. Well, thanks' for
the drink. I suppose I'd—"
"You don't have to. Give me your glass.
No sense leaving this in the bottle. So you
decided you were not going to be a top
executive?"
"That's right. You think I should have?"
She shrugged. "You like your present
job?"
"No. What do you do yourself?"
"Oh, I work for an architect."
"An interesting job for the career woman.
Though I'm not much for architects myself."
"It is interesting. But it makes me mad
at times. The man I work for—he's never
had an idea in a distinguished career. Yet
because he could afford to get through a
few exams that don't mean a bloody thing,
he sits there and people bring work to him.
Give him work. Nobody can tell him anything, and sometimes I think he's so damned frightened he's scared to go near a
client or a building. He'll leave sketches
and bits of notes about and talk, and when
the man that'll get a junior partnership
later and myself get the mess straightened
out, well, it's all due to his superior intelligence. And the client never sees through
him."
"Don't worry," he said. "A lot of businesses are like that. Perhaps most of them."
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"So they might be. I could have been
an architect, and I wouldn't have needed
stooges."
He looked at the photograph where the
buildings glowed in a strange landscape
against the night.
"That's not so hard to say."
"Alright. But I just never had a chance
of getting the training. The place wasn't
run on scholarships then. I had to have
a job."
"Night school," he said. "Some do it
that way. The long way round, of course.
Perhaps only for the determined."
She looked down at the glass in her
hand. "You like to deflate people, don't
you."
"Most talk is phoney."

"Nothing, if you like. Unless you look
at the mess around you. Our cities like
a waste basket of ideas thrown out from
other places. And these dreadful bloody
suburbs—no one seems to care. They
haven't learned anything. Anyhow, you
could probably never build here, because
we never will look at this country, we
just will not look at it. We hate it. Run
away from it. Where we can, destroy it
under the abortions we call buildings."
She got up suddenly and put the bottle
down on the small table by the bed. "I
forgot. That's phoney."
He started to laugh, and she leaned
across to add to his drink from what was
left of the bottle. She kicked her shoes off
and curled her legs under her on the bed.
She looked small, and again, he thought,
young.
"For

"Thank you."
"So that accounts for—"he lifted his
14

He knew she waited for him to ask, and
he said nothing.
"It could all be like that," she said. "One
day. Everywhere."
"That's a dream. Or a bed time story
for adults."
"It's real there," she said.
"And this," he said, in sudden discovery.
"This thing—" he pointed to the dressing
table. "That's to do wdth it, too?"
"Oh, very much so."

She did not answer, and he said: "Anyhow, you work at it. What's so wonderful
about the noble profession, anyhow?"

"I'll grant you all that," he said.
what it's worth."

nil by the
hand to gesture at the photograP'
door. "Whatever it is."
"I suppose it does."
"Is it a place?"
"Oh yes."
"I mean, not some damn project?'
"No. Reality. In another country."

"A building.

I see it now."

"A house. It's a scale model. The part
to the left is sectionalised, you see. Cut
away, there."
He studied the small balsa and cardboard construction, and shook his head.
"No.

You say that is a house?"

"It is. Perhaps a little in advance of
your ideas. Even of your taste."
"For sure. When I first saw it all I
could think of was it had come out of a
curio shop. You know, there used to be
one up near Milligan Street."
"I see. I think I do remember it."
"But look," he said. "You think people
could live in that?"
"I do," she said. "I think people could
live in it. I think they might even be
happy in it."
He looked at the small rooms, the roof
cut away, the miniature furnishings. And
there was that about it which he did not
understand, like the buildings in the photographs on the walls. He said- "Well it's

\^''"^. ?fi?y- ^ ^PP°^^ y°^ play wiih it

of a night?
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For a time she did not speak, and he
moved the wine gently around in his
glass, watching it. Then she said:
"You're clever,
aren't you."

Mr.

Top

Executive,

He got up to fill their glasses, but she
held hers away, and he sat on the bed beside her. She began to take off her stockings, running her hands down her legs that
were white and smooth, faintly veined,
and which he did not think particularly attractive. It was a gesture that held nothing of provocation, impersonal. She had
perhaps forgotten him. He touched her
shoulder gently, his fingers moving in a
caress that might have been without
thought. In the street they could hear the
traffic, and then, somewhere along the
passage, a radio, as if it had been turned
up for some particular item Without words,
as though it were long agreed between
them, she stood, lifting her dress above her
head with care, placing it neatly over the
chair. Her back was thin and white, sloping sharply to her waist, and in contrast
her hips seemed rounded, almost full. They
quivered briefly as she stepped across to
the door, turning the key quietly, then
switched off the light, her movement unhurried.
"Not that it's ever really dark in here,"
she said. She lay back against the pillows,
partly curled against them, the light from
the street and the neon sign on the building opposite flashing their bodies into curious relief. He thought she was suddenly assured, unhurried, as if their antagonism were forgotten.
"Technicolor," he said.
She laughed, and it was as if she had
expected the words. Perhaps knew them.
Her small body seemed no longer thin, was
strangely soft. Her dark eyes, grotesque
at times in the swathes of light that mocked
them in its broken colors, appeared to regard him, they did not close, and he knew
himself clumsy, inadequate. He could find
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no words and she offered none. Into their
silence the traflSc noises broke harshly, the
sharpness of a car horn, the squeal of
brakes, the driven rise of an engine through
its gears, gaining, vibrant, the sounds like
some mechanical parody of their own human actions. He knew himself caught in
some impersonal performance that was to
satisfy neither, yet could not be rejected.
When he sat again on the side of the bed
he would have thrust the memory from his
mind as no more than some unwanted
dream of the wine. He was afraid of her
words. But she turned, the light flashing
upon her thin white body, and her voice
was without expression.
"That light. It wfll go off soon."
He knew she did not mind, was not
irritated by its violation of her offered body
upon the white sheets. But that she
should watch its movement over him as
if she watched in je.st some humiliation that
pleased her, was intolerable. He stood up.
"Those colours," she said, watching him.
"Absurd. Like a clown's suit." She was
prosaic, matter of fact. As if untouched.
"But let's not waste the last of our drink."
He pushed the glass along the small
table. He began to move across the room
that was in darkness, the light from the
wiadow flashing sudden color across the
floor, and on the dressing table in the
reflected hues the model seemed to glow
out sharply, enhanced in size as if against
its own reflection in the glass behind it, as
those other buildings he could no longer
see had lifted against the sky. He stumbled, putting his hand out, letting his weight
come suddenly upon the flimsy balsa, feeling it flatten beneath his palm and fingers.
There was almost no noise. In the momments of darkness, before the light flashed
again across the room, he let himself out
into the passage. The light had been turned off. He went towards his room. The
wine tasted sour, yet it had brought dryness and thirst. In the bathroom he drank
the tap water that was cold.
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Ballad
The world was dark
and dogs were in the street
When the memory of her
and I did meet.

It was quiet in the town,
and the washing was still
on the lines that hung
like the hollow of the hill.

and the
and the
when I
all over

windows were closed
blinds were down
called for my love
town.

I went to the house
where she had her bed,
and I went to the church
where her prayers were said,

and I went to the school
where the evening bell
forbade the words
I had to tell.

But my cry came back
like an errand boy
who bore no burden
and brought no joy.

16
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So I sat in the park
and pulled at a leaf
till the dark brought dreams
that grew from grief:

I looked at the birds
flung against the sky
and dreamed of a tree
towering as high

that I would climb
to look over the land
at the fields and the people
drffting like sand.

and I'd see my love
and call her by name,
and I'd be a sun
in a tree of flame.

and she'd see me shining
and look up at me
with eyes that were moons
dazzling the sea.

Then I would climb down
and enter the street,
and play with the dogs
dancing at my feet.
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and the washing would waltz,
and clean as a carp,
the lines in the yards
would hum like a harp.

and
like
and
like

the windows would open
babies' eyes
the blinds go up
summer sunrise,

and the schools and factories
and all the town
would sparkle like sequins
on a lady's gown.

and they all would sing
and dance in the street
to see myself
and my lady meet.

and the sounds of their songs
like a sea in the street
would roll like a wave
to the place where we meet.

But there like a nightfall
the silence would sway,
and as we came closer,
the crowds move away.

18
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And the lights in the windows
all over the town
would wink in the dark
as the blinds were pulled down.

and standing like starlight
so slowly she'd move,
I would not notice
assumption of love.

All I would know
in the antic air:
her little white feet,
her hands, and her hair.
JOHN

CROYSTON

Griffith

Watkins

Three Deaths
Solstice

E DIED on the morning of the solstice. He died between the beginning
and ending of the rooster's first crow, about three in the morning. He
I died quietly, all alone behind the stained canvas blind on the back
verandah of his shack.
The sun was in the north and it seemed to take a long time to get light, the
day he died. There were no clouds and where the sun began as an inflamed
edge to the hills, it was clear that it would rise and travel across the centre of
the inlet.
Because it was a cold morning, the old man's dog, curled up tight under the
ripped sweater, did not know he had gone; not till afterwards. Outside, the
inlet was sliced into grey oblongs by the straight trunks of the jarrah trees.
Whisps of steam oozed from the shallows. There had been a frost.
Down along the mad back fence that was a series of white-ant eaten posts
with some wires strung through them, the old man's brown ducks quacked
softly to each other and detached the snails from the grasses and plants.
20
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It proved to be a morning he would have enjoyed. The sun began to
swell up and the magpies started carolling from the tops of the trees. One
of the hens started cackling and the crow of the rooster became more sporadic,
as if the disappearance of the night made it realise that only a portion of the
world lay about the sound from its throat. Still the dog did not wake. Like
the old man, it slept late.
The parrots, in their cages down under the green fuzz of the bouganvillia,
gave a few exploratory screams and then were silent until the black cockatoos
came over. They came over the inlet, a shaking cloud of them, hooting out
their cries and staggering over the bellies of the trees, setting the rooster and
his hens into a frenzy. The parrots joined them, grating out long screams of
defiance. It was then that the dog stirred and climbed out of its fruit box,
taking the sweater some feet away before it dropped from its back. The dog
stretched itself carefully and then went over to the bed to search for the old
mans' hand, to nudge him awake. But the old man had his hands under the
quilt. Even so, the dog knew at once that he was dead. It began whimpering
and stood up on its hind legs near the old man's face which was turned towards
the blind. Then the dog returned to its box, whining a little. It got into it
and crouched down, putting its head along the side of it, resting the jaw on the
wood and watching the old man with its brown eyes. It was shivering.
Had he not died, the old man would have spent the first part of the
morning like this. First he would have fed the fowls and the parrots and
set some of the mash out for the ducks. Then he would have set something
down for the dog. Lastly he would have fed himself. He would have sat there,
half in the sunlight, reading the paper and letting the smoke of his hooked pipe
trickle from the corner of his mouth. The water of the inlet would be very
still at this time of the morning, bending back the light with a harsh exuberance
so that, had he heard someone out on it, he would have had to put his hands
up to his eyes to search for them in the glare. Down along the clothesline the
empty pollard and bran bags would have been steaming merrily and he would
have noticed them.
After reading his paper, he would have slouched about his vegetable plot,
looking at the peas and potatoes, keeping an eye out for the red mite, the drops
of dew sliding down the leaves.
He would have done all these things if he hadn't died. But he died. And
after the breath left him and the dog had whined in its sleep, the stillness
about the verandah was heavier than the blackness all around the inlet. And it
was a long time before the rooster flapped its wings and made the second crow.
It was not strange that the old man's face should have been averted, in his
dying, as if he had not the strength to face another day. For when the sun
came up, a piece of it found the edge where the blind joined the wall and got
through, shining onto the freckles around the old man's closed eye, near his ear
It made coins out of them.
And all morning the dog sat in his box, watching the old man.
WESTERLY, JUNE 1963
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The Birds
LWAYS THEY camc in the middle time when the old lady was aware of
the two ends of her sleep and attempted to make a decision as to
whether she would resist the thin levers the morning was pushing under
her slack, incredibly wrinkled lids and go back into the deep end where she
would not know who she was and feel nothing; or whether she would allow
herself, like some swimmer whose breath is squandered, to rise slowly to the
day's surface.
It was in this transitory time, then, that they whirled each morning, clattering onto the unlined tin roof, throwing it into festerings of noise.
The old lady, lying on her back, her shrunken, leathered face turned towards them, would begin to twitch and writhe herself into consciousness, the
booming of the birds' claws sending her frail heart into a stutter that was
eventually relayed to her bloodless lips. Even before she was fully awake,
she would croak at them:—
"Sh! Sh! Shoo! Shoo!"
But up on the shack's rusted roof, the birds would only mock her with
silence and then begin again, bouncing themselves along the crown of the metal,
sending harsh resonances dowm into her ears.
When she became fully awake, the old lady's body, thin and gnarled like
a limb dropped from a tree, would grow stiff. She would lie there, on her
back, with her mouth half-open and her sunken eyes rolled back, hurting her.
But she dare not close them.
Then, in the sudden stillness, as the birds cocked their heads to listen to
her heart, or set their colourless eyes to the tiny holes they had prepared,
peeping down at her, she would draw the faded blanket up to her chin, so
hiding the deep corrugations in her neck.
Soon, they would begin again, stamping out their hate, slipping and scoring
the metal with screeches of talons, flapping their wings. She could hear the
wind squeal faintly as it escaped from the pockets they caught with each wingstroke.
Sometimes they would slip and go sliding all the way down the roof,
skidding out gratings that unpeeled her nerves. When each reached the end
of its deafening slide, the bird would fly noiselessly back to join its companion
which, all the while, would have had one unflickering eye stuck to its spyhole.
Clutching the cloth right up to her nose, the old woman's fingers would
tremble and pluck at the hem. And never once would her eyes blink or relax
their taut gape.
While all this took place, neither the birds nor the old woman would have
made any noise in their throats. The shack was filled with only two sounds—
the thunder of their claws and the throbbing of the old woman's spilling
heart.
When they left her each morning, the old woman would lie for a long time,
still stiffened; her fingers motionless; her eyes and mouth wide open. So still
was she, that it would be impossible to tell if she was alive, or dead.
WESTERLY, JUNE 1963
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The Fish
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dazzle upon it. He and his boat are almost the same age; but the bird
is much younger.
The fish does not come straight up. The man thinks it is a schnapper by
the way the line is humming and by the weight. The fish changes its direction,
first under the boat and then out from the stern. The man takes his time pulling
it in. It is a schnapper. He can see down through the water. It has a band
over its eyes. He has the gaff reading for it. He pulls it over the side. As
the fish comes into the boat the bird whistles. She enjoys the boat and is
always with him. Her wings are not cut but she seldom flies. She cocks her
head and whistles again then scrambles from the cabin top onto the deck and
hurries down to see the fish. She is half a pink and half a grey. She has some
wrinkles and growths under her eyes though she is not old. She walks with a
lurch and her feet twist inward. He calls her Lady.
The man is busy with the fish. He is bent over it. The bird catches
hold of his shirt and climbs up onto his shoulder, flapping her wings to help
herself. She perches on his shoulder and stares down at the fish.
"Well, we got him," the man tells the bird. "Only look what he did to the
line. Lady!" He is used to talking to the bird. The birds makes a clicking
sound.
The pain begins when he has hooked the second fish. He has it half-way up
when the pain starts. He stops pulling at the line and lets it run out through
his fingers. He sits down on the seat. He bends over, his hands locked together
with the undersides of his wrists pressing hard in below the pain which is just
below his breastbone, moving deeper and higher very slowly. As the pain grows
he bends further over and pushes harder with his wrists. He looks at the
schnapper lying in the shade of the seat slats across from him. The band
across its eyes has faded. The schnapper gasps and struggles once more. It
twists itself across the cockpit and strikes the man on the ankles, the spines
opening the skin. His legs have knots in them and freckles. There are spots
too, burnt by the sun. His sandshoes have holes in the canvas over the toes.
The man remains very still, bundled up. The boom swings across. The sail
is still up because he has been drifting over the banks for the fish. The boom
and the rudder are tied to the cleats. The sea-breeze begins, filling the sail and
pushing the boat along. The bird sits on the hatchway watching her master. The
wind ruffles her feathers.
When the tiredness comes, the man tries to fight it.

He says to himself:

This is no good. I must keep awake. I have
the fish to pull in and the boat to sail.
24
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But the tiredness is very strong. His body has sunk down onto the slats.
It is warm in the sun and he shivers. He can hear the lap-lap-lap of the small
waves hitting the bow. He can see the bird above him, still on the hatchway,
arranging the feathers along one wing. She shakes her head and settles down,
closing her eyes, opening them every time the boat tips with the wind. The man
tries guessing about the fish but the tiredness won't let him. The wind grows
a little and pushes the boat over. He is lying on his back; he does not roll
about on the seat, he rolls with the boat.
Soon the last pain comes. He has been lying very still and the last pain
comes suddenly. It makes him throw open his eyes and stare hard up at the
sky. His mouth opens to say something but only a sound escapes from his
throat. His hands try to unlock themselves. They have been locked together
for minutes and they cannot easily untangle themselves. So the hands
move up over the chest, a straightness and stiffness in them. They flutter over
his heart then drop on the shirt like birds suddenly receiving a wound. They
are unlocked at last.
The boat is sailing on—out to sea—towards the middle of the horizon.
bird and fish go with it.

The

Words at a Wedding
For Rodney and Bet. Hall

Marvellously and again, as old
As touch on touch and simple as no word
Under the generating sun, you plead
Requisite love enough for this old world,
Entering the ritual to be told
Entirely once and first, though it was made
Negotiable with our first earth, was food
And heat for every one that a while has felled.

Rejoice that the parable may be fulfilled
Over these words so many have licked and fouled.
Discoverers see in a suburb full of waste
No desert but a site of golden dust.
Entering to claim wealth fools have lost:
You say old words, but they mouth your private taste.

THOMAS
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Tomorrow or Tomorrow
I may be cast away with all lost
emptily where the sea mocks thirstily
the yoke of flesh and find this is an end,
counting rims of water, sun as a force,
the mutter behind the back, life and seek.

Or I might come into the veneered room,
the cost in my temper and the sleep lost,
to fondle cars, tickets, schedules, shares,
come among the watching elite, who wait
picking their nails, scribbling, making their smiles:
the company become god enough, the chair for life
or until . . . until becomes inescapable.

I could wake among numbers and orders for good war's sake,
aiming my gun in the mirror without thought or terror
but my order
hearing my own noise shouting barbarian and hoarse
among profits of steel and machinery at what enemy.

This evening or tomorrow or tomorrow is arriving
before I have time to assume a good pose
or to say yes or to pay old bills.
Past is all too full and tall with hells
not to throw a cold shadow over any tomorrow
and I sold the coat off my back in today's heat
for some beer and some fancy meat. Well, I've got to eat.

THOMAS
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M. Lilley

The Aftermath

iFTY-SEVEN was the first year I had knowledge of working with scabs.
Trusting in my own purity I took Bardell shed, expecting anything,
almost.

F

It was after the long shearers' strike, and looking back I know I naively
approached an industry that had been through a year-long struggle, when
every newcomer was suspect by the militant shearers and shedhands.
It was a young team of shearers at Bardell, shearers and shedhands skylarking around with wireless blaring. I found my way to a room with a
shedhand, got a pallias and filled it with straw, as in the army days. A swarthy,
dark-haired, middleweight type young man, wearing full shearers' rig, came
up to me and asked if I was a shearer.
"Presser," I told him. He went away.
I guessed they were going to elect reps, and I'd be on the committee. A
presser always is. But they didn't call me in, and the first stirring of doubt
went through me. All hands should be at the meeting, in the morning before
the shed starts. First afternoon everyone walks through the shed, looks at the
gear, shearers give the sheep a once-over, and then there's something to go on
at the meeting. Well, I'd go to the shed. It was so long since I'd pressed
I might have forgotten how.
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The shearer reappeared. "Have you been up to look at the press yet?"
"No. I'm going now."
"I'll come along with you. Have you got a set of pins?" He was full of
business.
"No. I expect to find pins on the job." This bloke was butting in a bit.
"I can sell you a set of pins ff you like," he said.
"Only the guns carry their own pins, and I'm no gun," I said, with my little
grin.
"Come on up and I'll give you a run through," he said soberly. "My
name's George, I'm the rep along with Paddy."
"I'm Slim. When'd you elect reps?" I made it sound innocent.
"The four of us shearers just had a meeting. Paddy and I and Kev and Nick.
The leaving rate's a quid a day. We reckoned that would cover the mess."
We got to the woolshed. I was secretly as wild as hell that I hadn't been
called into the meeting, but that would keep.
We climbed into the shed. "This is the press," he told me. "It's a
Warrego. Y' open the door like this, and put y' bale in this way, long side in
so you pin the short side over last. The cookies like y' to brand on the short
side."
He went right through the lot. In fact he looked around, found some old
pieces, and made up a light bale, put it down and rolled it out, with a running
commentary.
"How come you know so much about pressing?" I wanted to know, and
added: "The only reason I'm pressing is because I can't shear."
He sat down on the unopened roll of bales. "I've just done twelve months
pressing most of the time, when I wasn't shearing."
The dawning horror I felt must have shown plainly. He said loudly, "I
wasn't going to see my wife and kids starve."
A thousand things flashed through my mind: what would happen if I
worked with a scab; should I leave; could I leave and cut myself off from all
work by walking out on a shed; should I stay and see what working with a
scab was like, and if I did would I be classed as a scab; should I fight, as
some would, right now? I looked out over the plains, so old and venerable,
having seen so much of this, that they might tell me. But they said nothing,
and I said nothing, and he said again, loudly, "I wasn't going to see my wife
and kids starve. I was truck-driving till the strike."
The yellow, cracked plains and leaning sheep-fence swallowed that up
at a gulp, ejected it again with a windy sigh, looked sad and dejected with
tattered bits of wool hanging on the wire like broken men.
I had to dress a couple of killers for the cook, as pressers do in a small
shed. "I've got to kill," I said to George.
"Can you kill?" he asked eagerly, and hurried on, "I've got to do up some
combs, but if you like I'll show you how to kill first."
"I can kill," I said and thought of him without a head, legs apart up on
the spreader. I caught a killer and dragged him out, held him by the horns
and straddled back over his loins, ran with him to the gallows. Somehow I
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could only see George's moccasins below me as the wether buckjumped along
cantankerously. It wasn't the lovely woolly body of a sheep I laid on the
killing board, and as I selected the thin knife for driving in behind the windpipe and ripping out, I saw no snowy, sacrificial head, but George's blacK
black head that had to be removed from the face of the earth. And when l
drove the knife behind the windpipe, ripped the throat out, spun the heaa
around and cut it clean off, I knew it wasn't the head of a scab, because it
made no whining sound.
The crows yelled a dreadful anarchistic chorus in the stunted gidgyea
trees above me, scarcely able to wait to dive on guts and blood. I straightened
my back from opening up and said to them, "You reckon its every man tor
himseff, don't you?"
"Yes, yes, yes," they yelled back in gleeful suspicion.
"And what do you do with a scab?" I demanded.
A young crow hung excitedly down under a Hmb, rocking back and forth,
and yelled, "KILLKILLKILL."
I shook my head and went on skinning while the sounds of the west seemed
to vibrate back and again, "Kill, kill, kill."
"I'll think of something else. I'm too bloody civilised to do that," I told
them sadly.
George came across and said, "You'd be better to put him straight up on
the gallows, like this." I grinned with enjoyment as I watched George whipping
his own hide off. There was no sound from the trees, and when I looked
around all the crows were black specks on the horizon, the cold, blue, gold
light had come into the sky and "Mournful Mournful" wailed the Curlew. I
reached into my pocket for notebook and pencil and wrote, "The cold cold
morning western winds . . . the words that are unsaid
. Yet each man
feels a blast more chill . . . there are scabs in Bardell shed."
Morning was like that when the cook's bell went, and I got out of the
woolpack I'd converted into a sleeping bag. There was hot burgoo, there
were chops and mugs of tea. There should have been the meeting too, but
there wasn't. Four shearers, two woolroUers, a piece picker and a pickenip
sat around and ate, as well as the classer-boss-of-the-board, who finished first
and went.
Paddy said presently, "Leavin' rate's a pound a day."
"Show of tickets now," I suggested.
A short silence and Paddy said, "You see most of us haven't got this year's
tickets, only Dave here, and Jim, the pickerup."
I followed to the shed, we signed the agreement, the shearers took the
vote; it was dry, and the sheep started to go down to the counting-out pens,
a bit wet with their ovra blood, and tufts of wool sticking up on some of them.
I bhnked and thought they must be raddled. Paddy on Number One stand
was working hard and pushing a few more out than the others. Nick on the
next stand was shearing clean, but no match for the big wethers. Kev was
working hard and pushing a few more out than George, who cursed every
sheep and hit with the handpiece. At smoko time he was assuming the role
of instructor, and said he was going to show Kev how to go around the pizzle.
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I quoted from the poem alleged to have been written by Lawson and very
likely was. It had about the right streak of democratic feeling and chauvinism
for Lawson, and the times.
"The rouseabout was a pommy lout, the boss was a sod what grizzles.
So I took a set on those rams of his and littered the board with their
pizzles."
The boss of the board tried not to see too much, he now and then ordered
bad cuts to be dressed or sewn; the owner sat in the woolshed where I had
begun to put down an occasional bale, and watched his bloodied sheep jump
high out of the counting-out pens at the end of each run. There wasn't much
could be done; this was the team GRASCOS had sent, and that's all there was
to it.
I wasn't pressing at all well, and Dave, that long narrow piece worker,
watched me closely through the bins. He was a local and worked in the
sheds every season.
So there we were getting a few tragicomic bales out when the week-end
came. Nobody was going to town until Friday night came. Then there was
quite a lot of interest in transport to cross the fifty miles and have a drink.
I went to "Tatts", because I'd been there before when I came through
looking for a job a couple of months earlier, and a taxi-cab took me there.
Once you settle into a pub you go back, particularly if the waitress has Miss
Australia kind of legs and wears short shorts.
As I walked upstairs an ugly, little, monkey-faced bloke drffted through
the passage leading to the bar. I'd met him somewhere before, so I stopped,
and we looked at each other.
"Where'd I meet you before?" I asked him.
"I was your batman in the army. You was the Major and I was polishing
yours boots."
I passed on. The only connection I'd had with majors was when they
awarded me packdrill for failing to carry out orders.
Months later I saw him stagger across George and King Streets, filthy and
full of plonk. It had been on a north-bound train I'd met him and a few
others, going to the sheds. I warned them, but they said they had been
given AWU tickets by the Graziers. They would get the best sheds, and stay
out there for years.
Now I wandered up to the paper-shop, the most attractive thing in town,
then back to the pub, where I met Paddy.
"Come and have a feed of fish," he said, and we went to the "Blue Bird"
cafe. Paddy insisted on buying me a feed, and I let him. The fish were fat
yellerbelly from the river, and after a couple of mouthfuls I knew they were
jellied, blown right out of the water. So I ate the eggs. An over-dressed
character rolled in, yelled all over the cafe in a pronounced American accent,
ordered raw steak and raw eggs, talked big money. The proprietor served
him, and rang the police while he ate the plaster. The police came in the
middle of the meal, arrested him, took him to the owmer to pay for the meal
and then to the hurry-up wagon. By this time his voice had changed to
Australian, and he was quite sober, as he went through the usual routine.
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"I thought he was a big Yank boss from one of the oil-boring plants?" I said
to Paddy.
"No. He's just a bloke from the bush comes to town every now and then,
and thinks he's someone else."
We went back to the pub, and Paddy offered me drinking money. You
must be broke if you're not in the bar drinking, is how they reason. I declined,
and studied Paddy's small red face with ginger mo' and staring blue eyes, kind
of faded by too many suns. Paddy seemed to be concerned about me. He went
away and came back presently, with a thin greying woman I d seen gettmg
up the street with a couple of the town plonkies.
"This is Sheila," he said. I nodded gravely, and passed some small talk.
Paddy slipped a quid into my hand, while Sheila wasn't looking.
"Buy her a drink," he said.
I nodded. "I'll get three."
"No, I'm going up town for a while." Paddy excused himself and drifted
off.
I bought several rounds of drinks for Sheila, then excused myself, and
she went.
I went into the bar and Paddy was there. He looked at me quizzically.
"How'd you go?" He asked.
"I bought her a drink," I replied, took a couple of mouthfuls from my glass
and half-emptied it, wiped away perspiration.
"I've been trying to 'make' her for years, but she won't have anything to do
with me,' he said sorrowfully.
A fight broke out. The publican jumped the bar and locked the doors
until it was settled. He didn't believe in police interference. One young
fellow had called another a scab, and the matter was well fought. Of course
I'd noticed that this was a pub full of odd bods. I had a prickly feeling up
my spine, a sickly one in the stomach, accentuated by the usual dysentry of
the west; my curiosity ran races with it as I watched and listened and wondered why this publican had stuck to the strikebreakers, when other publicans
had remained clean. This bloke seemed a reasonable enough fellow, a bit sour,
a big chip on the shoulder, the way policeman have, who don't know why the
public don't like them. This publican wasn't getting the big crowds of
shearers that other pubs were getting. I lay in the heat of my room that
night, thinking it over. In the room on my right I could hear the young
tanksinker and the waitress with Miss Australia legs making love and the bed
ineffectually groaning. It had been her half-day off and this lad had bought
champagne all afternoon for two. But the price was too high, he was in a
drunken state of impotence and I thought what a hell of a waste of the necessities of life. I listened to the voices on my left in hopes of being distracted from
the tragedy on my right. I was successful.
I could hear the pubhcan, his policeman brother, and a fencing contractor
who came to town for labour and wasnt going to leave until he got some,
talking to an enormous Irish lad who cleaned the hotel grounds for his board.
One of the things that was happening was that the policeman was trying to get
Mick to go out on the fencing job.
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"Mick, speak up and make your conditions," he ordered.
"Theres' no conditions. He'll do what I say if he comes out with me.
No hours, no nothing. Just whatever I say."
"Come on Mick, speak up for yourself," the poHceman said irritably, but
Mick remained silent. The policeman jeered at him, "You're the most gutless
thing I've ever seen, Mick. Why don't you have a go for yourseff?"
"I don't care what you say," Mick said tiredly, monotonously.
I was remembering Mick's size twelve boots, great club hands, towering
height, and I had a secret hope that he would get annoyed, but he was the
most placid character about the place. The publican and fencing contractor
seemed to have decided they had something to fight about, and the policeman
was keeping law and order.
"Remember the time I threw you in the river. Jack?" he asked his brother.
"No, I don't. Don't remember anything about it," Jack returned promptly.
"It was when we had the station. Jack."
"Don't remember. Anyway, you haven't seen me go. I go pretty well.
I'll beat this big bag of shit."
The contractor got to his feet. "I'd better go before I turn into a dirty
big scab and the maggots start crawling down me back."
Chairs overturned then, the policeman's voice rose to a snarl of authority
and boots descended to the backyard. I heard some punches and grunts and
the publican came back, looking pleased with himself.
"I fixed that up,' he said to me as he passed me standing at my door.
All good things come to an end. As we went back to Bardell, I thought
over a talk I'd had with the AWU office-girl, in lieu of finding an organizer.
"Dave's already called. The organizer will be out there next week. We
know there's a lot of men around without tickets," she told me.
"Is there?" I got a surprised note into it. "What's these blokes like?"
"They're no good. The organizers are going to get rid of them as soon as
they can. They come into the sheds as scabs and finish up wanting the world."
"Do they now?"
"Yes. Those blokes from Bardell want hot water laid on and a septic
system!"
"God struth! Just fancy that!" I yelled with sincerity.
All I could think of was, why the bloody hell hadn't they told me about such
a good idea. Perhaps it was because everyone had such attacks of diarrhoea
that we could only say " 'ow are y'", as we trotted back and forth to the earthen
closet.
George and Kev had stayed at the shed; they were going to do a bit of
shooting, but didn't get around to it. The big red 'roos were still at home
by the boredrain, and if someone went down there they got up and flew between
the shearers' quarters and homestead, half a mile distant, like Melbourne
Cup runners. No-one could shoot across that no-man's-land, but here in this
working-man's redoubt there were few taboos, and an uneasy truce where
the brand of Cain flickered and flared as the great god MONEY reared his
ugly head and trapped many a victim, like a hire-purchase vendor.
The shearers were improving, except George. That lad wanted to start
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at the top and work down, and he only had the sheep to blame. The boss
looked over the bales at me after he gave George the second warning, and said,
"He just hasn't got the right temperament."
"It's not temperament, it's knowing what he's done, and not being able
to live with himself."
"I don't know about that. What about a lot of other blokes that make a
fist of it?"
"Well, any bloke that comes from around militant unions has a better
chance of knowing what he's doing. Some blokes get working-man principles
when they're growing up and some learn what the boss wants them to."
One morning before the end of the second run an AWU organizer stood
in the shed. Everyone looked up and seemed surprised except Dave, who was
watching everyone. The shearers took out tickets, one by one, and only
Mick had his ticket. A young woolroUer had never held a ticket, and the
organizer gleefully bluffed him into taking out seven tickets—one for every year
he'd worked—Whelped by Dave. "If you want to work you take out tickets,"
he said.
This lad wanted to become a presser, to get into the big money, and he
took them. What the organizer had done was illegal, but he reckoned he was
getting square on blokes that weren't loyal.
I had a letter from Fred Parker on the Burdekin saying I had bought the
current ticket from him while cutting cane there in the year of the strike; the
organizer thanked me warmly for so much detail to union affairs, and Dave
stepped back as though robbed of another victim.
I went on pressing and was joined by the organizer. Presently I said, "One
of the reps would be a jacky, wouldn't he?"
The organizer looked along the board. "There's only one out of that four
that's clean."
"That so? I know George scabbed. He told me. But who's the clean
bloke? Is it Kev?"
"No. Him an' Paddy was ringers that took the chance of big money in
the strike. The little Greek is the only cleanskin on the board. Little Nick
there."
So—it was Nick—the little gentleman—who could claim the respect of
men. And I though of a bit of racial baiting I'd done for a joke. My roommate, the picker-up-rouseabout, told me that Nick had offered to lend his
Holden utiHty for him to go shooting in, over the week-end. I told him gravely
and forcefully, "You be very careful. He won't do that for nothing. Those
Greeks like boys." This so completely startled the boy from the wide open
plains that I had to go on with the story, until he was excitedly rehearsing
what he would do if Nick tried it on. Then through the tin walls came Nick's
chuckle. "I fix you up all right, boy, that for sure." Nick enjoyed the joke, but
the bush lads didn't, and the trouble was Nick started to pursue the jest, with
bursts of laughter, until the two lads thought they really were fighting to keep
their virginity and started to threaten Nick.
"Knock your block off," they snarled, and Nick's sense of humour seemed
to grow. I was sorry for that, because I knew better, and that's when men get
sorry for things.
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The organizer's voice broke the flash of reverie. "GRASCOS won't get this
shed again, the squatters don't like mug-shearers butchering their sheep. Most
of the scabs cut the sheep to pieces, and all the fast men are in the union teams."
After that the shed began to settle down. I was getting a friendly nod
from Dave. Honour had been satisfied, the strike was over, there was to be
no more trouble between the men.
That afternoon I pointed my camera along the board, and seven straightened up and watched. Kev and George and Paddy, and Nick gave me a tired grin.
They knew why I did that, they even placed more significance on it than it was
worth. They knew that nothing is forgotten or forgiven, and they could see
the records once again appearing on pub walls; Hsts of scabs and their photographs. They bent again to the sheep, huddled well down as my flashlight
cut the protective shade, and took a row of curled backs with fleece billowing
out around shoulders of despair and regret.
And then, George cut loose with his handpiece down a wether's nose. He
didn't wait for the boss, he was busy dismantling his handpiece. The pickerup
who had been harrowing, bought it, and was ready to he a shearer.
I watched George go through the shed. "You going pressing?" I asked.
"No. I'm going back to Brisbane. Too long away from home. That's the
trouble."
"Yeah? Well—good luck." I couldn't feel vindictive, there wasn't any
need to when something much bigger was looking after these things, somewhere
around the bushes.
"Yeah. I'll need it. I'll go truck-driving again." He went to get his
gear and pay.
The shed was quieter that night. "He was the life of the place all right," a
voice offered. But only the tin walls answered, cold and silent. A weight
pressed into mens' minds that night. WTio would be the next to go where two
of seven were unclean, and the unwritten laws of men followed . . . to where?
But I was the next to go. I had a shed to press at Stagmount, for ten
shearers.
"I don't think you'll do it," Dave told me. I agreed. But I could take
another man in.
As I drew my cheque I was surprised to see Nick getting his.
"You going too?"
"Yes, these sheep too big for me, I get too tired.'
As we got into the Holden to go, I looked at the boys sitting along the
verandah of the quarters. Paddy who had offered me everything he had,
Kev who would probably disappear somewhere back into the stations again,
and long Dave sitting there with the west in his face, his frame, and his hair,
a guardian of something he wouldn't be able to put into words, just a part of
him.
Now that I was going I felt I had to say something, no matter how hopeless
or inane it might be, for Paddy sitting there.
"Keep trying for that hot water and septic," I said to him, and I fancy
he smiled gratefully as we slipped away into the plains.
(This story was equal second prizewinner in the 1962 Mary Gilmore Short Stoi-y Award.)
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The Puritans
You call me Puritan, and all the dark, old blood
Comes up, the wind scrapes, and the dissenters beat the table.
Under the almond trees the Quakers go along the hills to church.
Their hat brims full of almond blossom and the butterflies.
The voices thunder from the pulpit, bare as God's bones
Crying . . . "Go amongst the people with your message brother."
Knees are scraped sore without the kneeling hassocks.
The howling dark of time is at my heels, and I
Carry the little light under my fingers, scorched
In a windy flame in the roaring bellows of that voice.

Beckon me not down the aisles of ringbarked gum trees,
Where the jarrah churches stand like bloodsigns on the sky.
Beckon me not for I am rid of you, you canting brethren.
With your God rock cast in granite on an angry hillside.
Leave me alone in the hollow stillness between the rocks.
To gather up the small, blue flowers of charity.
And leap up singing wdth the voice of my grandmother.
The Maori woman—and the bell sounds in the hollow.
And over the pale, dry grass to the edge of the sea.
God thunders in the rain on the yellow wheatfields,
God walks with his feet in the clay of the blooming orchard,
God touches with farmer's fingers the meekness of light
On the stubble, and the small, green things shoot and curl in his palm.

Was this how the Maori woman in the hills of Auckland
Lay under the mound stopping her ears with grass
To keep out the sound of bells, was it this that led her,
Barefoot, blackhaired, barbarous, starry-hearted
Into the church, that altar-less, stony church, waiting
Like a blow of bells to shrive her in . . . my grandmother,
Small as a shrub and pitiless as a rock, who bore twelve children:
One was drowned in a dam, one locked up in a barred room
For a madman's castle, one an epileptic, one given to fits
Of dangerous brooding and fists, drove all his children
One by one from the farm, one always wore a white cap
On her hairless head, and went, unmarried, to feed the pigs each dusk.
The others grew, black haired, dark browed, a brood of daemon children.
Barefooted, skinny in their knickerbockers, single file
Along the highways to worship God—always the bells sounded.
Sounded across the valleys and into the small farms.
And the farmers clasped their bibles and the boys ran
Like wild things out of the church and the awful eye of God.
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To be free to run, not to have conscience stalking
Like a giant on your tiny footsteps through the bracken.
God would not stay in the church for Puritans
He kept walking the countryside in the guise of trees, and men.
And conscience, that lay down with you at night and kept you twisting
In a stretcher bed . . . "O! God what have I done, what perfection
Have I brought to thee, what men and women brought up
To your footstool, what brothers have I joined with?"

This in me—the parson calling through the Autumn landscape,
The cry of the bell, and the sheep, the ringer and the book.
The old fires leaping at night in the mallee roots
On the dark, thin faces of my father's brothers, my grandmother
That Maori woman from the Auckland hills, who drove her soul
To devil and the church; they sleep so restlessly within my blood.
And itch and nag me to be out tonight, with hand on heart
And hankering heart to go, and saddle up the horses
Of my spirit, to gallop through the rainbeat and the dust.
And let the dewshine wet their lovely fetlocks . . schism in me.
The devil and the saint war till I grumble at the pull of it.
I've a hard mouth for the bit but the grace is on me.
Shivering as the bell across the lonely valleys;
Christ with a loaf in his hand, striding the hillside,
Or driving a boney horse in a broken sulky.
Knocking on doors and the farmers hiding their cards
Under the cloth and their beer bottles out in the pantry.
The hymns tinkling like bells from the iron-framed German piano.
"Must I be saint to all men and conscience at their tables?
O! God let me escape, your servant is so weary, let me escape
Into the small, warmed hollow of the hills and pick the everlastings
In my hand, marvelling at their simplicity.
Let me water my horse under the rim of the hill.
And when the sun goes down, discard my broken sulky
And my bread . . . let me go now." . . . No, it is the bread of life
I carry and the staff, it is the weight and tumult of the bells,
The gaunt and lonely parsons, Quixotes in the bush.
The Maori woman and her black browed sons—redeem you them.
Shrive me then for I go to spread my word, even as they,
Through tilting windmills and the little flowers . . . so call me Puritan.
DOROTHY
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The Search for the "Gilt Dragon"
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HE SHIP "Vergulde Draeck" or as she is more
commonly known, the "Gilt Dragon", sailed
imder the command of Captain Pieter Alberts, from Texel, Holland on the 4th October
1655, outward bound for the East Indies. She was
carrying a rich cargo of merchandise as well as
eight chests of coinage amounting to 78,600
guilders.
Her course to the Indies after calling at the
Cape was the well established one, recommended
by the Directors of the United East India Company, of sailing east between 36° and 39° south
latitude. After running before the steady westerly
winds across the southern Indian Ocean for 800
mylen (3,560 English statute miles), the course
was altered to the north east, when upon reaching
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30° south latitude they would be 1,000 mylen
(4,450 Enghsh statute miles) east of the Cape.
Then, they were to bear down on the Southland
at approximately 27°, in order to obtain a fix
on their position before laying a course for lava.
However, it was difficult for shipmasters to
follow this course as recommended by the Directors of the Company, for although the seventeenth century seamen could calculate latitude
with a fair degree of accuracy they had no reliable way of determining longitude. Thus the
mariner had to rely on dead or deduced reckoning based on the estimated position of the ship
by calculations and distinct from plotting an observed position. This inability to calculate longitude accurately, coupled with inaccurate charts
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of Eendrachtsland, as that part of the Southland was called which lay in 27° south, made the
voyage to the Indies extremely hazardous. Nevertheless, this southern route (pioneered by Hendrik Brouwer in 1611) gave the Company's ships
a much faster passage to Java than the earlier
route which took them north-about, u p the east
coast of Africa and via India or Ceylon to the
Indies. The difficulty of fixing a ship's position
on the easterly run from the Cape and the inaccuracy of the shipmaster's charts had already
been remarked on by Governor Jan Coen who was
himself nearly wrecked in 1627. Of that occasion
Coen wrote, "In 28J2° south we came upon the
land of d'Eendracht . . . the reckonings of our
steersman were still 300 and 350 miles from any
land . . ."1
On the 28th April 1656 at the beginning of the
first day watch, sometime between 4 and 5
o'clock in the morning, the "Vergulde Draeck"
piled up on a reef 30§ south latitude, off the
coast of the Southland. As the ship struck,
then began to settle and break up, two boats were
launched. But of the one hundred and ninetythree people aboard, only seventy-five managed
to reach the shore. Among them were the Captain and the under-steersman.
One hundred
and eighteen people died in the wreck. This tragic
loss of life can perhaps be explained by the fact
that the ship apparently struck the reef at a time
when the watches on deck were being changed
and many people would have been asleep below.
Also, a negligent look-out man in the fore-top
may have been a contributing factor in the disaster.
However, it seems doubtful whether a warning cry from the man in the fore-top could have
been raised early enough to save the ship, when
one considers the method of steering ships in
the seventeenth century. A curious and elaborate
method of controlling the tiller was employed
involving the use of a vertical lever called a
whipstaff, which pivoted in the deck while its
lower end engaged with the after end of the
tiller. When the helmsman swung this lever from
side to side it transmitted the movement to the
tiller which turned the rudder. Considering the
inefficiency of the mechanism, as ordinarly fitted
it only allowed of about five degrees of hebn on
each side, it is doubtful whether the whipstaff
could do much more than merely steady the ship
on her course. A complicated system of relieving tackles was also employed to supplement the
work of the whipstaff. With this type of steering apparatus it is very doubtful whether the
"Vergulde Draeck" could have altered course in
time to avoid the reef.
The survivors found themselves cast away on
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one of the most inhospitable coasts in the world,
with few provisions and little hope of rescue.
Their only chance was to send the cockboat (or
yawl) to Batavia to get help, so the steersman
and six sailors manned the boat and put out
to sea.
According to one account of the wreck,2 tJ^g
"Vergiilde Draeck" went down so quickly that
nothing of her valuable cargo could be saved,
but another version states that when the cockboat sailed away from the wreck-site, the stern
was still above water.^
On the 7th June, the cockboat arrived at
Batavia and the seven survivors made their report.
They stated that the "Vergulde Draeck" had run
on a reef VA mylen (6% miles) out to sea, in
30-| south latitude, and that sixty-eight of
their comrades who had succeeded in getting
ashore were still left there. However, they added
that as they sailed away, they saw the survivors
trying to refloat their boat. This was one of the
ship's boats that had probably capsized in making
a landing.
The General and Council of the
Indies, lost no time in fitting out an expedition
to rescue the castaways and salvage the Company's
specie and merchandise. Apart from these immediate aims, the expedition was to explore the
coast and draw a new chart with particular attention given to the area where the "Vergulde
Draeck" had foundered.
Accordingly, the next day (8th June) the quick
saihng flute "Witte Valck", provisioned for a
voyage of five months and with expert divers and
salvage equipment aboard, put out to sea. Sailing
to the Sunda Straits she fell in with the yacht
"•Goede Hoop" and according to instructions both
vessels proceeded in company to the Southland.
Survivors of the wreck were aboard to pilot them
in to the wreck-site when they sighted land.
A severe storm forced the two ships to part
company so they reached the Southland independently, then both vessels cruised up and down
the coast searching for the castaways. A landing
party from the "Witte Valck" located their camp
with the tents (or canvas shelters) knocked down
and torn to pieces, but they found no sign of life!
Of the "Goede Hoop" too, search parties had
been sent ashore, but they did not find any traces
of the wreck or a camp-site. It was vdnter and
bad weather set in, so they had to return to their
ship. But three men were missing, having wandered off too far into the bush.
When the
weather moderated, the longboat with eight men
was sent back to search. However, these eight
men also disappeared and another party sent to
look for them found the longboat dashed to
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pieces on the shore. The weather was stormy
with boisterous seas and the yacht was in constant
danger; so her skipper decided to return to Batavia, and she arrived there in October, her consort
having returned a month earlier.
When the official reports of the expedition
were presented to the Council of the Indies, it
was found that there were some discrepancies,
for the skipper of the "Witte Valck" reported
the finding of wreckage and a camp-site but the
master of the "Goede Hoop" stated that no signs
of the wreck nor the survivors were found. There
can be only one explanation for these conflicting
statements, they both visited different parts of
the coast and only the "Witte Valck" was actually at the wreck-site.
Subsequently the General and Council sent
written orders to Van Riebeck, Governor at the
Cape of Good Hope, instructing him to send a
ship to the Southland. In 1657 Van Riebeck gave
orders to the master of the flute "Vinck", bound
thence to Batavia, to sail along the coast where
the "Draeck" was lost, that a search might be
made for her unfortunate people. The flute made
her first landfall in 29° T south latitude on the
8th June 1657, a year after news of the wreck
first reached Batavia.
She cruised northwards in stormy weather as
close inshore as possible, but the seas were so
high that it was impossible to send a search
party ashore. Although in constant danger the
flute held to her course for four days. Then on
the 12th June she stood out to sea and resumed
her voyage to Batavia, arriving there on the 27th
of the month.
It now seemed hopeless to the members of
the Council, to send any further expeditions to
search for the castaways, since it appeared evident that by this time they must all have died
from hunger and thirst or been killed by the
natives.
Yet there remained the Company's
goods and eight chests containing 78,600 guilders, to be salvaged from the wreck, therefore it
was resolved to despatch a third expedition. Also,
there was a slight chance that some of the
survivors might still be alive after all.
Two galliots, the "Waeckende Boey" and the
"Emeloort" stood out to sea from Batavia Roads
on the 1st of January 1658, bound for the Southland. Both vessels had been specially fitted out
for the voyage, provisioned for six months and
carried large crews; the "Waeckende Boey" had
a complement of forty men, while aboard the
"Emeloort" were twenty-five men. Thus it would
appear that these vessels were equipped for salvage operations.
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GaUiots of the latter half of the seventeenth
century were small single or two masted craft
mounting about four hght guns and with a lot
of hold space. They were designed primarily for
the coastal or inter-island trades, but because
of their great carrying capacity and shallow draft
they were ideal for salvage work. Usually galhots,
being fore-and-aft rigged, could be handled efficiently by a crew of from ten to twenty men. Both
the "Waeckende Boey" and the "Emeloort" carried
boats, but the former also had a schuyt, a large
shallow draft boat fitted with a mast and leeboards, which was taken along for use when making landings on the coast.
Commodore Samuel Volkersen, master of the
"Waeckende Boey", and Captain Aucke Pieters
Jonck, of the "Emeloort" had received detailed
orders from the Council as to the course they
were to follow to reach the Southland and instructions for co-operation between both vessels for
the successful conclusion of the enterprise.
Sailing through the Straits of Sunda botli
vessels sailed south-west until they fell in with
the south-east Trade Winds, and using these they
eventually reached the region of the Westerlies.
They then altered course to the south-east and
sailed to 32° or 33° south latitude, then altering
course again, they sailed eastward until they
sighted land. But the galliots, having become sepparated on tlie voyage south, did not arrive together, nor did they join company again until they
were homeward bound. Thus, from the first, both
skippers appear to have disregarded the orders of
their superiors, which were to the effect that
the ships were to keep together, their crews cooperating in all landings made on the coast.
The look-out aboard the "Emeloort" sighted
land on the 8th March, the galliot then being at
30° 25' south latitude. Smoke was seen on shore
to the east-south-east, so she hove-to and a large
flag was raised, also three guns were fired. Then
during the night, a fire was seen at south-east
by east, whereupon many salvoes were fired and
a lantern was hoisted to the masthead. The following day, the 10th March, a gun was fired every
hour, and a boat was sent to the shore with a
landing party, but no traces of the wreck or the
castaways were found. Many of the crew of the
"Emeloort" began to suffer from some affliction of
the eyes so the skipper decided to return to
Batavia. The galliot left the coast of the Southland at the Tortelduyf cliffs and after an uneventful voyage made the west point of Java on the
14th April, when she again fell in with the returning "Waeckende Boey". Both vessels then sailed
in company to Batavia.
Now, let us follow the account of the exped41

ition according to the log of the
Boey".

"Waeckende

Land was sighted on the 22nd February 1658,
when the galliot was in 31° 40' south latitude.
Passing an island about three miles from the mainland the vessel came in to anchor on the following
day in latitude 31° 20' and the boat was sent
to the shore with a landing party. The uppersteersman, i.e. the First Officer, Abraham Leeman
van Santwits was in charge of all the recorded
expeditions ashore, and on the 26th February he
found wreckage. More flotsam was found on the
18th March including a piece of timber bearing
the registration number of the "Vergulde Draeck",
this was found at 31° 15' south latitude.
According to one account of the voyage, the
actual wreck of the "Vergulde Draeck" was found,
"the boards of the quarterdeck being level with
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the sea". But, "as the boards and beams were
moving with every wave, he (Leeman van Santwits or Captain Volkersen) did not dare to send
below the four Malay divers he had with him to
explore and possibly to salvage the treasure .
On the 21st and 22nd March, Leeman and his
men found a number of planks standing upright
in a circle, lids of boxes, barrel staves, pieces of
grating, part of the taffrail and four or five
wooden gun-carriages.
A storm blew up during the night of the 22nd
so that Leeman and his companions were forced
to spend the night ashore. The storm increased
in intensity and at midnight the "Waeckende
Boey" lost her anchor. Although another anchor
was dropped this was also lost when the next
day the \veather being still boisterous and the
vessel in danger of driving on to the rocks,
Captain Volkersen decided to cut the cable and
make for the safety of the open sea. On the 27th
the galliot returned to the coast and cruised about,
searching for the missing boat. Several signal
guns were fired and a fire was seen at dusk, either
on an island or on the mainland, then after the
firing of another cannon, a second fire was visible
close to the first. These fires were assumed by
those aboard the "Waeckende Boey", to have
been lit by survivors of the "Draeck" or the missing boat party. As later events were to prove, the
latter assumption was correct. Leeman and his
comrades, having sailed from the mainland, landed on an island, and when they saw the galliot
return they lit signal fires, but could not launch
their boat because of the rough seas. Captain
Volkersen, having neither the boat nor the schuyt
which had been lost earlier, on the voyage up
the coast, could not effect a landing. Therefore
not wishing to endanger his ship any longer
amidst the uncharted rocks and shoals of the
Southland, he decided to return to Batavia.
The "Waeckende Boey" was put about and
her skipper laid a course for Java, the western
point of which was reached on the 14th April,
when they again fell in with the "Emeloort".
Thus ended the third and final official expedition sent out by the authorities of the United
East India Company to retrieve the treasure and
rescue the survivors of "Vergulde Draeck".
Meanwhile, Leeman van Santwits and his
thirteen companions, realizing they had been
abandoned, decided to attempt the long and
perilous voyage to Java. For an account of this
epic small-boat voyage, the reader is referred to
the article "My Shield and My Faith", by C. de
Heer; it is sufficient here to mention merely that
Leeman and four surviving members of the boat's
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crew reached
1658.

Batavia on the 23rd

September

Towards the end of the year, one other vessel,
the flute "Elburg", Batavia bound via the coast
of the Southland anchored off that part of the
coast known as Edel Land. A heavy sea was
running, therefore she was obliged to anchor
about two and a half miles off shore. Landings
were made on the coast as the flute cruised
southwards from 31)2° to 33° 14', but no traces
of Europeans were found, nor any wreckage. The
flute then resumed her course for Java.
The Council at Batavia resolved not to send out
any more special expeditions since the two former
ones had proved unsuccessful. However, instructions were issued to the captains of galliots and
flutes that should the opportunity arise, and
weather permitting, they were to touch at the
Southland and endeavour to find some clue to
the fate of the missing men.
No evidence was ever found that cast any
fresh light on the fate of the castaways of the
"Draeck" and their disappearance remains one
of Avistralia's unsolved mysteries.
For two hundred years the loss of the "Draeck"
was all but forgotten, the accounts of the wreck,
together with the log books of the search ships,
were filed away to gather dust and moulder
among other reports and papers in the Company's
archives. During these two centuries the continental Southland of the Netherlanders was
claimed and settled by people of English stock
and Tasman's "New Holland" became the English
colony of Western AustraUa in 1829. Few, if
any, of the original English settlers in Western
Australia knew the story of the "Gilt Dragon"
until the publication in 1859 of R. H. Major's
"Early Voyages to Terra Austrahs", a collection
of translations of original documents in the Hague
Archives.
Following the publication of Major's book,
other scholars, both Dutch and EngUsh, began
studying the old records and documents in the
Hague Archives with renewed interest.
These
researches resulted in a number of books being
published between 1859 and 1899 dealing with the
discovery of Australia and laying particular emphasis on the Dutch voyages to Western Australia.
Western Australian interest in the "Gilt Dragon" and her treasure was first aroused in February
1931 when it was reported that a boy named Alan
Edwards of the Moore River had found a skeleton
and some coins on a rocky ledge known as the
Eagle's Nest, near the mouth of the Moore River.^
The coins, amounting to thirty-five pieces of varWESTERLY, JUNE
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ious shapes and sizes were shown to the Public
Librarian (Dr. J. S. Battye) who selected some
representative types for examination. Later, Dr.
Battye stated " . . . One was a Spanish dollar,
another a Spanish half-dollar and two or three
of the others were apparently pieces of silver
which were used for coinage and loosely called
tekols, throughout the East Indies. Another was
a flat piece of ingot silver, about three inches by
an inch; one side was smooth, and on the other
were Japanese or Chinese characters. These were
blurred, and I did not examine them minutely".®
Many historically minded citizens of Perth began
to speculate whether these coins and the skeleton
could be connected with the wreck of the "Gilt
Dragon". The latitude of the Moore River is
very nearly the lattitude 30§° as recorded in
the old documents for the wreck.
One of the persons most interested in the report, was a Mr. Alfred Burt, then living in retirement in Perth. In 1875, when a young man, Mr.
Burt had been attached to the Admiralty survey
under Captain Archdeacon R.N., and on one
occasion he remembered having stumbled upon a
strange circle of stones in the bush. He had set
out from his camp at Woodada Well, 45 miles
sovith-west of Dongarra, accompanied by a Mr.
H. Ogbourne to take provisions by pack horse
to the survey party on the coast. Nearing the
coast they were forced to cut their way through
dense shrub and bush when suddenly they found
themselves in a clearing and before them lay
many stones arranged to form a circle. Owing
to the consistent demands on his time on survey
work, Mr. Burt did not then examine the stone
circle nor did he have the opportunity of returning to the spot again. However, in later years he
often spoke of the event, but apparently attached
no great significance to his find until he read of
the discoveries at the Moore River. He now
imagined that the intriguing circle might well
mark the spot where the survivors of the wreck
had buried the treasure chests.
In May 1931, and at the end of February
1932, Mr. Burt accompanied two expeditions to
the area south of Dongarra where he supposed
the mysterious ring of stones to be; however on
both these expeditions he failed to relocate the
spot.'' Shortly after their return to Perth, additional information became available corroborating Mr. Burt's story. In June 1932, Mr. F . King
of Three Springs, reported that in 1926 he had
discovered another man-made stone formation,
consisting of numerous stones, placed at intervals
of about 150 yards apart and spread over a mile
of ground and pointing towards the vicinity in
which the "Ring of Stones" was first seen. This
line of stones was covered by scrub.* By January
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1933, the circle of stones had assumed such
prominence in the thinking of local historians and
treasure seekers, that a newspaper reporter could
write, "whether there is any connection between
the coins and skeleton found at Eagle's Nest, at
the mouth of the Moore River and the wreck of
the "Gilt Dragon" can matter little against this
very real evidence of some most unusual happening further up the coast in the form of landmarks and aranged by the hand of man for some
important purpose.
That there is something
concealed, cannot well be doubted. The discovery of coins and wreckage from time to time
on our coast only tends to lend weight to the
surmise of Mr. Burt and many others".^
For many years men searched for the elusive
/'Ring of Stones" convinced that beneath it would
be found the "Gilt Dragon's" treasiure chests,
and a number of theories were current to account
for each successive failure to locate the spot. The
most commonly held theory was that the circle
had long since been covered by sandhills, for the
sand in the area was continually shifting.
A party of five men under the leadership of
Mr. J. E. Hammond left Perth on the 5th April
1937, for the country south of Dongarra.^" This
was Mr. Hammond's second expedition, and although he was an experienced bushman and
had a good map of the area, he and his companions searched for a fortnight with no result. Disheartened, Mr. Hammond began to consider the
possibiUty that perhaps the "Gilt Dragon" had
been wrecked further south than the vicinity
of the Moore River."
In March 1938 children of the Baramba assisted
school about forty miles from Gingin found a number of old coins and a pair of rusted and broken
hinges in a patch of sand near the sea, in the
vicinity of the Moore River.^^ Rubbings of the
coins were sent to the Western Australian Historical Society who passed them on to the Curator
of the Art Gallery (Mr. G .Pitt Morison) for
examination. Subsequently, the coins were dated
to the reign of Phifip IV of Spain (1621-1665)
and identified as being Spanish pieces-of-eight.
Mr. Pitt-Morison added to his identffication, "The
fact that they were Spanish pieces-of-eight did
not necessarily mean that they came from a
Spanish vessel, as these coins were international
in circulation during the period". ^^
Over the years, so much publicity had been
given by the local press to the various searches
for the "Ring of Stones" and the supposed buried
treasure, that the wreck of the "Gilt Dragon"
became one of the most famous meiritime disasters
on the coasts of Australia. Nor did it pass unnoticed by researchers overseas for late in 1934
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an account of the wreck and the subsequent expeditions to retrieve the treasure appeared in
the book, "Modem Buried Treasure Hunters' by
Harold T, Wilkins. A curious story is recounted
in this book concerning the reputed finding on
the coast of Western Australia, of a parchment
map, showing tlie location of the treasure buried
by the survivors of the "Gilt Dragon".
Mr.
Wilkins' story was no doubt based on an article
pubHshed ten years earlier entitled "The Mystery
of the 'Gilt Dragon'", written by Mr. Siebenhaar of Perth.i* In this article, which at the
time passed unnoticed by local historians, Mr.
Siebenhaar stated that a surveyor named Paul
Ecclesborough had shown him an old rusted box
containing a few parchment manuscripts purporting to have been written by the clergyman of the
ill-fated vessel. These manuscripts referred to
mutineers among the crew ashore and the eventual
massacre of the castaways by the aborigines.
Mr. Siebenhaar reported that these relics had been
found by Paul Ecclesborough in a small cave
three miles inland from the coast north-east of
Green Island. However, as Mr. Siebenhaar apparently made no mention of a map being found
with the parchments, it would appear that Mr.
Wilkins with hterary licence, changed the written
documents to a treasure map.
A considerable amount of research was undertaken in 1946 by Miss D. C. Cowan, formerly
Honorary Keeper of Records for the Western
Australian Historical Society, at the request of the
Royal Austrahan Historical Society in Sydney, to
ascertain the facts of the abovementioned account.
Although she found there was no licensed surveyor named Paul Ecclesborough registered with
the Lands and Titles Office, she admitted that
he could have been an unhcensed or non Lands
surveyor for either the Railways or Works Department. Miss Cowan did not pursue the investigation further as Mr. Siebenhaar was deceased
and the documents could not be traced.i^
The "Ring of Stones" was again in the news
in February 1939 when Messrs. J. R. Hayes and
G. Penny located it; indeed Mr. Penny claimed that he had first discovered it some eight or
nine years earlier, but had then forgotten its exact
position. "We dug in the area", Mr. Hayes told
newspaper reporters, "but under a few inches
of sand there was a solid limestone bottom . . .
we found a number of pot-holes in this rock,
filled with white sand and seashells" and "assumed that at one time the sea had covered the
spot, although it is now about two miles inland."
Mr. Hayes later advanced a theory based on the
finding of the sea shells, that some hundreds of
years earlier the sea shore was nearer the circle
of stones and that the wreck of the "Gilt Dragon"
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lay buried under the sand somewhere between
the circle and the coast. ^^
Then early in 1939 the question was raised in
the local press,!''' did the "Ring of Stones" really
have any connection with the "Gilt Dragon"
castaways and the treasure, or was it merely an
aborigine bora ground? Gradually, this latter
view gained wide support. The suggestion that
the stone circle could be of aboriginal construction had not been considered earlier because
of a genera] lack of knowledge concerning native
stone structures. However it was not until nearly
two years later that the native origin of the "Ring
of Stones" was generally accepted.^*
In 1939 public interest was again aroused by
reports of earlier discoveries made in the vicinity
of die Moore River. A police constable, stationed
at Gingin had once been told by some local
aborigines of a tribal legend that a ship had been
wrecked near the mouth of the river. They also
told the constable that somewhere between
Wedge Island and the Moore River was a cave
which contained a number of skeletons believed
to be those of white men.i^
An account of the finding in 1890 of a spar
and other relics was first published in this year.^o
Three men on a shooting and fishing trip to the
Moore River district had found a ship's spar protmding horizontally from a sandhill, at a spot
about a mile north of Wedge Island and about
200 yards from the shore. They estimated the
spar to have been about 40 feet long and approximately 18 inches thick. It was too heavy for
them to move, so they dug along the spar for five
or six feet and unearthed an old rusted pot which
would have held eight or ten gallons of water,
two horn spoons, an old copper shovel or scoop
and two half-moon shaped axe heads.
Thus, by 1940 after nine years of fruitless
searching and reliance on pioneers' memories, the
true significance of the material evidence from the
Moore River district became apparent. However,
with the outbreak of the Second World War
interest in the "Gilt Dragon" waned. During the
war the Aqualung had been developed, and when
this equipment became available to skindivers
in the post-war years, the search for the "Gilt
Dragon" entered a new phase. A new generation
of treasure hunters sought for her remains under
the sea.
Skindiver Alan Robinson was spear-fishing off
a reef about six miles offshore, north of the Moore
River, sometime in 1956 when he saw a number
of cylindrical objects protruding from the reef.
Although they looked suspiciously hke the muzzles
of cannon, he thought at the time, that they
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were probably old pipes or merely part of some
freak reef formation, so he made no immediate
investigation, nor did he take any bearings on the
spot. Later, when he realized that he might
have stumbled on the actual remains of the "Gilt
Dragon" and returned to the reef to investigate,
he found he could not relocate the exact position.
For the next six years Alan Robinson spent all
his available spare time searching for that vweck.
On the weekend of the 13th and 14th of April
this year, Alan Robinson together with four other
skin-divers was enjoying a spearfishing holiday
at Ledge Point, north of the Moore River. Unusually mild weather conditions favoured the
group as they anchored their boat in calm, clear
water, seeward of a reef about six miles offshore.
Fifteen year-old Graeme Henderson, the youngest
member of the party, first spotted the wreck. He
noticed a pile of bluish-brown square objects,
that were later found to be ballast bricks, on the
bottom and swimming down to investigate he saw
two curved objects, that proved to be elephant
tusks, sticking up out of the reef. The divers
managed to pull one of the tusks free of the reef
and, grabbing a few of the square brown objects,
they surfaced and threw them into the boat.
Alan Robinson was convinced, when he dived
again and found a number of cannon, that this
was the same wreck that he had discovered,
then lost, six years earlier.
Upon their return to Perth, the group showed
their finds to Dr. P. E. Playford, a geologist
with the Geological Survey Department of Western Australia, who has devoted much time to
research on Dutch wrecks on the coast of Western Australia. Dr. Playford identified the four feet
long elephant's tusk as African and the bricks
as being of a type similar to those carried in
Dutch ships outward bound to the Indies, as
ballast. The bricks were unloaded at Batavia
to be used for building purposes.^i
Mr. Robinson, on behalf of the finders registered the wreck with the Receiver of Wrecks, a
Commonwealth official, and notified the Royal
Netherlands Consulate in Perth.
Meanwhile, at the wreck-site the weather
deteriorated and it became too dangerous to dive.
However on the 25th April, although the weather
was still unsettled with rough seas breaking, the
divers made another descent to the wreck. This
time they swam into deeper water a httle further
out to sea to explore a cave where they had not
been before. To their amazement the cave was
full of relics, a big stack of ivory tusks, thousands
of ballast bricks, pieces of pottery and sheets of
lead. They concluded that this cave, was in fact
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a still-intact section of the ship, the shape of
which had been preserved for 307 years by
marine growth.22 Several boxes were also found
partly buried in the sandy floor of the cave, but
their existence was kept secret until several days
later when, with great difficulty, one was raised
and broken open. To their great disappointment
the treasure seekers found it contained only a
thick black substance, thought to have been
gunpowder.23 They had, perhaps, been looking
forward to a chest fuU of gold coins, but so
far all recorded coin finds have been of silver.
Indeed no gold regular coinage was struck in the
Netherlands for the use of the Company in the
Indies until 1726.2*
About fifty silver coins were found near the
reef, on Sunday the 28th April and identified by
Mr. G. W. Robinson, honorary numismatist of the
Western Austrahan Art Gallery, as Spanish piecesof-eight minted close to 1590 at Potosi in Mexico.
During the seventeenth century, nearly five-sixths
of the world's coinage was Spanish.^s
An expedition sponsored by "West Austrahan"
Newspapers Ltd. and TVW Channel 7 arrived at
Ledge Point at the beginning of May to explore
the wreck and aid the divers already at the site.^^
Journalist-diver and author, Hugh Edwards, and
underwater photographer, Maurie Hammond, with
others helped in the raising of a cannon from the
wreck. The cannon was raised on the 4th May
and beached at Ledge Point.
When bad weather set in, the divers remembered the finds made thirty-two years ago on the
mainland opposite the wreck-site and occupied
themselves in making a search ashore, with no
results.27 However, they visited Mr. F. Edwards
on his property who showed them about fifteen
coins that he had found ashore, when as an
eight year-old, he played in the sand dunes that
lie almost directly in line with the wreck on the
reef. These coins were unlike those recovered
from the wreck and included a Spanish real with
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a date ending in "55", probably 1655. Mr. Edwards told the divers that he had also found a
hinge and side piece of an old chest in the same
area. But today, the sand dunes have shifted
and Mr. Edwards could not relocate the position.28
It was in this same locality that it is said that
some years ago 20 lb. weight of silver coins was
found. They were in a solid mass, as if they had
been in a chest that had long since rusted away.
Some coins broken off the lump were found to be
silver half ducatoons minted in 1636 bearing the
inscription P H I L IIII D. G. HISP. E T . INDIAN
REX.29 Thus, to judge from this evidence and
the reputed finding of the hinges of boxes and
considering that the stern section of the "Gilt
Dragon" may have remained above water long
enough for the survivors to retrieve some of the
treasure, it seems highly likely that at least a
few of the treasure chests were taken ashore.
Coins found at the wreck site were cleaned
by Dr. Playford who stated on the 6th May
that some of them bore the dates 1644, 1653 and
1654 and that these coins " . . . can b e regarded
as strong evidence that the wreck is that of the
"Gilt Dragon" though not definite proof".^"
Diving at the wreck site was suspended on the
12th May.
Thus far, the most important objects recovered from the wreck, which indicate that it is the
"Gilt Dragon", are the Rhenish stoneware jugs,
coins and a cannon. The Rhenish stoneware (or
Bellarmine) jugs, their necks decorated with the
crudely modelled mask of a bearded human face,
date from the early and mid-seventeenth century.^i
All the dated coins found so far have been
earlier than 1656 and those dated 1655 (the "Gilt
Dragon" sailed from HoUand in October 1655
on what was to be her last voyage) are strong
corroborative evidence that the wreck is that of
the ill-fated treasure ship. However, if any coins
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are recovered that bear a date later than 1655
they will show conclusively that the wreck is not
that of the "Gilt Dragon".
The cannon when cleaned of marine growth
and crustation was found to be in a remarkable
state of preservation, wtih the letters "A-V.O.C."
clearly discernible on the breech. These letters
stand for the Amsterdam Chamber of the Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie, or United
East India Company and prove beyond a doubt
that the wreck is that of a Dutch ship. However,
the numerals "1700" followed by the letter "A"
also appear on one of the breech reinforcing
rings. The letter "A" again stands for the Amsterdam Chamber, but the numerals could be
either a serial number, the weight, or a date; if
the latter then the wreck can not be that of the
"Gilt Dragon". In that case, the wreck could
only be that of the "Fortuyn", which disappeared
in 1724 between the Cape of Good Hope and
Batavia.

disappeared in 1726. However, as she was fitted
out by the Zeeland Chamber of the Company,
her equipment would have been marked with a
"Z" and, as the cannon is marked with "A" for
Amsterdam, this possibility must be ruled out.
The "Ridderschap van Holland" has also been
suggested as a likely candidate. She was fitted
out by the Chamber of Amsterdam and disappeared on the last leg of a voyage to Batavia in
1694. It is usually supposed that nothing was
ever heard of her again after she left the Cape.
This has given rise to the opinion that her remains may be somewhere on the Western Australian coast. However, the fact is that the "Ridderschap van Holland" was wrecked on the coast
of Madagascar.3^

The only other Dutch ship lost in the Indian
Ocean whose wreck could be found on the Western Austrahan coast is the "Aagtekerke" which

Thus, all the available evidence seems to indicate that the wreck lying in from five to forty
feet of water off a reef (possibly the "Draken
Riff" of the old Dutch charts) 5% miles off the
Western Austrahan coast and only fifty miles
south of the last recorded position of the "Gilt
Dragon" is in fact the old Dutch treasure ship.
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The Search for the "Gilt D r a g o n "
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1. Iron cannon found at wreck site, length 7'6". It is
thought to be a five pounder, i.e. to have fired a five
pound ball.
2. C. de Heere (see Westerly 1/1963, pp. 33-46) pointing to location of marking A.V.O.C. on breech of
cannon.

2.

3. Detail of markings. A.V.O.C. signifies Amsterdam
Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie (Amsterdam
Chamber of the United East India Company).

4. Rhenish stoneware jugs, commonly called Bellarmine jugs, found at wreck site, approximately 8" high. Both seals are as yet unidentified but each is thought to be a guild
coat-of-arms which incorporates a city coat-of-arms.
5. Reverse and obverse of a piece-of-eight (Spanish dollar of 8 reales) found at the wreck
site. No date remains, but other coins found show a range from 1644-165.5. The coin
is silver of 916.6 fineness. The obverse design is a cross pattee quartered with castles
and hons rampant—the arms of Castile and Leon. The reverse shows the same arms
quartered with those of Aragon and Navarre.
(Note by Geoffrey W. Robinson
of The Royal Mint, Honorary Numismatist of the W.A. Art Gallery.)

Elizabeth Durack

1.

THE MULGA QUEEN

Oil and dammar on pressed board

:

27" x 36"

The artist's possession

Elizabeth Durack

2.

SALTBUSH

GRAZING

Oil and dammar on pressed board

:

27" x 36"

:

Private collection

Patrick

Hutchings

Elizabeth Durack: Pictorial

[OTHING COULD be more linear than the book
illustrations and the prints which first
brought Ehzabeth Durack before the public. ^ Now she has turned to a kind of tachisme;
but what seems like a volte face is really nothing
of the sort, and her tachisme achieves a reconciliation of opposites as impressive as it is unexpected.
Elizabedi Durack has fused the outline of the
illustrator with the fluid, hydraulic forms of floated
colour to produce controlled Rorscharchs, seemingly fortuituous surfaces marbled and veined
like Victorian end-papers, which nevertheless
determine, almost inevitably, the interpretation
that we put on them. Her tachiste surface 'filters
but does not destroy regular compositions conceived in terms of outline and mass;'^ and she observes an orthodox set of perspective rules which
are simplified or modified only very occasionally,
and then for rather special purposes.
The emotional impact of these contrived scenic
opals is considerable, and they make an important
contribution to the solution of the Australian landscape problem: how to 'get man in' without drawing Australia on the model of Europe.
This Continent gives rise to a new and uncomfortable relationship between man and nature,
and so to a new feehng about landscape, which
the artist must try to express. Though Elizabeth
Durack's present solution is not likely to be widely
imitated, it is a genuine and important one, and
it expresses perfectly the landscape-angst which
this flat dull country generates in us.
The technique of these paintings could not be
foreseen from the earlier works, but they are by no
means unaccountable, and they fit into a continuing pattern of development.
Behind these tachiste works, and in time between them and the illustrations, lie three important
sets of paintings. The first is made up of a very
WESTERLY, JUNE 1 9 6 3

Tachiste

large number of water-colours, fairly heterogenous
in style and constituting a rather artificial 'set'.
These water-colours cover the whole period between the illustrations and the tachiste paintings,
and though they are all 'to do with the unity of
people and country'^ they differ widely in their
approach to the subject.
Some of them are
frankly pretty and decorative, while others have
the tough feeling of the later work, but stylistically
both the sweet and the tough can occasionally
exhibit the calhgraphic hne which foreshadows
elements of the latest tachiste technique. The
second set is the formal series of works in flat
saturated yellows and browns depicting aboriginal
rituals, which is in the University of Western
AustraHa collection. In these paintings Elizabeth
Durack has developed a modernistic-aboriginal
style of drawing, and a simphfied perspective
which reduces space to a matter of diagonals on a
plane surface. The third and emotionally most
important set is a group of canvasses done in
Broome and exhibited in the late 40's; these paintings, though they are excessively turpentiny in
texture, are strong in feeling—tough. They are
truthful and realistic where the earfier aboriginal
iUustrations tended often to be simply cheerful
and jolly. These paintings, 'The Venus of the
Rocks', of a nude aboriginal woman in a cleft of
rock; 'Broome Madonna', of a pregnant aboriginal
girl in a blue dress, enthroned in a wicker chair;
'Mother and Child', a half-caste girl with a sensuous face set on a full strong neck, and a disquietingly intelhgent child; and 'Golden Wedding', a
disturbing portrait of a middle-aged couple on a
wicker sofa, with a glimpse of a North-west landscape through the door—these all make use of
the sort of distortions that Dobell developed in his
'Joshua Smith' portrait, and they have an uncompromising, hard quahty. The aboriginal and
half-caste girls are extremely beautiful, but not
vogueishly elegant as they are in some of the
water-colours—'Rising Wind', High Noon' and
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'.Moonhght' for example. And tliese Broome canvasses have none of the sentimentality that characterises many of the more popular aboriginal
drawings. They are firm, dignified paintings. As
far as feeling goes, diey are the forerunners of
the best of the tachiste works, and with their
images of figures rounded and heavy as rocks
they begin already the process of reducing man
and his environment to a common set of shapes,
to a common denominator; a process which reaches its ultimate conclusion in the latest work.
As for the techniques, the surfaces of the new
works exploit the hydraulic qualities of oil and
dammar on pressed board, and the floated surfaces
of tank-printed end-papers provide their closest
parallel. Though in the details of the surface the
paint has literally found its own level, the overall
composition is controlled by strong, bold drawing.
The comparison with end-papers, or with scenic
opals, breaks down when one considers the extreme
control that the artist has kept over her medium.
In a Pollock the surface can be, designedly, as
fortuitous as a mathematician's hst of random
numbers, and pattern has to be read into it.
Elizabeth Durack dribbles and splashes fluid colours over a composition, letting the paint formalise the outlines of masses, but never allowing it
to obliterate them. It is this combination of conventional drawing and composition with a tachiste
paddling about in pigments that gives the paintings
their great technical interest.
It is not surprising, when one considers the
extent to which drawing dominates these seemingly arbitrary surfaces, to discover that these
'marble slice' paintings are worked up in the
studio from field sketches which are often conventional and straightforward. The plainest of
plain drawings stand behind some of the most
turbulent marbled effects. But a field sketchbook shows to some extent the direction of the
paintings; from the first to the last page there is
a progressive loosening of style. The earhest field
drawings contain straight lines that might have
been put in witli a rule, while the later ones
have no straight lines at all, and are made up of
calligraphic strokes of great freedom and wilfulness; the last sketches in a book record ideas that
require paint and not pencil to express them. But
it is often the inore conventional drawing-class
sketches that are taken as the models for the
studio paintings.
The falhbiUty of critics, and the pictorial ancestry and intention of the marbled surfaces, are
both illustrated by a misreading I made of the
painting 'Deep Lead'. I saw it first on the opening night of an exhibition, along with all the other
50

pictures; and though 1 could find exphcit scenes
in most of them, this one seemed to me a total
abstract. All I could see in it was a large menacing blue-black patch at the top, not sufficiently
resolved to be read as a bird-form, and two
complex vortices of colour arranged more or less
symmetrically under it. Taking a clue from the
title of another painting I interpreted this one as
wind, or cloud wrack, and wrote it up as an
abstract. The artist persuaded me to amend to
'semi-abstract' in time for the printer* by sending
me a reading-sketch for the picture which clearly
shows that it represents 'two old codgers on a
road', with some mine gear on the right and a
couple more figures in the left middle distance.
The deep-set eyes and patriarchal domes of the
old men stand out at once when you have the
cue.
The effect of these abstract-literal works, with
their surfaces of mineralised hydraulic movements,
is to merge absolutely the figures and the landscape. This effect is reinforced by the use of a
narrow, often severe, range of colours, and by
the constant recurrence of large areas of black or
blue-black in all the pictures. The emotional
effect of these paintings is summed up by Mr. S.
Silver's note on 'The Gathering Wind':
'Executed in tones of black, vermilion, payne's
grey and pale pink, here, as in all the recent
oil and dammar paintings, figures merge with
landscape in a unity of colour and form. It
suggests a gathering up of the whole biosphere of which vegetation and humanity are
orie'.5

Ehzabeth Durack considers herself a landscape
painter before anything else.
The Austrahan
landscape, notoriously, presents special problems;^
the artist must face up in his way to the settler's
task, and find a place for man in the most forbidding surroundings. The art of landscape painting in Austraha can perhaps be thought about
on the model of Hadfield's theory of the dreamas-a-psychic-rehearsal, a biologically useful, dramatic, ideational process which enables us to cope
with the world on waking, because we have
already unconsciously faced the worst while we
slept.''
Though die desert may be more or less tameable in the physical sense, it still threatens our
psyche, and 'we must hve with it by means of
our images of it . . . art is the appropriation of
a possible enemy'.^ Art is a kind of sympathetic
magic by which we destroy what threatens us,
or an encapsulation of the enemy which allows
us to introject him in small, homoepathic, manageable doses.
Whatever model one conceives it on, Elizabeth
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Durack's merging of the figure and landscape,
though technically perhaps a matter of the hydraulics of paint, is emotionally an important
contribution to the continuing problem of the psychic conquest of the Austrahan Continent. Having
lived in the North-west she can manage it better
than those of us who stay on the fringe, but these
images of an unhuman all-consuming landscape,
made explicit in paint, afflict all of us.
Elizabeth Durack's technique seems to me
metaphysical in Samuel Johnson's sense, and my
first comment on the paintings sums up what I

TAll-About (1935), Chunuma (1936), Son of Djara (1936),
The way of the Whirlwind (1941), a n d Piccaninnies, by
Mary Durack; Australian Legendary Tales (1953), by K.
Langoh Parker, edited by H. Drake-Brockman; The
Magic Trumpet, by Mary D u r a c k ; The Territory (1951)
by Ernestine Hill; W h o Rides the River, by J. K. E w e r s ;
An Attempt to Eat the Moon (1958), by D e b o r a h BullerMurphy—Bibliography from 'Art Gallery of Western Australia: Monthly F e a t u r e No. 18: T h e Art of Elizabeth
Durack', October 1959.
2cf. The Bulletin, September 3 0 , 1 9 6 1 , p . 3 2 .
3The artist's own description in a letter to m e .
These
water-colours are now largely dispersed and I am indebted to the artist for t h e loan of slides and reproductions of some of them.
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feel about them, and about their place in the
tradition of Austrahan painting:
'These canvasses are almost as abstract as
marble veining, or marbed papers, but the
anthropocentricity of art asserts itself, despite the apparently accidental nature of the
surface of the painting. There is a kind of
tough wit displayed in putting man back
in as the measure and the end of the most
fortuitous-seeming patterns. The human being is in these paintings, as he is in Australia,
almost by accident. But once in, he is in to
stay; and in to dominate even the most inimical sort of emptiness'.^

4cf. 'Elizabeth
1961.

Durack":

The

Critic, Perth,

October

2,

•5'The Art of Elizabeth Durack', in The Architect, Perth,
No. 66, December, 1 9 6 1 .
6cf. 'Albert Tucker', by Salek Mine, The Critic, No. 6,
1 9 6 1 , and ' T h e Australian Landscape, hy F. JE. Hutchings,
The Critic, No. 11a, 1 9 6 1 .
7J. A. Hadfield: Dreams and Nightmares, Penguin, 1954,
'Dreams as a form of Ideation', p p . 69 et. sqq.
8'The Australian Landscape', The Critic, No. 11a, 1 9 6 1 .
9The Critic, October 2, 1 9 6 1 .
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A Year of Birds
Wishing to catalogue the birds
We bought a notebook and inscribed
Its cover:
BIRDS: Herein described
(In cursive hand) A Year of Birds.

Page One we left for index; Two
Began the Year:

JANUARY:
Parrots, kingfishers, a wary
Wren (seen only once) of all blue
Birds quite the bluest; therefore small.
Blue can't extend to many birds
Or large. There's plenty of cobalt
For skies; sapphire for kingfishers
And parrots (Haberdashers'
Carded silks for them—their main fault
A kind of kodachrome excess).
That leaves a brushful, perhaps less.
Of quite the purest blue for wrens.

Two pigeons nested with success:
Reared two. Note the puffed-out chests.
But pride gave way to the distiess
Of constant squabbling over nests.
Once a sudden owl, fluttering
Out of darkness, struck our window.
He retreated, dazed, muttering
About his injuries, although
What mainly suffered was his pride.

^2
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Not all the birds are coloured though.
We miss the mudlarks
(which are pied).
Last winter one, which flew inside,
Mistook for exit that window
Which upset the owl. He sat
Upon a chair, too stunned to fly,
As if sketched there by Hokusai.

If not the mudlarks, the magpies
Now provide studies in pencilled
Black and white.
Or, sharply stencilled
Against the summer morning skies,
Perform their early madrigals.

What else?
A dove, but no wagtails.
Wattle-birds, finches, pardalotes.
And perhaps others we have missed.
These are not systematic notes:
Omissions must be expected.
Besides, this is only a list
Of all the January ones.
Other birds must be expected.
DAVID
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A Mother's Song to Her Unborn Child
Cradled content in your blind world rocking,
How shall I sell you, mild
To Life's long mocking?
Will you meek to Adam's learning
Gain the Cross of atom's burning?

Yet come now and greet me child
With your sweet mouth's yearning,
And grow suckling while I sing
Of Eve's fine reckoning.
We'll pay Life's pain with Love's dear earning.
JUDY

FORSYTH
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David

Tunley

Thoughts on the Music
of Edgar Bainton
HE BECOBDiNG of Edgar Bainton's 3rd Symphony released a few years ago by Brolga
and the recent appearance of his String
Quartet in A by Festival Records is a hopeful
sign that the music of this composer, one of the
most accomplished musicians ever to reside in this
country, will not be forgotten. It was inevitable
that much of the so-called Post-Romantic repertoire would be buried under the violent musical
eruptions earlier this century, but the lessons of
history suggest that those very qualities against
which contemporary music has so strongly revolted
may find favour in the art again. If so, the best
of Bainton's music has a chance of survival.

T

Clavier to memory at the age of sixteen. As a
conductor Bainton will be remembered by many
for his annual performances of Bach's St. Matthew
Passion as well as his work in the early days of
the Sydney Symphony Orchestra; and of course
his influence upon the growth of musical hfe in
Sydney in his capacity as Director of the State
Conservatorium of Music was considerable indeed.
Composer, performer, conductor, teacher—in short,
a master of his craft like the Kapellmeister of two
centuries ago and, like so many of these admirable
men who upheld the standards of their art, Bainton enriched the repertoire of music without in
any way altering the course of its development.

Neville Cardus has well described Bainton as
a "musician from a vintage period" for, born in
1880, his close contemporaries included Vaughan
Wilhams, Hoist, Bax, Beecham, Boult, and those
distinguished scholars Ernest Walker and Donald
Tovey. We are reminded by his daughter, Helen
Bainton, in her biographical study entitled Remembered on Waking," of the part that Bainton
played in both the re-birth of English music
and the birth of Australian music, but as yet there
has been no serious appraisal of Bainton the composer as distinct from the leader of musical
affairs. The evidence of the two recordings alone
suggests that such a study is overdue.

As a composer in the Romantic tradition, this
was his undoing for, just as the position of
Kapellmeister became an anachronism in the 19th
century, so the outlook of such a man who accepts
rather than shapes the language and expression
of music was alien to that spirit of originality
which was such a feature of the Romantic Movement. The homage that we tend to pay some
genial 18th century composer not of the first
rank who achieves masterly distinction rather than
greatness in his writing, does not extend to similar
men of the next era. Thus the comparative neglect
of Bainton's music stems from two opposite sides.
Lacking the musical stature of the great late
Romantics, he is overlooked by those whose sympathies lie with the 19th century idiom, and
dismissed by those who prefer the more rugged
character and eclectic styles of contemporary
music. Yet a study of his best works (including
the 2nd and 3rd Symphonies, the lovely Epithalamiom for Orchestra, the Sonatas for 'Cello and
Piano, and Viola and Piano, the English Idyll
for Baritone and Orchestra—a setting of poems
by Neville Cardus—and the spectacular opera
The Pearl Tree—first performed in Sydney in
1944, seventeen years after its completion) reveals
an engaging musical style with many moments of
unforgettable beauty. Although over 150 works
of Bainton have appeared in English catalogues

The versatihty of Bainton's musicianship
brings to mind the best qualities of the I7th and
18th century Kapellmeister—a term used here
in no derogatory sense whatsoever, although
European musicians tend to associate it with dullness and pedantry. Those who possess the 78
rpm Columbia recording of his Sonata for 'Cello
and Piano are vividly reminded of his pianistic
brilhance (all the more remarkable as this recording was made when the composer was in his
seventies) and we are told by his daughter that
he had committed the entire
Well-Tempered
* "Remembered on Waking" by Helen Bainton, published
by Currawong Publishing Co., Sydney.
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from 1907 onwards, it is regrettable that of the
above only the 2nd Symphony has been published
and only two of his works are now available on
commercial recordings. While obviously not fully
representative of the composer, the two recorded
works at least afford a ghmpe into his style, and
one of them—the 3rd Symphony—may prove to
be his finest and most enduring achievement.
Forty years separate the String Quartet from
the 3rd Symphony, yet the elan and rapturous
outpourings of the Symphony, completed in his
seventy-sixth (and last) year sound more hke
the expression of youth than do the rather autumnal tones of the String Quartet. The String Quartet,
however, was in no way an "apprentice-piece"
for it followed works that had already established
Bainton's reputation in England as a gifted and
promising composer, including the Symphony
Before Sunrise, which was given a Carnegie
Trust Award in 1907, and his one-act opera The
Crier by Night.
Thus we have recordings of
two mature works of Edgar Bainton.
The Quartet was written in 1915 during Bainton's period of internment as a prisoner-of-war at
Ruhleben (the composer and his wife had been on
their way to Bayreuth at the outbreak of war)
and revised in 1920. The work had originally
concluded with the slow third movement and
to this Bainton added a fourth—Allegro molto
energico. This change, while giving us an invigorating finale, somewhat reminiscent of Elgar
with its fragmentary opening rhythms leading
eventually to a well-defined diatonic tune, nevertheless underlined a weakness in the work which
will be referred to later. Like the Symphony, the
Quartet reveals Bainton as essentially a lyrical
composer. Lacking the tensions that arise from
the interplay of contrasting and fragmentary ideas,
this style relies largely upon very expressive turns
of phrase and harmonic richness in the spinning
out of its material. Contrasts are there, but they
are the contrasts of sections rather than contrasts
within a section. The appeal of such music hes
in the beauty of every passing moment, and not
in the over-all effect as in "dramatically" conceived music in which the significance of an idea
may not become apparent until placed in contrast
with another, or its relationship to the work as a
whole has been estabhshed. In short, the lyrical
composer is concerned with the intrinsic beauty of
the ideas themselves rather than in what they may
become in the course of the work.
Judged solely by this criterion, the first movement of the String Quartet in A is disappointing.
Its theme, which occurs with fugato-hke regularity, is undistinguished and even Bainton's harmonic ingenuity cannot breathe much life into it. In
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fact the rich chromaticism tends to throw the
essentially diatonic nature of the theme into relief, so that at times there is a suspicion of turgidity. Yet, except for two contrasting sections,
the whole of the first movement is devoted to a
study of this theme and its modifications (although
these never appear as metamorphoses) and it is
easy to tire of its continual appearances. What
is impressive, however, is Bainton's imagination
in matters of texture. An example of this can
be seen in the variety of figures that accompany
the theme on its adventures—at no time in the
entire movement is there a mere repetition of material but a seemingly endless stream of "countersubjects" played off against the main idea. Textural subtleties are characteristic of Bainton's craft.
The ghmpse of a more personal and memorable
Bainton is caught in the third movement. Over
a gentle and hushed rocking accompaniment is
spun a simple modal melody rich in poetry and
feeling to evoke a dreamlike atmosphere until a
second folksong-like tune is reached, this time an
energetic rustic dance. As mentioned earher, the
original version of the Quartet ended with this
movement and, in it towards the end, Bainton
refers at considerable length to the opening movement. While it is true that modal and chromatic
styles have often been combined in a highly
successful manner (the Ravel String
Quartet
springs immediately to mind, and the last movement of Bainton's later 'Cello Sonata may be cited
in this regard), in this movement they are somewhat at loggerheads. It may be because Bainton
has tried to make one grow from the other rather
than fuse them, or because of the vwiter's dissatisfaction with the first movement that he feels a
sense of anti-climax at the return of the motto
theme, and the spell of the slow movement is
broken even though the desire for a unifying
feature is recognised. This dissatisfaction was
obviously not shared by the composer for, when
he added the fourth movement five years later,
the slow movement was not modified even in the
light of further reference to the motto theme in
the new Finale.
While it is doubtful that Bainton's Strirvg
Quartet contains those elusive qualities that raise
any work above the limitations of its period, for
those in sympathy with the idiom it contains
many dehghtful touches, not least in the two
scherzo-like fast movements. Like the music of
so many Enghsh composers of the time, the
idiom of the String Quartet is largely compounded of Parry and Elgar. As so many works have
demonstrated, those who write in this- way tread
a razor's edge between "nobilmente" and ceremonial splendour on the one hand, and sentimentality and pomposity on the other. It is a
tribute to Bainton's taste that in his work, while
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only occasionally touching
lapses into the second.

the first, he

never

Despite the charm of the Quartet it would be a
pity if Bainton's reputation were to rest solely
upon this early work. Fortunately, the recording
of the Symphony in C minor is a more worthy
memorial to its composer.
It is beyond the scope of this short article to
discuss the 3rd Symphony in detail and it would
certainly require a complete study to do it
justice. A few general observations will have to
suffice.
To complain that the 3rd Symphony is in fact
a vast Tone-Poem rather that a Symphony is as
fruitless as to complain that Delius's Violin Concerto is actually a Rhapsody. One has to accept
the fact that few lyrical composers have been
gifted with the symphonic cast of mind, but
many, inspired by its challenge, have been moved
to utter their most serious and compelling musical
thoughts. Bainton's lyricism, now enriched with
far greater harmonic resources, is still the generating force, and it is precisely this quality that
prevents the work from reaching full symphonic
stature until the Fourth Movement is reached.
No clearer example could be cited than the first
movement of the work. After the atmosphere of
the breath-takingly beautiful opening has been
shattered by a violent drum-stroke, there commences an energetic subject worked up into a virtuosic climax achieved with masterly control and
complete command of the forces that have been
unleashed. But once unleashed they quickly evaporate and the evocative mood that is characteristic
of the whole work is restored.
Despite the
strength then of this energetic idea it does not
contribute in any way to a symphonic "argument",
or indeed ever return after its initial appearance.
As in the Quartet, the contrasts in this Movement
are in the contrasts of sections and not in the
interplay of contrasting ideas that is one of the
hallmarks of symphonic writing. On the other
hand, the gradual unfolding of the movement in an
architectural-hke span is a fine example of that
sustained musical thought that one associates with
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the slow movement of a symphony. As mentioned
earher, lyrically inspired music depends largely
upon the beauty of the material as it passes in
front of us—in the appeal of the idea as it is
rather than in its potential importance. Whereas
in the Quartet the poetic inspiration was uneven,
in this work from start to finish there is rich
beauty, deeply felt and expressed in a language
far more powerful and arresting than that of the
earlier work.
Criticism that the work is "unsymphonic" however fades at the appearance of the 4th Movement, for it is this movement that puts the whole
work into a new perspective. Gone are the
meditative and evocative moods, and in their
place a momentous welding of sharply-opposed
ideas, some of them new (like the hammering
main subject) and some of them fragments of the
earher movements now bearing a new meaning
in this turbulent context. It is more than a mere
Finale. It is a movement that gives a symphonic
stamp to the whole composition. It is a new
Bainton that emerges in the last pages that he
ever wrote.
Here indeed is a lasting memorial to the
composer and one hopes that Epithalamion, An
English Idyll and the 2nd Symphony will one day
join its company on disc.
In drawing these brief thoughts on Edgar
Bainton's music to a conclusion, one point may
be mentioned—a point that admittedly has only a
small bearing upon the actual quahty of the music,
but one that reflects the thorough musicianship
in Bainton and his intimate and sympathetic
understanding of intruments and voices: it has
invariably been the experience of this writer in
discussing the composer's music with those who
have performed it, whether they be the amateur
who has sung in an anthem or part-song or in the
chorus of The Pearl Tree, or the professional
who has played in the chamber music or the
orchestral works, that to the performers Bainton's
music gives enormous pleasure and satisfaction—
a feature that many avant-garde composers could
do worse than emulate.

R. D. Nussbaum

Poetry and Music in "The Duenna"
HAVE long been interested in the problem of how music has influenced poetry, and how
poetry has influenced music. The forthcoming production of R. B. Sheridan's comic
opera The Duenna, at the University of Western Austraha's Dolphin Theatre, suggests
that an analysis of the interrelationship of poetry and music in this work would be particularly
timely.
Dramatically, The Duenna is little different from hundreds of other romantic comedies
that were popular in England during the eighteenth century. It has the standard ingredients:
two vivacious young heroines hope to marry two dashing young heroes in spite of the
opposition of their parents. Donna Louisa is to be forced into marriage with the rich old
Jew, Isaac Mendoza, while Donna Clara is to be put into a convent. The plot, of course,
concerns the successful efforts of the four lovers to circumvent the obstacles in their path.
To his gallery of magnificent comic characters—Mrs. Malaprop and Lydia Languish in
The Rivals, the Surface brothers and Lady Teazle in The School for Scandal, and Puff in
The Critic—Sheridan has added, in this play, the comic villain Isaac Mendoza. And the
dialogue and plot situations, while inferior to those in Sheridan's three great plays, are
nevertheless far better than those of the average comedy of the period.
But in spite of all this. The Duenna would have remained as obscure as most of
the other minor eighteenth-century comedy—except for one thing: the charming and tuneful
collection of songs that are included in the story. There are about thirty songs, which means
that the play is sung about as much as it is spoken. Thus, The Duenna is, in a sense, a
transisional work between the early eighteenth-century ballad-opera (e.g. The Beggar's Opera)
and the operetta of the nineteenth century (of which those by Gilbert and SulUvan are the
most famous examples). The Duenna uses some traditional ballads, like the balled-opera,
but most of the tunes are specially composed, like the operetta. The original music was
written by Thomas Linley and his son, who were Sheridan's father-in-law and brother-in-law.
The whole production—dialogue, lyrics and music—, is second only to The Beggar's Opera
in the history of the light music drama before Gilbert and Sullivan, and is among the
most charming and entertaining plays to come out of the eighteenth century.

THEBE IS no doubt that poetry and music, when
they are intended to be combined in a work such
as The Duenna, influence each other considerably.
When words are intended to be set to music, the
author lets this fact influence the shape and content of his poetry; conversely, when music is written for a poem, the music will differ considerably
from absolute music, because of the exigency of
the words. I will first deal with the problem of
the words: how does poetry written to be set
to music differ from absolute poetry?
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Clearly, the difference is one of degree: all
poetry, regardless of its purpose, will have some
of several characteristics: metre, rhyme, poetic
diction, imagery, compactness of utterance, and
so forth. So we must not expect lyric poetry
(I shall use this term to specify poetry written
for musical setting, and not with its conventional
meaning) to show any radical differences from
poetry in general. Rather we must say, there are
certain hmitations and restrictions that the lyric
poet must observe if his poetry is to be suitable
for music.
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One of these limitations is in subject matter.
The lyric poet usually tries to avoid abstract
philosophical concepts; he is content to treat
simple emotions, easily communicable in concrete
images. Any abstractions that are brought in are
on the most basic level. Compared with their
treatment in, say, the poetry of John Donne, the
emotions dealt with by Sheridan are simplified,
even stereotyped:
Soft pity never leaves the gentle breast
Where love has been received a welcome
puest . . .
The terms "pity" and "love" in this passage are
treated as purely stereotyped emotions. They are
abstractions, but they are brought almost to the
level of the concrete by the lack of psychological
or philosophical overtones. And note how Sheridan
immediately brings the already "concrete" abstractions down to a still more concrete level: in
the following two lines he uses the clear, obvious
simile:
. . . As wandering saints poor huts have sacred
made,
He hallows every heart he once has swayed . . .
Note also the personification of love as "he"—
still another reduction to the concrete. W. H.
Auden makes this point well, including both imagery and appropriateness of subject, when he
writes:
Of course, not all good poetry is settable. No
composer in his senses, for instance, if he
were writing an opera on Troilus and
Cressida, would attempt to set such a comphcated succession of metaphors and images
as the following:
. . . Keep, then, the path;
For emulation has a thousand sons
That one by one pursue: if you give way.
Or hedge aside from the direct forthright.
Like to an entered tide they all rush by
And leave you hindmost;
Or, like a gallant horse fall'n in first rank.
Lie there for pavement to the abject rear
O'errun and trampled on . . .^
Even if the words could be heard, the strain
of attending to their meaning and listening
to the music at the same time would be too
much . . .2
Auden is writing from the composer's point of
view, but obviously the converse is also true:
if Shakespeare had written the play as an opera
libretto, he also would probably have felt constrained to leave out the complex images, or at
least to simplify them. Let me emphasize that
the difference between the Shakespearean passage
above and lyric poetry is only one of degree. Like
Sheridan's song "Soft pity never leaves . . .", the
passage from Troilus and Cressida contains abstractions, personification, metaphors, and other
figures of speech; but while Sheridan's are quite
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simple and clear, Shakespeare's require a certain
amount of unravelhng and careful interpretation.
That this simphfication was consciously worked for by Sheridan is easy to see: note how he
describes an abstract concept in the dialogue of
The Duenna, and compare its corresponding appearance in a song. For instance, Isaac at one
point says, ". . . nothing keeps me in such awe as
perfect beauty—now there is something consoling and encouraging in ugliness". This is an
expression suitable for the spoken text, but it
would be less appropriate as a song lyric. Several of its carefully-wrought qualities would suffer
if forced to compete for attention with the music.
The ideas expressed are too abstract; the slightly
paradoxical twist of "something . . . encouraging
in ugliness" is too startling; and the words are too
long. Contrast this with the song immediately
following: "Give Isaac the nymph who no beauty
can boast. . ." The abstraction is given several
concrete illustrations; the ideas are expressed
directly instead of obliquely; and the diction and
words are simple:
Give Isaac the nymph who no beauty can
boast,
But health and good humour to make her
his toast;
If straight, I don't mind whether slender
or fat,
And six feet or four—we'll ne'er quarrel for
that. . .
(There are three more stanzas.)
The song
consists of a series of several concrete images
("slender or fat", "white teeth . . . are genteeler
than black", etc.), which add up to the same idea
presented in the dialogue; but the song says it
more simply.
There is, of course, room for figures of speech
in song lyrics: Gay's Beggar exphcitly states, "I
have introduced the similes that are in your
celebrated operas: the Swallow, the Moth, the
Bee, the Ship, the Flower, etc."^ But always
simplicity is the guiding prinicple. Gay's songs
utilize similes in the most obvious and straightforward ways:
Vigins are hke the fair flower in its lustre
Which in the garden enamels the ground . . .
. . . Though my heart were as frozen as ice.
At his flame 'twould have melted away.
Sheridan's images are along the same line as Gay's,
although not as profuse. At his most elaborate,
Sheridan writes:
This bottle's the sun of our table,
His beams are rosy wine . . .
and the cautious composer, evidently feeling that
this idea is too complex for immediate comprehension, states it verbatim six times in a row.
Another restriction that the lyric poet must
concern himself with is a metrical one. Even a
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cursory examination of tlie songs from Shakespeare's plays. The Beggar's Opera and The
Duenna will reveal a singular scarcity of lyrics in
iambic pentameter, normally the English poet's
most common metre. This is because it is very
difficult to fit a five-beat poetic line into a musical
phrase that is rhythmically satisfying.
By far
the most common and popular musical phrase is
constructed on multiples of four: almost every
popular song of the last forty years is constructed
in an AABA pattern, with each section taking
exactly eight bars (e.g. "Smoke gets in your
eyes").
"Old favourites" and folk songs are
most often in a simple AB or ABA form, each
phrase again occupying eight bars (e.g. "A bicycle built for two", "Greensleeves").
The
same thing has been true as long as measured
music has existed in England. It can be seen in
the oldest extant Enghsh lyric, "Sumer is i-cumen
in". The English and Scottish popular ballads
are almost aU constructed on multiples of four;
indeed, the distinguishing feature of the ballad
stanza is the regular alternation of the tetrameter
and trimeter (the latter to allow for a pause in
the eighth bar of the melody).
An examination of Sheridan's songs will show
that he too was aware of this limitation. His
most famous song, "Here's to the maiden of bashful fifteen"'* is in alternating tetrameter and trimeter. In The Duenna there are songs in regular
tetrameter ("Give Isaac the nymph'), ballad stanza ("Oh, had my love ne'er smiled on m e " ) ,
regular trimeter ("By him we love offended"),
and combinations of these. Another common
characteristic of song lyrics is the use of occasional
shorter lines to relieve the monotony of the
rhythm, and to help vary the musical phrase.
Note how Sheridan uses dimeter lines in The
Duenna:
. . . Sighing and whining.
Dying and pining,
Oh, what a plague is an obstinate daughter!
and:
He vowed he came to save me
From those who would enslave me!
Then kneeling.
Kisses stealing.
Endless faith he swore.
In our consideration of metre, we have so far
examined only the number of feet in the line.
To a lesser extent, the lyric poet is restricted by
music in his choice of the kind of foot to use.
This is particularly the case in works hke The
Beggar's Opera and certain songs in The Duenna
where words have been set to pre-existing tunes.
Thus, when John Gay was confronted with the
strong triple rhythm of the Irish song "Lillibullero", he was forced to write his verse in an
essentially triple metre (some of the weak beats are
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omitted, corresponding to rests in the melodic
hne):
The modes of the court so common are grown,
That a true friend can hardly be m e t . . .
And to the strong duple rhythm of "All in a misty
morning", he turned to a fairly regular iambic
pattern (once again, the feminine endings are
dictated by the pre-existing shape of the melodic
line):
Before the barn-door crowing.
The cock by hens attended,
His eyes around him throwing
Stands for a while s u s p e n d e d . . .
Note also that Gay, who picked all his music
before writing the lyrics, ends up with not one
song in pentameter, although he has copious examples of virtually every other line length.
To get back to The Duenna: Sheridan was not
as restricted as Gay, because he selected folk
songs for only about a quarter of his lyrics. For
the remainder, he wrote lyrics and then sent them
to the Linleys for setting. Thus, we find a few
songs written in pentameter, but they are infrequent enough to show that Sheridan was aware
of their limitations. The song, "When sable night,
each drooping plant restoring", contains five pentameter fines out of eighteen lines; and the composer, when he set it, took the liberty of changing
the last hne from pentameter:
I feared my treacherous heart might grant
him more
to the more musical tetrameter line:
I feared in my heart I might grant him more.
(Revision by the composer wall be taken up more
thoroughly in the following section.)
In the instances where lyrics were written to
previously existing folk songs, Sheridan tailored
his poetry to them. An Irish jig in 6 / 4 time
yielded the strongly rhythmical lyric:
If a daughter you have,
she's the plague of your life,
No peace shall you know,
though you've buried your wife!
Similarly, a Scottish folk song with the typical
rhythm of dotted quavers followed by semiquavers,
preceded by a semiquaver up-beat, resulted in an
iambic metre:
Had I a heart for falsehood framed
I ne'er could injure you . . .
The poet is perhaps not as restricted as the above
examples seem to indicate: it is possible to write
an iambic lyric to a triple-rhythm melody, particularly if the music alternates minims and crotchets, but it is difficult to do, and the results are
not always satisfactory. Suffice it to say that the
lyric poet is comparatively restricted by previously
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existing music, and in most cases he will observe
the limitations imposed by the music.

good song ever written will serve to confirm
these principles.

I shall touch briefly on one more limitation
which musical setting places on the lyric poet:
stanzaic symmetry. In other words, if the verse
is written in stanzas, and the same musical setting
is to be used for each stanza, then the poet must
be careful to keep the stanzas formally identical,
or as close to identical as possible. If the shape
of the stanzas varies too much, then the music
has to change shape as well, and thus lose (or
weaken) its unity. Irregularies in the hne must be
faithfully repeated in the corresponding line in
each stanza: caesural pauses, for instance, must
always be in the same place. To a lesser extent,
the emotions presented in each stanza must be
parallel.
If, for example, the first stanza is
gloomy and the second joyous, the same music
will not fit both. (Musical forms other than the
stanzaic, such as the da capo aria, have been
developed for the presentation of conflicting emotions within one song.) These principles are illustrated in such Sheridan songs as "Ah, sure a pair
was never seen", and "How oft, Louisa, hast thou
told".

There are still more positive ways in which
the nature of the poetry influences the nature of
the music. Musical settings may be divided,
rather artificially, into two types: Hteral and
dramatic.5 Actually the two are only isolable in
a "laboratory situation", since most good vocal
setttings contain a certain degree of each. The
literal setting is another term for pictorial music—
in other words, the music imitates the action implied by individual words and phrases. To the
words "up", "ascend", "heaven", and so forth,
the music rises. With words of opposite meaning
the music descends. "A loud cry" might be represented by raising the notes and making the
music "forte"; for a wail, the composer might
use a succession of slurred notes falling in pitch
and loudness. Needless to say, the descriptive
powers of music are strictly hmited: it can suggest motions (through the rhythm) and sounds,
but httle else. The skilled lyric writer will take
this into account when constructing his lyrics.
Thus, a composer, writing a musical description of
a locomotive, can do little to depict the size,
length or model of the machine. He can, however, use music to suggest its speed, as well as
the sounds of its wheels and its whistle. The
greatest exponent of pictorial music is Handel,
who carries the concept to its ultimate perfection
in his oratorios. Note how just one short air
from The Messiah is packed with words that
imply a pictorial setting, enabling Handel to exercise his talents in that direction (itahcs are
mine, designating words that evoke pictorial
music): "Every valley shall be exalted, and every
mountain and hill made low; the crooked straight,
and the rough places plain."

II
NOT ONLY does the music impose limitations on
the lyrics; the reverse is also true. In works
where the lyrics are written first (as in most of
The Duenna, and virtually all of the Gilbert and
Sulhvan operettas), the musical setting is forced
by tlie pattern and meaning of the words into a
different shape than it would have taken as absolute music.
One of the main influences of poetry on music
may be passed over quickly because it is a corollary of a principle mentioned in the preceding
section: the metre of a poem to a certain extent
determines the metre of the music. Thus, iambic
and trochaic metres lend themselves to duple
musical rhythms ( 2 / 4 , 4 / 4 ) , and dactyhc and
anapaestic lend themselves to triple rhythms ( 3 / 4 ,
6/8). It is also important to notice that poetic
lines which start on weak beats compel the composer to start his song on an "up-beat"—one or
more weak beats prior to the major accent at the
beginning of the bar. Thus, since Sheridan leans
heavily on iambic rhythms, most of the music
is characterized by up-beats. (As with metrical
pattern, this rule is not an inflexible one; it is
merely very generally true.)
In general, also,
the composer will try to have the strongest poetic
accents fall on the strongest musical accents.
In music, the first beat of each bar is usually the
strongest, subsequent beats within the bar are
slightly less strong, and all notes falhng between
beats are weak. An examination of virtually any
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The literal setting can obviously apply only to
music composed after the words. Therefore, it is
not used at all in The Beggar's Opera, and is
used only in the specially composed portions of
The Duenna.
But there it is used plentifully: the Linley's wrote toward the end of the
same century of which Handel marked the beginning; and their music is heavily imitative of
his. The pictorial possibilities of a lyric poem are
entirely wtihin the control of the poet; certain
poets, like Dryden and Tate, were masters at
working these words into their texts. Sheridan
was comparatively unconcerned with working
pictorial words into his lyrics, so the Linleys
had to be content with just a few in The Duenna.
But they take full advantage of those few. In
the opening scene, Don Antonio and his friends
come to Donna Louisa's window to serenade her,
but they are interrupted by her father, who is
opposed to the match. Agitatedly, he sings:
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what vagabonds are these I hear,
Fiddling, fluting, rhyming, ranting,
Piping, scraping, whining, canting?
Fly, scurvy minstrels, fly!
The composers choose the last line for special
attention, playing particularly with the word "fly",
upon which the orchestral accompaniment takes
flight with a rapid passage of ascending semiquavers. In the air, "Gentle maid, ah! why suspect me", the word "gende" is characterized by
a limpid downward slur of a fourth. (This figure
is often used in seventeenth- and eighteenthcentury music to set words hke "drooping",
"weary", and "sigh".) Later in the play. Donna
Clara hides in the garden of the convent which
she may be forced to enter for hfe. As she leaves,
she sings goodbye to it in a song that has several
nice pictorial touches:
Adieu, diou dreary pile, where never dies
The sullen echo of repentant sighs!
Ye sister mourners of each lonely cell
Inured to hymns and sorrow, fare ye well!
For happier scenes I fly this darksome grove,
To saints a prison, but a tomb to love!
The Linleys, evidently noting the pictorial potential in line two, but wanting to improve it, revised it to read ". . . Where echo still repeats the
mourner's plaintive sighs." This gives them an
opportunity to elaborate on both "echo" and
"repeat". Both words are repeated innumerable
times in the musical setting, thus emphasizing and
illustrating their meaning. (References to echoes
have always appealed to composers.) In the fifth
line of the same song, the composers again inspired by the word "fly" to take off on a long
coloratura flight in the best operatic tradition.
The second major type of vocal music setting
is the dramatic. This term refers to any setting
in which the meaning of individual words and
phrases is less important than the meaning of the
passage as a whole. The dramatic composer determines the dominant mood or emotion of a lyric,
then writes a uniform setting which corresponds
to the mood of the lyric. He may occasionally
make use of the literal (pictorial) setting if it
serves to heighten the overall moods, but it must
always remain subordinate to the setting as a
whole. Thus, it is obvious why the best stanziac
lyrics are those in which the mood doesn't change;
if there is a change of mood, the music also has to
change to remain dramatically adequate. And that
is just what does happen in several of the non-stanziac songs from The Duenna. A perfect ilUustration
of this technique is the setting for "What vagabonds are these I hear". Don Jerome starts out
with an agitated speech, represented in the music
by rapid tempo, staccato notes, and broken rhythm.
Louisa then breaks in with an admonition to her
father: "Nay, prithee, father, why so rough?"
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The music here continues the argumentative
flavor of Jerome's speech. Antonio follows, singing
"An humble lover I". The tempo remains the
same, but now the melody loses its earher agitation . It takes on a smooth, legato phrasing and
unbroken rhythm, portraying Antonio's half amorous, half apologetic tone. Jerome breaks him
off with:
How durst you, daughter, lend an ear
To such deceitful stuff?
Fly, from the window fly!
As we might expect, the music here changes back
to its initial character. With the words, "Adieu,
Antonio!—Must you go?" the music changes from
allegro (fast) to andante affetuoso (slow and
affectedly), and becomes smooth and lyrical to
suit the lovers' parting vows. And while the
lovers are singing in duet the words "The god of
love will fight us," in a slow melody characterized
by small, smooth intervals and crotchet and minim rhythms, Don Jerome keeps interjecting angrily, "Reach me the blunderbuss!" This phrase,
which underlies the lovers' duet, is marked by
staccato notes, rapid quaver and semiquaver
rhythm, and wide intervals. The setting continues
this way until the end.
It is significant that the exigencies of musical
setting are such that the lyrics of even the most
skilled writer must occasionally be revised either
by the composer or at his request, so that the
setting may take a more satisfying shape musically.
In The Critic, Puff complains "Why, here has
been such lopping and topping, I shan't have the
bare trunk of my play left presently!—Very well,
sir—the performers must do as they please; but,
upon my soul, I'll print it every word". It is entirely possible that Sheridan levelled a similar
imprecation at the Linleys; for in several instances
the words in the published vocal score are significantly different from those in the printed text.
I have already mentioned two such changes; one
of these is worth a closer look. This is when
Donna Clara takes leave of the convent. The
lyric—"Adieu, thou dreary pile"—shown above
is the version from Sheridan's printed text. Notice
that it is in a fairly regular iambic pentameter.
Now compare the following version, from the
vocal score:
Adieu, thou dreary pile, where sadness never
dies;
Where echo still repeats the mourner's
plaintive sighs.
For happier scenes I fly, I fly this hateful
grove;
To ev'ry joy a foe, a grave to hapless love.
Undoubtedly, this version is inferior poetically to
the one from the printed text.
The flowing
pentameter lines have been changed into monotonWESTERLY, JUNE 1963

ous hexameters. But, also undoubtedly, the vocal
text version is better lyrically, in that it provides
the composers with more purely musical opportunities. Note how the "unmusical" pentameter
lines have been changed to uniform hexameter
lines, each of which is broken precisely in the
middle by a caesura. This shortening and unifying of phrase lengths enables the composer to
construct a musical setting which is more satisfying to the ear, both rhythmically and melodically. Note also the revised omission of the third
and fourth lines of the printed text. This reduces
tlie number of thought units from three to two—
obviously, each couplet is a thought unit—, so
that the ABA structure can be used in the music.
As a matter of fact, the Linleys turn this lyric
into a da capo aria, where the first two lines
are in one mood, the second two are in a contrasting mood, and the aria is rounded off by a
return to the first two fines and the original
mood. This could not have been done with the
lyric as originally printed by Sheridan. Notice too
how the imagery is both simplfied and made
more obvious. "Inured" is left out as perhaps
too unusual a word; the subtle mood word
"darksome" becomes the completely unsubtle
"hateful"; "sadness" is added to "dreary" in the
first fine, reinforcing the mood; and there is a
similar reinforcement between "echo" and "repeats".
In great vocal music, the total effect is not a
simple addition of the effects of the poetic and
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the music elements, but rather it is something
greater than the sum of its parts. It is apparent,
on the one hand, that lyric poetry and vocal
music are not greatly different fom absolute poetry
and music; lyric poetry is still, after all, poetry,
and vocal music is still music. But differences
there are, and these differences are real. Every
good lyric read as poetry should give one the
feeling that something is missing, while absolute
poetry should be complete in itself. The same
rule applies to vocal music as opposed to absolute music. Whether the finished product, the
song, is good or bad will depend largely on
how well the several prinicples I have enumerated have been followed. In writing The Duenna,
both Sheridan and the Linleys were aware of
their mutual roles, and neither tried to outshine
the other. The result of their co-operation is
a work of uncommon value. This, perhaps, can
serve as the final answer to the problem of why
The Duenna is not just another obscure eighteentli-century comedy, but has retained its appeal
right up to our own time.
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/. Willis

The Study of Languages
in Western Australia
^HEN ONE of Euchd's studcnts asked what
he would gain by his mathematical studies,
the great geometer gave him a shilling,
"since he must needs gain by what he learned".
Euchd did not depend on teaching for his livefihood, and in this uncompromising reply he had
the sense of the Greek nation behind him. Until
modem times it was seldom asked whether a
subject leamt in school or university conferred a
practical advantage: if the question were posed,
two answers would have been available—the Greek
answer that the liberal arts enlightened a man's
own soul, and the Roman answer that they fitted
a man to rule over himself and his fellows.
Our own world is less simple. A hundred
subjects jostle for a place in every university:
none lacks valid arguments to support its claims.
There was no book so bad, said Pliny, that one
could not gain somewhat by reading it; and
certainly there is no subject so useless that one
does not lose by neglecting it. The issue is not
which studies should receive our attention, but
which should receive it most: we have not to
divide sheep from goats, but to arrange the sheep
in order of size.
Not even the most advanced educationist has
denied the value of knowing one's own language.
As the principal organ of communication with
one's fellows, its holds a unique primacy in our
studies . To teach, to move and to dehght are
the anciently defined functions of human speech,
and he who can do none of these is scarcely to be
reckoned among men. On the end there could
hardly be disagreement: if then we find students
in universities who cannot speU, who cannot punctuate, who confuse the meaning and the constructions of words, and who through their ignorance of grammatical terminology, can neither
analyse nor explain their own sentences, we must
assume that there is some fault in the choice and
apphcation of the means. It might be thought
by the older fashioned that the kindness which
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spares the infant mind the labour of learning
such hard words as verb, noun, transitive, comparative, is comparable to a clemency which
would absolve the engineer from knowing of torsion, moments, shear or horsepower.
Yet the fate
of EngUsh studies is a mild one. The time which
they receive is perhaps not spent to the fullest
advantage; but at least a basic communication in
Enghsh is possible. Foreign languages, regarded
seemingly with official contempt or suspicion, are
so neglected that the competent West Australian
speaker of another tongue has either taught it to
himself or brought it with him.
The reasons why foreign languages are either
not taught or taught ineffectively are not far to
seek. It is widely thought that a foreign language
is learnt so that one may converse with its native
speakers. This is one of the objects indeed, and
a worthy one. A man engaged in commerce or
poUtics abroad is an absurd figure if he cannot
speak fluently the language of the place: dependent on interpreters, h e is curtained and insulated
from the thoughts and feehngs of those around
him. Yet for most men this application of their
knowledge is seldom called for, and almost never
indispensable. The fate of the Vacuum Oil Company or of the U.S. government does not hang
upon our tongue: we spend a holiday abroad
two or three times in our lives, and when we
speak a foreign language, it is to ask tlie way to
our hotel, to a picture gallery, or to a railway
station. An Enghsh boy spends probably six years
learning French: he may never spend as much as
six weeks in France. Italian or Spanish he will
probably not study in school: yet he will not on
that score be deterred from spending a holiday
in Spain or Italy.
We must then reject the view which holds
that foreign languages are leamt only in order to
talk them to the relevant foreigners. The reward
is too small and too uncertain; the penalty for
non-attainment is far too shght and too easily
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evaded. Tlie great reward of learning a language
is the knowledge of its hterature. We learn
French not so that we can speak to the porter
at the Gare St.-Lazare, but so that Racine and
MoUere can speak to us. Heinrich Schhemann
learned Greek in order to read Homer, and it was
an adequate motive. There are many creditable
translations and will be many more, of major
works of foreign literature; but no translation can
ever be equal to the original, and if it were, to
understand an author fully we should have to read
much that was written in his language and was
not available in ours. Each language that is well
leamt opens the door to a new hterature while
also throwing hght from a new quarter upon our
own. If we leam Latin, we are abundantly repaid
for our pains by making the acquaintance of
Virgil and Horace, Tacitus and Juvenal; it is
pure profit when we find our understanding and
enjoyment of the Enghsh Augustans immeasurably
enhanced by our thus sharing their background.
If one denies that literature is a valuable
study, one can deny the value of learning foreign
languages. But one cannot deny it for long. As
soon as one's studies pass the stage of using standard textbooks, as soon as it is necessary to find
out for oneself what other men have written,
linguistic knowledge is indispensable.
Current
work in all fields is available only in periodical
pubfications in scores of different languages. To
the physical scientist, whose forefathers needed
only their own language and Latin, a knowledge of
French, German and Italian is now almost obligatory; it is becoming more and more desirable to
read Russian; the spectre of learning Chinese
squeaks and gibbers from a distance. The historian of science can hardly do without Greek, Latin
and Arabic; the same three are needed for any
serious work on the Crusades. The study of
French history without French, of German history
without German, of medieval history without
Latin, are alike condemned to be second-hand
and superficial.
In an ideal world, then, every serious student
would have a thorough knowledge of the languages in which the original texts and the more
recent studies were couched. That such a mastery
is attainable can readily be believed by anyone
who has studied under such historians as Gary,
Jones or Momighano. But the attainment that
one admires in a few cannot reahstically be
demanded of all. What can we ask of university
students in Western Austraha? What linguistic
equipment are we to demand in the various
academic discipHnes, and how can we arrange for
it to be acquired? Clearly, if the study is based
on texts, not on physical experiment, to follow it
out at university level a student must have a
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working knowledge of the language or languages
in which the principal texts are written—that is
to say, with occasional help from a dictionary
he must be able to understand passages of average
difficulty. Notoriously this is not so: the only
shred of consolation, in teaching Roman history
without Latin, is the whimsical one that French
history is taught without French, and that there
is httle enough choice in either case. If such
knowledge were made an entrance requirement,
the number of university entrants would be reduced by more than half. This is the basic
dilemma of many departments: they can insist
on good academic standards, or they can have
plenty of students. Most attempt a compromise,
admitting students whose competence is highly
suspect, but trying gradually to pull up the standard and by devoted teaching to make up for
previous deficiencies.
One year's teaching here has shown me that
West Austrahan students are not more stupid
than English students, and that their will to work
is rather greater. Yet in London all my students
in classics had a reading knowledge of at least
one modern European language, whfle here such
a knowledge would almost savour of the occult.
Where students have allegedly studied a language at school and wish to continue their study
in the university, the first year often has to be
devoted largely to remedial work. Yet some firstyear students are obviously well schooled in the
groundwork of their language. This remarkable
disparity of attainment, which adds to the problems of first-year teaching, sems to reflect a weakness in the school-leaving examination.
Most
schools in England, and some schools in Austraha,
can give to boys and girls a sound basic knowledge of one or more foreign languages by the
time they are seventeen. What happens in the
others?
The answer must largely be surmise. One
has not often access to precise information: if one
had, it would be a reckless man indeed who
would put information and informants into print.
There are, however, some general causes which
may tentatively be assigned. In the whole field
of education the assumption has been too readily
accepted that all subjects can and ought to be
made easy and attractive to children, and a
corresponding method of teaching has been evolved
—"the play-way", as older teachers often refer
to it with undisguised contempt. The method
appeals indeed by the humanity of its sentiments
and the contrast which its exponents draw between
themselves and Mr. Wackford Squeers. Yet it
may be seriously doubted whether some subjects
can be made interesting at all to the pupil's mind,
or, if they can, whether the matter thus made
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interesting is sooner learnt or longer retained.
The arts of reading, writing and reckoning still
hold a place even in modem education; yet what
could be more dreary than the multiphcation
table or the endless vagaries of English spelhng?
That 9 x 7 = 6 3 may indeed be shown by taking
nine bags containing seven apples each and using
the contents to fifl six boxes, each with spaces for
ten apples, and pointing out that three apples
are left; but the child will probably retain only a
vague memory of bags and boxes and apples,
and in the same time he could have learned by
rote the nine times table. That rite, right, wright
and rite are pronounced the same (except by
Writers to the Signet) is important to know;
yet to invest it with interest seems beyond human
powers. The student of comparative philology
will, of course, see in these forms more than
accident or perversity; but one cannot ask the
hard-pressed schoolteacher to teach Germanic
philology so that his pupils may spell better. It
is greatly to be feared that many schools now
spend more energy in making subjects interesting
than in teaching them, and more time in finding
what pupils want than in giving them what they
need. Yet a child's interest, even when it can be
aroused, can rarely be sustained: it is impossible
to make books and lessons continuously please,
when even toys and games quickly pall.
In the teaching of languages the play-way is
represented by the "direct method", in which the
pupil infers the meaning of words from hearing
them used with appropriate gestures by the
teacher. The method appeals at first by its simple
logic. "Thus we leam our own tongue: thus
let us leam others." But the analogy is imperfect. We begin to say words when we are two or
so; we learn much before we can write and before
the dawn of conceptual thought. By the time that
we begin to study foreign tongues, we are usually
fully literate and capable of understanding a far
wider range of ideas than when, amid affectionate
applause, we achieve "dada" or "doggie". What
deceives is the demonstration lesson. Pupils who
are pleased with the novelty of a new teacher
and a new game rapidly discover that ego means
"I", and that vos means "you". With a httle
more trouble they find the Latin for "walk", "sit"
and possibly "write". After forty minutes the
demonstrator sees the class no more. Now there
can be no doubt that the method works well at
the level of "dada" and "doggie", and with
perseverance can be used to impart conversational
phrases. But it is slow and tedious when grammar
needs to be taught; and without a sound know-
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ledge of the grammar, we are hopelessely handicapped in interpreting any foreign language, no
matter how fluent oui conversational phrases. AU
those who have taught themselves a new language
in adult hfe know well that the quickest method
is simply to face the labour of learning paradigms
and wordhsts.
The simple t m t h is that the first steps in
learning a language are always attractive and
easy, and the mastery of the language is richly
rewarding. But in the middle comes a hard and
difficult time. The novelty of the enterprise has
worn off, and one is not yet receiving the reward:
Homer, Virgil, Goethe or Comeille is still beyond
one's reach. In this period, hard and rather dull
work is needed, which is endured for the sake
of the later reward; one leams that any considerable attainment comes only as the return for severe
apphcation. A child will not submit himself to
such self-discipline and he is consequently subject
to the discipline of parents and teachers, whose
duty it is to consult his interests, not his vnshes.
If a subject is reckoned desirable, it must be
taught in the most effective manner, not in the
most entertaining.
There may be differing opinions on the cause,
but hardly on the extent of the evil. By the time
a West Australian student leaves school, he has
acquired usually the barest smattering of any
language other than his own. If he studies that
language at the university, a limit is set to his
attainment by the necessarily low level of first-year
courses; if he studies any other subject, he is
handicapped by being confined to books written
in English. The more intelligent deeply feel their
linguistic disability and resent the defects of an
educational system which did not teach them
languages effectively when they could have learned
them most readily. Existing policies and methods
stand condemned by their results. What is needed
in new thought at the highest level. The view that
foreign languages are unnecessary for West Australians because they do not travel much abroad
must be seen for the absurdity that it is. It is
precisely because this country is physically so
isolated and so remote from Europe, that we
must keep open our intellectual communications
with the countries and the civihsation to which
we all belong. To accomphsh this end, nothing
will suffice short of the resolution to encourage
the teaching of foreign languages at all levels,
and to use for this purpose methods of teaching
which aim at the imparting of real knowledge
rather than at the entertainment of an idle mind.
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A Critical Time
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CCORDING TO many writers, today is the age
of criticism rather than of creative writing.
Certainly, in our experience, many students
prefer works of literary criticism to works of
hterature. They will settle down to enjoy a book
of criticism in the way that their forefathers
settled down (presumably) to read poetry or
sermons.
One reason, we suspect, is that students have
been brought up to read works of hterature for
their alleged subject-matter. One of the standard
apologies for studying hterature at all, whether in
schools or universities, is that it puts us in touch
with noble truths uttered by noble minds: "the
best that has been thought and said". This appears to be particularly the case with poetry.
An anthology of poetry for secondary-school children, taken at random from a shelf of pubhshers'
samples, yields the following:
"The great poet deals in truth, and in truth
only. . . . Nevertheless, great poetry is teaching us all the time for it is revelation, 'devoted,' says Robert Bridges, 'to the high
imaginative task of displaying the beauty,
solemnity and mystery of man's life on earth.'
. . . Great poetry as a revelation of life is
unchanging, whatever garb it may assume,
and from whatever conditions it may spring,
and, further, its motive is consistent in that,
directly or indirectly, it is a song of praise."
(J. T. Stable: The Second Bond of Poetry: A
Book of Verse for Australasian Schools, Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 1953, pp.
xiii & XV.)

Many literary critics seem also to believe that
the poet rivals the scientist or psycho-analyst in
presenting "traths" about the universe and about
man's soul, by means of his "intuitive knowledge".
According to these writers, there are two kinds
of tmth: scientific t m t h and poetic (or "intuitive")
tmth. Literary critics of this "intuitive knowledge" school, who are using the credit of
empirical knowledge and scientific exactness for
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any meaning which such phrases may have, often
find themselves in the position of talking about
"irrational knowledge". They can even make the
absurd claim (see 3b below) that an account of
what is irrational must itself be irrational. This
is rather hke saying that it is necessary to be a
horse in order to describe one.
Metaphysical ideas of this type are to be found
in innumerable books of "reputable" hterary
criticism. The following examples, taken from
C. M. Bowra, J. Middleton Murry and Leone
Vivante (who receives the impressive sanction of
T. S. Eliot), are quite typical:
1 (a) "The consciousness of a principle of inward
light—an original, self-active principle, which
characterizes hfe and spontaneity as contrasted with mechanism—^has found in English
poetry one of its richest and highest expressions. The concept of an active principle, not
entirely derivable from its conditions, has
Iseen, under different names, the main object
of philosophical studies for over two thousand
years; yet this concept of self-activity reveals
and develops itself in poetiy in a supremely
genuine and direct way, which is deserving
of consideration.
Before examining, however, the single poems
and words in which the active principle is
imphed, and ehcited, and deepened in its
intrinsic character, and before showing how
there is in the poems themselves, in this
respect, a claim to ultimate tmth which is as
I maintain, justified, and which is essential
to their poetical value, I must ask the reader
who disclaims the name of philosopher for a
little patience, for I must point out some
fundamental conceptions which form the
basis of this research." (Leone Vivante:
English Poetry, Faber & Faber, London, 1950,
p. 1.)
(b) "I ought also to call attention to Signor
Vivante's speculations on the nature of 'sensation' and on the isolation of sensation from
thought (in which he joins issue with CoUingwood). But I have wished to hmit my prefatory presentation to what readers may be
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prepared to accept from a literary critic who
is neitlier philosopher nor psychologist; and
I liave said enough, I think, to give the assurance that this book is one which deserves
the close study of both philosophers and
students of poetry." (T. S. Eliot: Preface
to Leone Vivante: op. cit. p. xi.)
2 (a) "So far from thinking that the imagination
deals with the non-existent, (the Romantics)
insist that it reveals an important kind of
truth. They believe that when it is at work
it sees things to which the ordinary intelligence is blind, and that it is intimately connected with a special insight or perception
or intuition. Indeed, imagination and insight
are in fact inseparable and form for all practical purposes a single faculty. Insight both
awakes the imagination to work and is in
turn sharpened by it when it is at work.
This is the assumption on which the Romantics wrote poetry. It means that, when their
creative gifts are engaged, they are inspired
by their sense of the mystery of things to
probe it with a peculiar insight and to shape
their discoveries into imaginative forms. Nor
is this process difficult to understand. Most
of us, when we use our imaginations, are in
the first place stirred by some alluring puzzle
which calls for a solution, and in the second
place enabled by our creations in the mind
to see much that was before dark or unintelligible. As our fancies take coherent shape,
we see more clearly what has puzzled and
perplexed us. This is what the Romantics
do.
They combine imagination and truth
because their creations are inspired and
contiolled by a peculiar insight." (C. M.
Bowra: The Romantic Imagination, Oxford
University Press, London, N.D. c. 1950, p. 7.)
(b) " (The English Romantics) appeal not to the
logical mind but to the complete self, to the
whole range of intellectual faculties, senses
and emotions. Only individual presentations
of imaginative experience can do this. In
them we see examples of what cannot be
expressed directly in words and can be conveyed only by hint and suggestion. The
powers which Wordsworth saw in nature or
SheUey in love are so enormous that we begin
to understand them only when they are
manifested in single, concrete examples. Then,
through the single cases, we apprehend something of what the poet has seen in vision. The
essence of the Romantic imagination is that
it fashions shapes which display these unseen
forces at work, and there is no other way to
display them, since they resist analysis and
description and cannot be presented except
in particular instances.
Tlie apprehension of these spiritual issues is
quite different from the scientific understanding of natural laws or the philosophic grasp
of general tmths. Such laws and truths are
properly stated in abstract words, but spiritual
powers must be introduced through particular
examples, because only then do we see ihem
in their t m e individuality.
Indeed, only
when the divine light of the imagination is
on them do we begin to understand their
significance and their appeal." (C. M. Bowra:
op. cit. p. 10.)
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3 (a) "For, after all, it is with something which is
not their minds or their bodies that men
respond to the words of the great poet. It
is from secret depths that the strangest^ and
most fundamental judgement comes.
This
is beautiful;' yes, at a pinch we may conceive
that it is the mind that tells us this. This is
valuable;' again it may be the mind. But
'This is true'—of something the hke of which
we have never seen or known—the mind
never said that. Great poetry is the utterance
of that to which the human soul responds, of
that which the human soul endorses. So that
the history of the souls of the great poets is
the most essential history of the human soul
itself." (John Middleton Murry: Keats 6Shakespeare, Oxford University Press, London, 1925, p . 2.)
(h) " . . . I ask this above all of my reader that
he will not allow his logical mind to obsttuct
his more immediate understanding, because
the things I am trying to investigate—the
nature of pure poetry and the character of
the pure poet—are not rational at all." (John
Middleton Murry: op. cit. p. 12.)
What happens- to the student who, fired by such
critics, turns to literature for metaphysical utterances, for clues to the Truth of things, for revelations about the mysterious universe? H e finds, of
course, that most poets turn out not to divulge
such "truths" and "revelations". But the critic
does (or appears t o ) . For a good deal of modern
literary criticism appears to be composed of illdigested popularized accounts of science, pseudoscience, psychology, anthropology, history, and
metaphysics. Consequently, the student in search
of "Tmths" will turn back to reading criticism,
where he will find emotionally exciting "revelations" and world-pictures.
Works of literary criticism often provide such
a student with "potted" versions of various fields
of study and various world-pictures in an easily
digestible (and frequently misleading) form. The
intelligent and inquiring student who becomes interested in metaphysics, however, might go on to
read F. H. Bradley, or Kant, or Coleridge (not
the poetical works). A student who becomes interested in Einstein's theory of relativity, after
reading Wilson Knight's eccentiic account of it in
The Wheel of Fire, might go on to read more
relativity theory. A student who becomes interested in psychology, after reading F . L. Lucas's
Psychology 6- Literature, might go on to read
Freud. Such a student would not b e directed
towards hterature by criticism of this kind, but
away from it.
Students often appear to read criticism not
for a clearer insight into the techniques of a
particular author, b u t for the metaphysics or the
sociology. One cannot blame them for this, since
(as we hope to demonstrate) these "topics" are
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very often the underlying pre-occupations of many
critics, and are intimately connected not only
with their reasons for writing their works of
criticism, but with their criteria of literary excellence. To move from poems to novels for a
moment: one feels that Dr. Arnold Kettle, for
example, has said (in his Introduction to the
English Novel) all that Emily Bronte (in Wuthering Heights) was struggling to say about Life,
Death, and the Class-War. Kettle, however, "says
it" so much more plainly and succinctly than
Emily Bronte, that the student feels no need to
go back to Wuthering Heights. Indeed, to read
Wuthering Heights after reading Dr. Kettle is
apt to be very disappointing.

II
THE TEBM "literary criticism" is used to name
such a bewildering variety of writings, on such
diverse topics, and from such radically opposed
points of view, that it is surprising that it is
still regarded as a branch of knowledge at all.
Perhaps, among philosophers, it isn't so regarded.
Perhaps philosophers regard literary critics in
much the same way as they regard the majority
of art critics. If they do, who can blame them?
It isn't just that there are good and bad literary
critics (as there are good and bad physicists or
mathematicians), or even that the latter outweigh
the former, though both these statements are
probably tme. The main trouble is that very few
literary critics seem to be agreed about what
they are doing.
The term "hterary criticism" often signifies
a disguised form of autobiography or metaphysics.
It may refer to sociological propaganda, to a form
of fiction (as when a rival "poem" is composed
to explain another), to technical analysis, to exegesis and interpretation, to the expression of
emotional responses, to the analysis of emotional
responses, to scholarship, to psychological or
quasi-psychological treatises, to religious propaganda, and so on. In fact, it is more difficult
to discover what the term "hterary criticism"
does not refer to, than to what it does.
Anyone who drinks our view exaggerated need
only walk into a university library or public
library, and take down one or two books at random marked "hteraiy criticism".
Or let him
consider the question of "research" in university
English departments. One can get a Ph.D. (in
"English") in any or all (concurrently) of the
foflowing subjects: anthropology, psychology,
philology, philosophy, and social history. We do
not claim that all these subjects are irrelevant for
the literary critic. To discover what is and what
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is not relevant is part of the task of the critical
theorist.
However, this state of affairs is unsatisfactory,
in our opinion, because no subject can progress
without a methodology and a coherent terminology.
There can be neither, where the field of research
is so lacking in boundaries. It is interesting, in
this connection, to compare the history of hterary
criticism with that of metaphysics. Metaphysics
changed over the centuries; it did not develop,
and it has now been largely abandoned by reputable philosophers. Metaphysics could not develop like the natural sciences because its methodology was unsound: its questions admitted of no
possible answers. The natural sciences developed because scientists learned to ask the right
kind of question, to propose genuinely empirical
and therefore refutable hypotheses.
Literary criticism has suffered, like metaphysics,
because in general the questions asked by critics
have been muddled, complex groups of questions,
disguised as simple, single questions.
Despite this confused state of affairs, many
critics appear to believe tiiat their craft is somehow like physics or mathematics, however pecuhar
their idea of these pursuits may be. Wilson
Knight certainly thinks so. In an odd passage
in the preface to The Wheel of Fire, he compares
the interpretation of a literary work to the algebraic formulation of a graph:
"So, too, the interpretation of poetic vision
may have its use. And if it seems sometimes
to bear little relevance to its original, if its
mechanical joints creak and its philosophy
lumber clumsily in attempt to follow the
swift arrow-flight of poetry, it is, at least,
no less rational a pursuit than that of the
mathematician who writes a rhythmic curve
in the stiff symbols of an algebraic equation."
(The Wheel of Fire, Methuen, London, 1949,
p. 14.)
It must be admitted that poets and writers
cannot be held entirely blameless for this state of
affairs. Many poets of the Romantic tradition
have considered themselves to be in search of
"truth" in some confused and metaphysical sense.
("All Things are comprehended in their Eternal
Forms in the divine body of the Saviour, the True
Vine of Eternity, The Human Imagination," wrote
Blake, in A Vision of The Last Judgement.
In
more recent times, in his poem The Song of the
Happy Shepherd, W. B. Yeats has been at pains
to distinguish between the "sooth" of poetry and
the "Grey Tmth" of science.) With the authority
of such poets, many Romantic and Neo-Romantic
critics have concentrated on the subject-matter
(or alleged subject-matter) of hterature, rather
than on linguistic techniques.
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Ill
Two PASSAGES from books of criticism by Dr.
E. M. W. TiUyard and Mrs. Dorothy Van Ghent
will serve to show the curious assumptions held
by some critics about the nature of their craft.
The following extract is from Dr. Tillyard's
Milton:
"The apotheosis of Lycidas in the penultimate
paragraph has a deeper meaning: it symbolises Milton's own balanced state of mind to
which he won after the torments he had been
through. This is the secret of the strength
of Lycidas and the reason why it is a greater
poem than Comus: in the one cakn after
struggle, in the other calm of a kind but without the prehminary struggle. To prove that
the deepest and most satisfying calm is that
which foUows on mental struggle one has only
to point to the greatest tragedies." (E. M. W.
Tillyard, Milton, Chatto & Windus, London,
1934, p. 82.)
This passage is typical of Dr. Tillyard's criticism, and is not specially selected. Tillyard is not
an acknowledged member of any Neo-Romantic or
intuitionist school of criticism. Indeed, the type
of literary interest exhibited here, together with
the critical assumptions behind it, are esteemed
more or less throughout the academic world.
The first thing to note is that Tillyard's remarks
are psychological, rather than critical in any acceptable sense. That is, they do not tell us how
Milton succeeds in expressing and communicating
his feeling, or in persuading the reader to feel what
it is hke to have such and such experiences. Instead, the evaluation is directed at the subjectmatter, namely an experience (one is never sure
whose experience: Milton's, his characters', or the
reader's), and this experience is used as a criterion for judging Milton's poetry. But if the worth
of any given work of art varies according to its
subject-matter, such a work as the Encyclopaedia
Britannica, for example, must rate highly in
literary excellence, no matter how well or how
badly the articles are written. Or, to put the
matter still more forcefully, if a class of children
wrote essays on the topic mentioned by Tillyard
(States of Mind: Calm After Struggle),
their
essays would each be equal in hterary value to
Milton's poem: according, that is, to the scale
of values implied in the passage quoted.
For in the passage quoted, it is impfied that
Lycidas is a greater poem than Comus because
it is about calm after struggle, whUst Comus is
simply about calm. Tillyard's interest here appears not to be hterary at all. He is interested
in states of mind in general, and Milton's in particular. Calm after struggle is a good thing.
Milton is a good thing. The two together are
excellent. The greatest tiagedies are great, we
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gather, because they deal witii very similar states
of mind.
Tillyard uses the vocabulary of argument
("the reason why", "to prove t h a t " ) , leaving no
doubt that he is offering a set of criteria for the
critic to use in making judgments of value.
There is a further oddity. Following the reason
for his judgment of the relative worth of Comus
and Lycidas, one would expect the "proof" mentioned in the next sentence to refer in some way
to this reason, to intioduce further evidence in
favour of his critical judgment (allowing for the
moment the prejudicial selection of corroborative
evidence in support of hypotheses, an unsound
practice in criticism or in any other field). In
fact, there is no logical connection, and the point
"proved" is a psychological (more strictly, a moral)
one; that certain states of mind are more satisfying that others. The fact that literary works
are taken as evidence is irrelevant.
This last point is of considerable importance.
It reveals the tiue nature of Tillyard's extracritical interest, and the extent to which his "criticism" resembles Wilson Knight's "interpretation".
To exhibit the underlying logic of the passage,
all one has to do is to drop the italics of poemtithng, and alter "poem" to "man", etc., thus:
"This is the secret of the strength of Lycidas
and the reason why he is a greater man than
Comus: in the one calm after struggle, in
the other calm of a kind but without the preliminary straggle. To prove that the deepest
and most satisfying calm is that which follows
on mental struggle one has only to point to
the greatest tragedies."
A final point to notice is the meaning of
"greatest" in the last sentence quoted. If Tillyard's criterion of value is consistently employed,
these tragedies are great because they deal with
"calm after stmggle".
Hence, the "evidence"
selected is not really evidence at all. "If I am
right," he is saying, "then the very greatest literature ought to back me up, by exhibiting these
mental states. Tragedy is the greatest form of
literature, and the very greatest tragedies certainly deal with calm after mental stmggle; more
evidence, therefore, in favour of my thesis."
But since their particular subject-matter has
already been made a condition of their being
great, the fact that such corroboration is found
is hardly surprising. This sort of confusion arises
from a mistaken assumption about the nature of
hypotheses. Evidence can be found to support
any metaphysical theory whatsoever. The critic
should look for possible refutations,
and not
select evidence in the light of the theory propounded.
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IV
T H E ENGLISH NOVEL: F O B M & FUNCTION

ap-

pears aheady to have achieved canonical status in
American colleges and universities.
This collection of essays by Mrs. Dorothy Van Ghent on
"eighteen classical novels" was originally pubhshed in hard covers, by Rinehart & Co., in 1953.
Nearly half the book was then taken up by a section of questions on the novels, entitled "Problems
for Study and Discussion". In 1961, the book
appeared without this latter section, as a paperback (Harper Torchbooks, T.B. 1050). We reprint below a representative paragraph of Mrs.
Van Ghent's criticism, together with one of the
review extracts printed on the back of the paperback edition.
"We have, in the preceding paragraphs, frequently spoken of Clarissa Harlowe as myth,
and it is through the conception of this novel
as myth that we are able to explain more
fuUy to ourselves the stiange fact that, though
the book reflects an essentially perverse psychology, it is nevertheless a great and powerful piece of fiction. But let us first of all
divest ourselves of the idea that a myth is
something 'untme.' A myth cannot be
'proved' logically or by the observation of
physical fact. Whatever 'truth' a myth may
hold is not susceptible of this kind of proof.
Myth is a dramatic vision of life, and we
never cease making myths, accepting myths,
believing in myths; even in our own positivistic age, we see fife dramatically through the
myths offered us by Hollywood, by the commercial advertisements, by the detective story,
by local politics, by international diplomacy,
or by the physicists. Myth appears in a
novel when the action and the particular set
of manners are organized in a total symbohc
construct of such a kind that it not only
reflects the aspirations and ideals, the attitudes and customs, of a large social group, but
also seems to give to these attitudes and
customs the sanction of some 'higher authority,' perhaps the authority of ancient tiadition, perhaps supernatural authority, perhaps
the authority of some vaguely defined powerand-knowledge concept such as 'law' or 'government' or 'science' or even 'society' itself.
Finally, this total symbolic construct is, in
myth, projected dramatically. We shall need,
for greater clarity, to differentiate myth from
allegory, as allegory was defined in the essay
on The Pilgrim's Progress. Allegory, too, is
an organized symbolism; but the differentia
of allegory is the fact that its elements are,
in gross, to be read off in point-to-point
equations into an abstract, discursive, intellectual system. Myth does not offer an
intellectual system. What it offers is the
dramatization of powers that are assumed
to have universal authority over the actions
of men. The dominion of allegory (as a total
system) is the intellect; the dominion of
myth is the irrational." (pp. 52-53.)
" 'It is now and then a reader's privilege to
be able to praise a book without stated
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qualification or secret reserve. Dorothy Van
Ghent's THE ENGLISH NOVEL is bnly a
great book: possibly the finest, most generous, most exciting of the many books on
this unsubduable subject.
Dorothy Van
Ghent, though eminently readable, has no
time for trifling. She has the rare merit of
seeing a novel from the author's particular,
menaced and time-bound point of view, as
well as from the reader's timeless one. She
uses with equal grace and ease cultural and
hterary history, anthropology, psychology,
and she will allow no one component or
appeal of a novel to violate all the others.
This is one of the three critical books I
recommend to all students of the novel, undergraduate and graduate ahke. But it is
more than a book for students. THE ENGLISH NOVEL emerges, these few years after
its modest entry into the world as a textbook, as a genuine classic of American criticism.'—ALBERT J. GUERARD."
Dorothy Van Ghent's book, in our opinion, is a
sort of sumvm of the tendencies most inimical to
literary criticism today, and one of its most
disturbing aspects is summed up to XJuerard's
sentence: "She uses with equal g i g ^ a n d ease
cultural and hterary history, anthrojSllegy, psychology . . ."
If we read her book, we certainly find references to these areas of study, and the use of a
vocabulary which suggests some acquaintance
with them: "Defoe gave to Moll the immense
and seminal reahty of an Earth Mother..."
(p.
43); "(Clarissa) wields a key or penknife or
scissors . . . " (p. 50); " . . . the cash nexus as the
only binding tie for s o c i e t y . . . " (p. 61); ". .
darknesses of infantile traumata in the human
mind . ." (pp. 80-81); ". . . if we think of the mind
in the figure of Leibnitz's monads..."
(p. 8 3 ) ;
"Marriage—that adult initiatory rite. . ." (p.
101); ".. .'significant
form' lies in elaborate
ratlier than in modest p h r a s i n g . . . " (p. 106).
The reader recognizes the phrases we have italicized, and their sources: Jung, Marx, Clive Bell,
and so on. In our opinion, such authors and
such areas of study are not of primary importance
in the explication of novels and the elucidation of
their authors' techniques. We would, however,
expect a literary critic who does think them
important, to use them with considerable care,
always drawing analogies with considerable caution, and certainly citing specific authorities.
Two of the things which we find typical and
disturbing about Mrs. Van Ghent's criticism are
that she never finds it necessary to quote chapter
and verse from particular economic historians,
particular psychologists, or particular anthropologists, and that she never once queries the status
of the many hypotheses to which her vocabulary
directs us.
This may tell us something about the audience
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for which Mrs. Van Ghent is writing. We wonder
how many of her readers could refer to a particular chapter by Jung on the Earth Mother, to a
particular page in Freud's Collected Works where
keys and penknives are discussed as phaUic
symbols, or to a particular passage in the MarxEngels canon where the "cash-nexus" is described.
In Chapter IV of his Freudianism isr the Literary
Mind (Louisiana State University Press, Baton
Rouge, 1945), Frederick J. Hoffman discusses the
ways in which Freudian ideas reached writers and
critics. These range from " ( 1 ) The level of
accurate understanding" which "may be had only
from reading intelligently the material in the
original language" to " ( 4 ) The level of fragmentary presentation", where several popularizers and
a translator stand between Freud's ideas and
their recipient (p. 87). In our experience, most
of the "knowledge" acquired by most Arts graduates is acquired by method ( 4 ) .
There are three related points here, about critics
and their readers, which we find extiemely suspicious. First of aU, literary critics are fondest
of those non-scientific authors (such as Freud,
Marx, and Jung) who provide large-scale worldpictures, "closed systems", and simphfied "solutions" to the problems of mankind. Secondly, by
almost the same token, they choose authors who
are often ignored by professional psychologists,
professional
economic historians,
professional
anthropologists, and so on. Thirdly, hterary critics
find themselves able to use all these extremely
various closed systems with a sublime indifference
to the fact that such systems often contradict each
other.
There is, we think, a large-scale crisis in
"Enghsh studies" of which this sort of book is an
inevitable reflection. An important point to consider, and one we have aheady touched on, is that
no-one knows where "Enghsh studies" begin or
end. A student of "Enghsh" is confronted by
all that has been written in the past thousand years
or so, set against a "background" which is nothing
less than the whole history of Western Civilization.
It is surely asking too much of any human being
to move with "equal grace and ease" through such
vast areas of knowledge. Yet critics and academics pretend that it presents no difficulties.
The reality, we suspect, is that most graduate
students of Enghsh Literature have never read
all the plays of Shakespeare, and never vdll.
Whatever difficulties there are, they will not
be solved by Mrs. Van Ghent's glib approach.
There are simflar difficulties in the writing of
art-history, but a writer such as Professor E. H.
Gombrich (in his Art ir Illusion) can write
about his central topic with an intellectual rigour
possessed by few literary critics, can make a
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good many excursions into other "disciphnes , can
consistently cite his authorities, can consistentiy
write in clear prose, and can consistently avoid
self-contiadiction.
The second way in which Mrs. Van Ghent's
book exemphfies the crisis in Enghsh studies is
this: a large number of students now "domg
English" do not in fact find novels such as Moll
Flanders and Clarissa Harlowe interesting. Hence,
presumably, the approbatory use of "exciting" in
Guerard's notice, and the use of the word "stimulating" by two other reviewers quoted on the
back of the paper-backed edition of Mrs. Van
Ghent's book (Morton Dauwen Zabel and David
Daiches). Most students, brought up not on threedecker novels but on Time, short stories, and The
Reader's Digest, are not stimulated by Clarissa
Harlowe. They might well, however, be stimulated by Mrs. Van Ghent's account of it, which
is couched in language reminiscent of the tiailer
for a science-fiction film:
"In order to place Clarissa in such a light that
it may be viewed all round about, in its
complexity, we have had to try to lever it
up out of the unconscious darknesses where
it has much of its nourishment and its vitality.
With so vast a book, so deeply rooted in subliminal matter, the process of levering it into
critical daylight is a struggle; even after we
get it out where we can see it, strange, only
half-transparent growths still attach to it, hke
the rubbery growths of the sea-bottom."
(p. 6 5 ) .
Mrs. Van Ghent's basic technique is to choose
one or two aspects of a novel (imagery, for
example, or "myth") and to concentrate her
attention on these aspects for ten or twelve pages.
The result is certainly "stimulating", but often
quite misleading about the book as a whole. A
student who had never read Clarissa Harlowe,
for example, might reasonably expect from Mrs.
Van Ghent's account a novel shot through with
sadism, masochism, and voyeurism, " . . . a dramatically vertical world of fabulous heights and
rank profundities, with God the Father at the
top, and, at the bottom, the lurid gleam and the
foul stench of hell." (p.47.)
His expectations
would not, we think, be fulfilled by very many
of Clarissa's two thousand pages. If h e were of
an inquiring turn of mind, he would probably (as
we suggested before) be stimulated to read
books about mythology or voyeurism, rather than
to persevere with Clarissa.
The third aspect of crisis is this: the number
of graduate students "in English" continues to
increase, and all must write theses of some sort.
As no-one knows what "Enghsh" is, no objective
evaluation of these theses is possible. The criterion of success, in these circumstances, appears to
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have become style. Mrs. Van Ghent's style, one
might say, is the model of the Contemporary
American Academic Style. Mrs. Van Ghent is
obviously highly intelhgent. She uses comphcated
syntax. She uses a very wide vocabulary. She
can make references of a sort, as we have seen,
to "cultural and literary history, anthropology,
psychology". She continually perceives connections or "educes correlates", and that, we have
all been taught, is a definition of intelligence.
In "Enghsh studies", however, there are at
present no criteria for determining which are
relevant and which are irrelevant correlations,
with the result that the laurels go to the writer
who can educe the most correlates. Intellectual
rigour and clarity of style, meanwhile, are rarely
to be seen.

IN ORDEB to analyze the paragraph we have
quoted from Mrs. Van Ghent, we have taken it
section by section, following each section with
our comments.
1. "We have, in the preceding paragraphs, frequently spoken of Clarissa Harlowe as myth,
and it is through the conception of this novel
as myth that we are able to explain more
fully to ourselves the stiange fact that, though
the book reflects an essentially perverse
psychology, it is nevertheless a great and
powerful piece of fiction."
The concept of "myth" is being introduced in
order to explain the "fact" that Clarissa Harlowe
is a great novel, despite its "essentially perverse
psychology". We are not sure what Mrs. Van
Ghent means by "a psychology".
Does she
mean "a study of human minds"? Does she mean
"a theory about the way human minds work"?
Does she mean "Richardson's (nasty) mind"? W e
cannot tell.
It is not a fact, however, but an opinion that
Clarissa Harlowe is a great novel. And readers
might arrive at this opinion in all sorts of ways.
They don't need to use the term "myth" at all.
They might admire Richardson's handling of the
epistolary form, and his descriptions of complex
characters. There are lots of Mnstiange reasons
for calling Clarissa Harlowe a great novel.
2. "But let us first of all divest ourselves of the
idea that a myth is something 'untrue'. A
myth cannot be 'proved' logically or by the
observation of physical fact.
Whatever
'truth' a myth may hold is not susceptible of
this kind of proof."
Mrs. Van Ghent seems confused about the
uses of the word "true". A myth, like any other
fiction, is " u n t m e " in one sense. We might,
however, call it (like any other fiction) "tme—
to human experience".
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The sort of thing which can be proved logically is a conclusion to a deductive argument,
while the sort of thing which can be proved (i.e.
subjected to a test) by the observation of physical
fact is a hypothesis in the natural sciences. Noone in his right mind would set out to "prove"
a novel.
However, Mrs. Van Ghent claims that a myth
is "tme" in some sense, and that a myth may
"hold ' t m t h ' " .
She does not say what this
tmth is. Nor does she suggest what sort of evidence would support her claim, unless the following is supposed to be evidence:
3. "Myth is a dramatic vision of hfe, and we
never cease making myths, accepting myths,
believing in myths; even in our own positivistic age, we see hfe dramatically through the
myths offered us by Hollywood, by the commercial advertisements, by the detective story,
by local pofitics, by international diplomacy,
or by the physicists."
There are several obscurities here. We do not
know whether "dramatic" means "exciting" or
"dramatised". We do not know whether "a vision" means "a way of seeing" or "a picture". We
do not know whose vision it is, whether there is
only one such vision, or in what way this phrase
connects with "we see hfe dramatically through
the myths . . . "
If "we" (all human beings?) "never cease making myths", then "making myths" must be something like breathing, unless Mrs. Van Ghent is
merely being hyperbolic. Presumably "accepting
myths" means "accepting them knowingly", while
"believing in myths" means "accepting them unknowingly" ( this distinction becomes important in
view of Mrs. Van Ghent's later claims). We are
not aware that "our age" (our entire historical
period) is "positivistic".
In giving a hst of the contemporary sources
of "myths", however, Mrs. Van Ghent comes
nearer to defining her use of the term than she
has done so far.
Hollywood and advertising
agencies and international pohtics have this in
common: that they present us, through various
media, with very simple accounts of human experience in terms of very simple (or "melodramatic") systems of attitudes.
But "Hollywood" is not a single source of a
single "myth". Charles Chaphn and Orson Welles,
and a thousand other directors, present radically
differing accounts of human experience. Similarly differing accounts are presented by the manufacturers of filter-tip cigarettes and of non-filtertip cigarettes ("the commercial advertisements"),
by Raymond Chandler and G. K. Chesterton
("the detective story"), by Democrats and Republicans ("local politics"), and by Western diplo73

mats and Russian diplomats ("international diplomacy"). If all of these thousands of different
accounts are "myths", then it is clear that Mrs.
Van Ghent is using the word in a way which
allows it to stand for almost anything.
We are especially interested in the inclusion
of "physicists" at the end of the hst. We want
to know which physicists "offer myths". Einstein?
Planck? Boyle? Newton? Physicists surely offer,
not "myths", even in the large sense in which
Mrs. Van Ghent uses that word, but hypotheses
about the physical universe.
It seems clear that Mrs. Van Ghent is using a
rhetorical device which one might call "the persuasive hst". By including physicists amongst a
group of people not noted for tmth or responsibihty, she presumably intends to cast doubt on their
standards. The following example, which libels
not physicists but metaphysicians, should make
the point clear:
"The scientist, unlike the magician, medicine
man, and metaphysician, offers
hypotheses
about nature that can be tested."
(Simpson,
Pittendrigh, & Tiffany: Life: An Introduction
to Biology, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London,
1957, p. 21.)
The statement is true, but the grouping is unfair. The magician's use of language is signfficantly different from the metaphysician's. (A
further example: compare the sentence "Oranges,
unlike arsenic, cyanide, and corn contain vitamin
C")
This is not, of course, the only persuasive
device used by Mrs. Van Ghent. In the paragraph we are investigating, one can observe her
using "we" in a way which suggests that her
readers already agree with her suggestions. This
is particularly clear in the following adjuration:
"But let us first of all divest ourselves of the
idea t h a t . . .", which seems merely a covert way
of saying "I want to persuade you against your
idea t h a t . . ."
4. "Myth appears in a novel when the action
and the particular set of manners represented
in the book are organized in a total symbolic
constiuct of such a kind that it not only
reflects the aspirations and ideals, the attitudes and customs, of a large social group, but
also seems to give to these attitudes and
customs the sanction of some "higher authority,' perhaps the authority of ancient tradition,
perhaps supernatural authority, perhaps the
authority of some vaguely defined power-andknowledge concept such as 'law' or 'government' or 'science or even 'society' itseff."
We find it impossible to paraphrase "a total
symbolic constmct". The word "seems" is ambiguous. Does Mrs. Van Ghent mean, for example, "this total symbohc constmct gives a sanction which readers recognize to be spurious"?
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Or does "seems" stand for "(gives a sanction) in
a way we can't explain"? We cannot tell.
However, the first sentence seems to say no
more than this: "Myth enters a novel when the
action and manners described in the novel are
described in a way that ( a ) reflects the aspirations and manners of a large social group, and ( b )
'seems' to justify these aspirations and manners
by reference to some code of behef." In the case
of "society", this code of behef is presumably
equivalent to "the aspirations and manners of a
large social group." In which case Mrs. Van
Ghent appears to be saying something like this:
"Myth enters a novel when the action and
manners it describes are described in a way
that (a) reflects the aspirations and manners of
a large social group, and ( b ) 'seems' to justify
these aspirations and manners by reference to
the aspirations and manners of a large social
group."
Condition ( b ) does not appear to add anything
to condition ( a ) , in which case Mrs. Van Ghent
is saying that "myth enters" a novel when the
novel reflects the aspirations and manners of a
large social group. If this is all that Mrs. Van
Ghent means by "myth", then certainly "myth"
can be shown to "enter into" most novels, including The Pilgrim's Progress, and most plays, whether
one thinks of The Way of the World or of Death
of a Salesman.
That this is all that Mrs. Van Ghent means by
"myth" in novels is partly confirmed later in her
essay, when she writes: "We are reading it (i.e.
Clarissa Harlowe)
as a symbolic construct reflecting the ideals of a whole culture—that is,
we are reading it as myth." (p. 58, italics ours.)
We say partly confirmed, because Mrs. Van Ghent
has in the course of two pages shifted her ground
from "a large social group" to "a whole culture".
But that is her way.
We cannot understand the second sentence
at all. We stfll do not know what a "total
symbolic construct" is, by what agency it is "projected dramatically", or how "projected dramatically" connects with "dramatic vision" and "see
life dramatically".
5. "We shall need, for greater clarity, to differentiate myth from allegory, as allegory was
defined in the essay on The Pilgrim's Progress.
AUegory, too, is an organized symbohsm; but
the differentia of allegory is the fact that
its elements are, in gross, to be read off in
point-to-point equations into an abstract,
discursive, intellectual system. Myth does not
offer an intellectual system. What it offers is
the dramatization of powers that are assumed
to have universal authority over the actions
of men. The dominion of allegory (as a total
system) is the intellect; the dominion of
myth is the irrational."
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It is possible to examine this closely. We
might ask what it means to say "the dominion
of myth is the irrational". This might mean
"Myths are fantasies in which our unconscious
and irrational desires are expressed for us by an
author," or something like that. Whatever it
means, it can surely have no connection with
the "physicists" already mentioned. For in what
sense do physicists offer us irrational fantasies?
It is impossible to teU.
Detailed analysis, however, semes profitless
here. The general point which emerges most
clearly from the end of this paragraph is that Mrs.
Van Ghent is using very large generalizations and
abstractions. She does not talk about individual
and particular allegories, but about "allegory".
She does not talk about individual and particular
myths, but about "myth." The result is that
"myth" becomes a hypostatized entity sounding
as if it has some independent and objective
existence of its own. This is why Mrs. Van Ghent
can say that it "appears in a novel" as if it were
an actor appearing in a play.
The question underlying her paragraph (and
her whole essay) may be stated crudely thus:
"I despise Richardson's attitudes. Nevertheless, I
think Clarissa Harlowe is a great novel. How can
I resolve these two responses?" Her "explanation",
to summarize crudely the paragraph we have been
analyzing, is to say: "Some novels, films, and
advertisements satisfy our irrational desires, which
is why they appeal to us so powerfully."
Having reached this undemonstiable and
highly-generahzed "solution", Mrs. Van Ghent goes
on to describe Richardson's social attitudes in a
manner similar to that of Professor Ian Watt in
his book The Rise of the Novel: Studies in Defoe,
Richardson ir Fielding.
(Chatto & Windus, London, 1960.) Professor Watt, with his formidable
knowledge of eighteenth-century cultural and
economic history, discusses Clarissa in general
terms, but he also makes detailed analyses of
Richardson's uses of language in order to support
these generalizations. Professor Watt also remembers the simple tmth that novehsts and readers are complex and inconsistent creatures. As
he is not looking for a unitary answer to the critical questions which Clarissa suggests, he has no
need to resort to vague entities such as "myth".
"Myth", as it is used nowadays by Mrs. Van
Ghent and so many others, is a clear case for the
application of Occam's Razor.

VI
I F LITERARY criticism is to become intellectually respectable, it must begin by ridding itself
of several unhelpful assumptions and attitudes.
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Critics have assumed, far too easily, that their
primary task is "evaluation". (There would be
much less difference of opinion if, for example,
linguistic technique became the principal point
at issue. The critic's task should be largely descriptive. )
The much vexed problem of "Value Judgments"
is largely a pseudo-problem which should be rejected, not answered. Much of the tiouble hes,
as is often the case with hnguistic problems, in
wrong or vague formulation. "Final" or "ultimate"
judgments about works of art are, it is said, difficult to make. Critics feel a certain uneasiness
about contradictory opinions regarding hterary
merit. They feel the need for absolute standards
and fool-proof tests for deciding the "goodness"
or "badness" of literary works. It is in moments
of "critical cramp" hke this that critics voice their
discontent about the vagueness of most valuewords. They have not clearly recognised the way
these words function in criticism and in ordinary
speech. They have not always kept clear in their
minds the logical differences between such words
and other, less emotive, more precise, descriptive
words (such as the terms of reference used ideally,
we are told, in the natural sciences). In common
with writers in other fields of study, they have
assumed a logical similarity where they were entitled only to assume a grammatical one. For
example, the sentences "x is red" and "x is beautiful" are grammatically akin, logically dissimilar.
Errors occur when the former is confused logically with the latter.
Most evaluating and attitude-expressing words
used extensively in literary criticism ("good",
"bad", "sensitive", "beautfful", "important", etc.)
can be called "emotive variables". I.e. there is
present a continuously changing ratio between
emotive weight and descriptive content, according
to context. Several writers, mistaking the nature
of these words, have attempted precise definitions
and clarffications. In general they have merely
added to the confusion.
A typical example occurs in an American book
by Wayne Shumaker, called Elements of Critical
Theory (University of Cahfornia Press, Berkeley
& Los Angeles, 1952). Mr. Shumaker feels dissatisfied because the words "good" and "bad" are
so vague. He writes:
"If, then, literature is granted to have nonaesthetic as weU as aesthetic responsibihties,
how is it possible to arrive at a definition of
hterary value which vnll permit the characterisation of individual works as 'good' or
'bad'?
The question is complex—so complex that
an attempt to reply to it in other than the
most abstract terms would ramify beyond
control." (p. 106.)
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One might think that, however abstract the
terminology, the problem as stated by Mr. Shumaker would remain insoluble. Mr. Shumaker
has committed the fallacy of expecting, and demanding, univocal meaning from words. An allembracing definition of literary value applicable
to all literature would be of httle use. It seems
a mistaken aim from the outset to provide a word
like "good" with strict terms of reference.
Shortly after this, Mr. Shumaker goes on to
say:
"If it were decided that 'good' hterature must
be at once moral and true and beautiful, the
appraisal of a given work as good would
require the preliminary estabhshment of definitions of morality and tiuth as well as
beauty." (p. 106.)
To describe a work as "moral", "true", and
"beautiful" (having carefully defined the contextual usage of these words) and to give reasons
for these judgments, might form a useful part
of the description and evaluation of a work of
art. To go on to call the work "good" would not
add anything to this beyond emphasising that these
words "moral", "tme", and "beautiful" carry
feelings of approval with them. But Mr. Shumaker
wants the word to be more precise. Qualities a,
b, c, d are, for example, the quahties a given
work must have to be caUed "good". Thus, in
criticism, "good" is to mean having the quahties
a, b, c, d. Now, suppose the critic approaches
another work (or the same work in a different
frame of mind) and discovers the qualities a,
b, c, d and e (or f, etc.). Will he now categorise the work as "good -|- e" (-f f)? In other
situations (when, for example, a work of art has
only the qualities a, b, and c) wiU h e say that
the work is only % good? What would be the
point, other than to remind the reader that he is
using the word in a very odd way?
We need a number of vague, emotive words
(variables) in our language, since our feelings
and reactions to events or fictional works are not
always precise or clearly analysed. We also need
a number of more precise emotive variables—
words with a greater descriptive content. It seems
a tedious and unnecessary task to re-define the
former rather than use the latter. Perhaps critics
do not want to believe that their reactions are
occasionally vague. Possibly they are even convinced that, in some sense, the word "good" is not
vague. It is not difficult to see what this sense is,
and what is the explanation for this curious conviction. The word "good" so clearly seems to
"mean" something, to express so aptly one's feelings about something. One's feehngs are vague;
the word "good" means the vague feeling of approval one has with reference to certain things. In
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a sense, it "precisely" symbolises this vagueness.
And what is precise and apt cannot be vague!
The confusion here is simply that the thing described has become mixed up with the instrument
of description: a not uncommon semantic error.
Some critics have attempted to clarify the problems associated with value judgments by looking
carefully at language and categorising various types
of word. Dr. Richards' "emotive" and "symbohc"
(or "referential") categories are a case in point.
Mr. Shumaker also attempts solutions through
linguistic studies of this kind. He calls his two
categories "evaluative" and "nonevaluative". Thus,
all statements are either "evaluative" or "nonevaluative".
Intelligently used, such bifurcations of language
can be of value. Richards' distinction helped to
draw attention to certain important differences
between uses of language. Used without care,
however, such linguistic divisions can lead to worse
errors than the ones they are designed to eliminate, especially if their logical status is not fully
understood. Mr. Shumaker makes the mistake of
confusing his arbitrary m l e with empirical discovery. He seems to think that his generalisation, "all
statements are either evaluative or nonevaluative",
embodies an important discovery about statements, and that the apparent logical conclusiveness of the statement merely adds to its merit,
whilst, in reality, of course, it shows its nonempirical nature.
"No critical statement", he
writes, "which is neither evaluative or nonevaluative can be imagined." (p. 36.) This is not
surprising. The sentence does not mean, "can be
imagined psychologically", but "can be imagined
logically". In other words, if all possible objects
belong to the classes A or B, then no object exists
which does not belong to either of these classes.
This is true because it is tautological. The word
"imagined', with its psychological overtones, is
out of place.
Mr. Shumaker uses the term "analytic" to cover
what he means by a "nonevaluative" term in criticism. Acording to him, all critical statements
are either evaluative or analytic (the latter term
has nothing to do with the more precise usage in
philosophy, nor does Mr. Shumaker appear to be
aware of this other usage). From this dichotomy
he is led to discuss the problem of value judgments in criticism. He quotes a possible critical
statement:
" 'The characters are wooden, the actions frequently unmotivated, the ending contrived;
the tone frigid, the style involved, and the
total effect confusing'." (p. 72.)
He maintains that such a statement is basically analytic (the word "basically" is, of course,
equivocal, since his categories do not allow fringe
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areas of meaning), and not evaluative, since each
term can be tianslated into a series of terms contained in statements which are tme or false independently of value and where no recourse to the
reader's "value sense" is needed. "Thus, for example, 'wooden' can be defined to mean 'visibly
responsive to an external will; without apparent
power of self-direction.' (p. 72.) And later he
writes:
"Confusion is not only a state of minds but a
condition of things. In a novel, confusion
may result from disorder, or from ambiguity,
. . . Every one of the terms—'wooden', 'unmotivated', 'contrived', 'frigid',
'involved',
'confused',—is thus basically analytic, not
basically evaluative . . . . " (p. 73.)
Here Mr. Shumaker thinks he has discovered
an important fact about literary criticism which wUl
lead to a solution of the problems associated with
value judgments. If all critical statements are
either analytic or evaluative, the task of the critic
is made much easier: his criticism will appear
more precise than it is in fact. But what Mr.
Shumaker's example shows is merely that if a
statement which is partly analytic and partly
evaluative is translated into one which is wholly
analytic, then the resulting statement is analytic.
Surely Mr. Shumaker does not advise that the
critic of critics should, wherever he finds emotive
language, translate this into unemotive language,
and pretend that this is all the critic has said.
And yet this is what he seems to be proposing.
Mr, Shumaker's hypothetical judgment-statement is, quite obviously, partly descriptive and
partly evaluative. To say that such and such a
character is "wooden" is to say what Mr. Shumaker says it means, but also to voice one's disapproval. If one wants to say all this without
making the evaluation, one can do so, by choosing
other words. There are plenty to hand.
Words like "charming", "dehghtful", "repulsive", etc. are, Mr. Shumaker says, logically
"quite different."
(p. 73.)
He has noticed
that the latter are not descriptive in exactly the
sense that "unmotivated" or "wooden" can be
said to be. But his perceiving the differences
has blinded him to the similarities, namely, that
all the words he hsts carry feelings: they are
laudatory or pejorative, they praise or condemn.
Certainly it is important to realise that some
value words are descriptive in some fairly precise,
objective sense, and that others are not, or are less
so. But it is merely confusing to attempt an absolute bifurcation of two logical types, when, in
practice, such a bifurcation could not be sustained.
Few words are used in this clear-cut fashion in
English. Shumaker, in Wittgenstein's sense, is
playing, and recommending for our approval, a
new language-game.
W e have discussed Mr. Shumaker's views at
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some length because his book shows very clearly
how a muddled and wrong-headed critical terminology can result from an inabihty to observe
uses of language accurately.
VII
T H E roLLOwiNG conclusions about hterary
criticism now suggest themselves:
(1) Though criticism is not a science, there
are often opportunities for using scientific method.
The critic should not be unscientific.
If he
frames hypotheses, he should be prepared to look
for possible refutations: he should not rely solely
on corroborations. (Mr. Shumaker's assumptions
about hypotheses and evidence are sufficiently
representative to be quoted: "I undertake, then,
to justify the hypotheses by finding corroborative
evidence." op. cit. p. 8 0 ) .
( 2 ) The critic should not be a metaphysician.
Metaphysical hypotheses (and criticism abounds
in them) can be corroborated, not refuted. They
can give no knowledge. Metaphysical criticism
appears to give knowledge because evidence selected in the light of a theory inevitably "fits".
(3) The critic's primary function is to describe and analyse the linguistic techniques of
literature.
(4) The critical theorist should investigate
critical method with regard to this function. As
a theorist, he will propose a critical method designed as an instrument of description.
(5) The critic is therefore primarily a student
of uses of language. Where necessary, he should
collaborate with the hnguistic philosopher.
( 6 ) Evaluation is a secondary function of the
critic. Evaluation consists of the recording of the
critic's personal feehngs of approval and disapproval (with reasons) with relation to:
(a) as many aspects of the work under discussion
as he cares to consider (e.g. linguistic and
social). He must recognise, however, that his
views regarding the social or moral aspects
of a work are not, strictly speaking, critical.
He must not confuse his readers. He is, so to
speak, stepping outside his domain when he
discusses such aspects, just as Eddington and
Jeans ceased to be physicists when they wrote
their metaphysical popularisations (v. S.
Stebbing: Philosophy
ir the
Physicists,
Methuen, London, 1937.)
( b ) the sum of these aspects.
(c) any aspect he considers of major importance.
But he should not confuse one aspect with
the sum of these aspects.
Criticism conducted on these lines could be
extremely informative about literature.
It could
also lead the reader to the work criticised, rather
than away from it.
77
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Truant Politician

' m EAHLE PAGE was one of Austiaha's most successful professional politicians. He survived
four decades of federal pohtics by outmanoeuvring his opponents, foiling their plots, assassinating their characters and exposing their duphcity.
He never quite reached the eminence of a statesman, but from the second rank he exerted a profound influence on public affairs, which was out
of all proportion to the minority interests which
he represented. He also hved long enough to turn
an overdue retirement into a profitable re-creation
of the duels of the past. In his autobiography he
was able to inflate his achievements, re-adjust his
motives and document the errors of his opponents.
Truant Surgeon" is a monument to his personal
vanity, as well as to his ruthless artffice and his
unscrupulous tiading on his medical status. But
it is also a valuable contribution to Australian
political studies, because it may now stand on the
bookshelves of the reference libraries alongside
the affidavits of George Foster Pearce, W. M.
Hughes, F. W. Eggleston, J. T. Lang and R. G.
Casey—all of them lasting memorials to the selfdeceit and constricted vision of their authors.
In recent years the pohtical image of W. M.
Hughes has been refurbished, whilst Ben Chifley
has been replaced on the pedestal from which he
was so unceremoniously toppled by his conquerors. At the same time J. T. Lang has added
another instalment
to his aggregation
of
half-truth. All three books have had the usual
deficiencies of pohtical apologia. But it would be
difficult to match the distortion of fact and the
maltieatment of history within the covers of
Truant Surgeon. Throughout his long fife, Earle
Page had an unshjkeable confidence in his abihty
to lead men, whether as a country doctor, an army
^Truant Surgeon: T h e inside story of forty years of
Australian i'olitical Life by Sir Earle Page P.C.,
G.C.M.G.,
C.H.,
M.B.,
Ch.M.,
F.R.A.C.S.,
F.R.C.S. (Hon.), D.Sc. (Hon.), M.P.
(Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1963) 4 2 1 p p .
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surgeon, a political manager, a federal cabinet
minister, a military strategist, or an imperial consultant. The pages of his autobiography ooze
with a self-inflation born of chronic conceit, and
nurtured by the adulation accorded to the medical profession by the Austiahan community at
large. It is therefore understandable that he
should exclude his colleagues from sharing much
of the credit for his achievements, and that the
unpleasant episodes in which he starred should
be omitted or drastically edited. It is also intelligible that he should see the highlights of his
career in terms of his own aggrandisement and
the patronage graciously extended to him by the
leaders of the Empire, rather than as modest
contributions to the growing stature of Austiahan
nationhood. But it is inexcusable that he should
parade as the paragon of political virtue when he
stands convicted on his own evidence as one of
the most unscrupulous men ever to take part in
the pubhc life of the Commonwealth. Furthermore, his vituperation at times outmatched the
best performances of W. M. Hughes, the acknowledged master of that art, who confessed that
Page's medical allusions were more loathsome
than anything he could summon. Page's vindictive
assault on R. G. Menzies in 1939—not published
in the autobiography—is one of the classics of
Australian parliamentary debate. Australians have
seldom held their politicians in high esteem, and
were they to take a cursory glance through the
pages of Truant Surgeon they would probably
conclude that the "inside story" of Australian
pohtics was a good deal worse tlian its public
facet.
Earle Page was blessed with Good Fortune, as
well as with the skills of the surgeon and the
character assassin. His entiy into national politics coincided with the maturing of the Austiahan
Legend into a curious hybrid of jingoism, imperiahsm and local nationalism, which found expression in the Anzac tradition and in the lavish disWESTERLY, JUNE 1963

tiibution of rewards to its heroes. The nineteentwenties was the era of the Returned Soldiers,
and no pohtician could afford to ignore their rights,
especially their demand for a blank cheque on the
Treasury to pioneer the inland. Sir Earle Page
was not only one of them. He embodied their
tradition and their outlook. He was a surgeonsoldier, who represented a country district in
mid-north New South Wales, and whose career
was dedicated to the full development of the
rural areas of Austraha as an integral part of the
poKcy of settling the "open spaces" of the British
Commonwealth of Nations. The Empire had won
the War for democracy, and the best way to
keep it "permanent and indivisible" was to redistribute its population so that Britain and the
Dominions would continue to share in a united
system of defence under the one sovereignty.
The nineteen-twenties also saw the advent in
Australian politics of that curious organisation of
regional self-seekers known as the Country Party.
This movement began just before the War of
1914-18 as an association of country entrepreneurs
—on farm and in stiop—which was distrustful of
city businessmen (especially big businessmen),
which was suspicioiis of the minimum-wage and
social-welfare policies of the liberals, and which
was totafly opposed to trades hall control of State
or federal governments. It was also unequivocally
opposed to aU forms of "sociahsm", government
enterprise or unification, except those necessary to
help famiers and pastoralists or create new primary industries. Earle Page took part in the early
moves to form the Country Party in his own state,
and shortly after entering the Commonwealth
Parliament became its leader. He remained leader
for nineteen years, and by the time he had retired
had also served as a minister for twenty-two
years and as the member for the Cowper electorate for forty-two years.
The pohtical career of Sir Earle Page illustrates
an unresolved paradox. Whilst he was always
a forthright "new-stater", and a stiong protector
of the country against the pohtical dominance of
the metropolis, his main work as a federal minister under Bruce, Lyons and Menzies enormously
enhanced the powers of the federal government,
as well as drastically reducing the financial autonomy of the States and speeding up the administrative centralisation begun with the creation of
the Commonwealth in 1901. Page may justly
claim credit for a prominent part in initiating the
central banking system, die 1927 Financial Agreement, the C.S.I.R.O., the federal aid to State Main
Roads agreement, the occupation of Canberra,
the Austiahan Agricultural Council and the National Health Scheme. Yet each one of these made
it less likely that there would be a provincial

fragmentation of the federal organism, or that
there would be a decentiahsation of pohtics and
secondary industry adequate to offset the urbanisation and centialisation endemic in modern industrial societies. Throughout Page's career there
was always an obvious inconsistency between his
ministerial responsibihties to federahsm, and his
honeyed words on the hustings to the credulous
"new state" electors. It was also apparent that the
nation had to pay the price for his misguided
optimism as Treasurer in the Bmce-Page Government. He made his most important contribution to pubhc affairs whilst Deputy Prime Minister, but he must bear a substantial part of the
blame for the hot-house promotion pohcies which
did so much to worsen the chronic malfunction
of the nation's economy in the nineteen-thirties.
In contrast to Sir Earle Page's own interpretation of his life, the last part of his pohtical career was a protracted anti-chmax. Never again
did he have the same personal prestige, either in
his party or in the Parhament, as he had experienced before 1929, and never again did any
subsequent Prime Minister give him as free a
rein as Brace had aUowed. He served in a high
position in the Lyons Government and later held
office for a very short period as a stop-gap Prime
Minister. But he soon lost his personal bargaining power, mainly by completely misjudging
Menzies, and he spent the last portion of his
ministerial career in a junior posting. Future
generations will probably know him best as the
man who persuaded the laissez-faire medical profession to accept a half-and-half national health
scheme, rather than face a much more rapid
obliteration as a class of entiepreneurs.
Future historians of Australian defence policy
will not gain much from Truant Surgeon, except
perhaps the experience of seeing a succession of
world crises and mihtary conflicts through the eyes
of an amateur strategist. Page played only a
minor role in the higher councils of War in 193945 and httle of his profuse advice was heeded.
Perhaps they will find more interest in his novel
idea for ending the War in New Guinea—by
night bombing so as to drive the Japanese from
their nets and thus expose them to malaria from
the night-biting mosquitoes. But his revelations
of the inner workings of the power stracture of
the Country Party wiU gladden the heart of
every historian and political scientist. Most will
not take too seriously his claim that all non-Labour
federal composite governments after 1929 were
partnerships of equals (Lyons-Page, MenziesCameron, Menzies-Fadden, Fadden-Menzies, Menzies-McEwen). Nor will they accept the imphcit
assumption of all Country Party manoeuvring that
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the nation was, is, and ought to be dependent on
the returns from its primary industiies—its fundamental wealth—in order to survive. But they will
be dehghted to read such a frank exposition of the
methods employed by Page and his acolytes to
hold to ransom the nationalists, the liberals, the
sociahsts and all others who dared to ignore the
demands of the nation's "producers".
In his
efforts to promote countiy interests. Page, on bis
own admission, was never guided by ideological
motives but purely by practical expediency. It is
reveahng that he should have bothered to explain
such an obvious point, because the Country Party
was in business to promote business in country
areas. By self-definition it could not, at least in
federal pohtics, form an aUiance with the socialists. In any case it was a greater anathema to

Labour than it was to tlie Liberal Party.^ What
other role could it have but as a farmers' caucus
to wring concessions out of the Liberals in return
for votes? Nobody could deny that the Countiy
Party was organically and administiatively a separate entity in national politics. But was there
a three-party system or a two-party system? Even
Sir Earle Page, had he hved to read the reviews
of his autobiography, would never have claimed
that his party stood in the centie of the political
stage, wooed alternately by the left and the right.
He and his fellow New Englanders had suffered
long enough from Sydney Labour Governments
to know that they could expect no sympathy from
the left. The wonder of the story is that the
liberals were so long-suffering in their dealings
with Earle Page and his political yokels.
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Barnes

Counting the Swans

"CmTicisM, no doubt well meaning, has almost
overpowered creative writing in Australia", Miss
Kyhe Tennant is reported to have said recently.
(I take comfort in that "ahnost"!) It is a novel
indictment in Austiaha, where writers have so
often complained of being neglected and ignored
by the literati. In a general way, one can sympathise with her feehng that the huffing and
puffing of the critics (or, more accurately, the reviewers—who are not always critics) is inhibiting
to creativity; but it would be interesting to know
how many of the reviewers she has in mind are
not also creative writers. "It may be an illusion".
Miss Tennant said, "but there seem to be more
critics than writers". Indeed, it is an illusion.
Despite the amazing proliferation of httle magazines and the increasing academic interest in
Austialia hterature in recent years, there is still,
it seems to me, a lack of serious literary criticism,
criticism which is at bottom disinterested, untouched by parochial concerns, and genuinely exploratory; and tiiat, if it is so, is much more relevant
to the health of Austrahan literature than the
army of reviewers which so troubles Miss Tennant.
It is tiue, as Grahame Johnston says in^the
Intioduction to Australian Literary Criticism", a
collection of critical articles on Austiahan writers
which has just appeared, that since World War
II tfiere have been "serious appraisals of Austrahan writing . . . in which interpreters of intelligence and taste have markedly advanced understanding and judgment". This encouraging development has come about largely through the
existence since the forties of die Gommonwealtii
Literary Fund lectiire programme and a number
of literary magazines, notably Meanfin, providmg
a critical fomm.
Previously there had been no
• Australian Literary Criticism, edited by Grahame
T*h„stor(0,!ford%niversity Press, Melbourne, 1962),
hard cover 3 5 / - ; soft cover 2 1 / - .

meeting-ground for academics and writers, who
viewed each other with suspicion. Miles Franklin
voiced the general opinion of local writers when
she caUed the universities "outposts of coloniahsm",
and deplored their lack of enthusiasm for local
work. The criticism was left to the writers themselves, and except in one or two instances—
Vance and Nettie Palmer, Majorie Barnard and
Flora Eldershaw—it had littie permanent value.
There could be no clearer illustiation of how the
situation has changed than the pubhcation of this
volume edited by Professor Johnston, in which all
but two of the contiibutions come from the universities. Not only are the critics now to be found
in the universities, the writers are there also.
And this can only be for the good in a hterature
in which a slapdash attitude towards writing has
frequently been regarded as a virtue.
As far as I know. Professor Johnston's anthology
of critical articles by local critics on local writing
is the first of its kind to appear in Austiaha,
and it therefore deserves our particular attention.
Rather oddly, he justifies his work as being for
those who do not have access to the files of the
literary journals. Of the 16 essays he prints,
however, none appeared before 1950, and 12 appeared between 1958 and 1961. It is, then, a
collection of very recent critical writing, on the
whole, and in most cases the articles are easily
obtainable in hbraries. In some cases, I suspect,
quite a few copies of the magazines from which
they are taken are yet to be sold! In his Intioduction Professor Johnston misses an opportunity
of giving some account of the emergence of criticism in recent years. He does not attempt to discuss the contiibution made by particular magazines, and a reader who assumed that the proportion of articles from different magazines reflected
their relative importance in the local scene would
be quite misled.
Similarly, the representation of critics is mis81
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leading. One quarter of the volume comes from
Vincent Buckley, which is perhaps reasonable, considering the range of his criticism, and his stimulating and wide-spread influence. But it is hard to see
why Professor G. A. Wilkes should be represented
by three essays; his discussion of Breiinan (on
whom he is the acknowledged authority) is excellent but the other essays do not seem to be in any
way distinguished. The oddest and most misleading feature, however, is the omission of A. A.
Phillips, whose volume of essays. The Australian
Tradition, has been so provocative of thought
about our literary history. While regretting this,
Professor Johnston does not explain why it was
impossible to make an exception to his self-imposed rule to omit work aheady published in
book form, a rule which he breaks in favour of
Mr. Buckley anyway. There are other critics
whose work one would have hked to see, but the
omission of Mr. Phillips is an inexcusable weakness in a volume which claims to present "the
most rewarding Australian literary criticism now
available". Mr. Philhps is not only one of our
most perceptive critics; he is also the exponent
of a conception of our literary history which,
whether one agrees with it or not, cannot be
ignored. It is a point of view which the editor
clearly does not share, with the result that this
collection is tendencious rather than representative.
Only three of the essays deal with general
themes, and taken as a whole the volume does not
seem likely to promote much discussion of the
basic issues involved in any attempt to see Australian hterature critically and see it whole. There
would be little disagreement with Professor A.
D. Hope's "Standards in Australian Literature", a
useful introductory essay which appeared some
years ago as a Current Affairs Bulletin, or with
Professor Wilkes's essay on "The Eighteen Nineties", which does not advance the discussion
sketched out in Vance Palmer's The Legend of
the Nineties.
Mr. Buckley's suggestion of two
"lines of influence"—-utopianism and vitafism—in
Austrahan writing is interesting, but it side-steps
the difficult question which he raises in his opening paragraphs—Is there an Australian tradition?
The question has been posed and answered
strongly in the affimiative by Mr. Phillips. I
don't agree with his way of defining a hterary
tradition, but I am glad that he has made us
think about the topic. Mr. Buckley simply disposes of the word "tradition" by calling it "question-begging and inaccurate". That will hardly
do. It may be that Mr. Phillip's use of the word
is open to this attack, but the issue proposed
by his invoking the word is a real one. In his Intioduction the editor, who follows closely one of
Mr. Buckley's most thoughtful essays which he
might well have chosen, brushes aside the nation-
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alist view of hterature. I sympathize with his
intention to rid criticism of the concept of ' Australian-ness" as a criterion of literary excellence,
but it is hard to keep out the discussion of
what constitutes Australian literature.
The relationship between local writing and the
English tradition of which it is part is very complex, but it is central to an understanding of how
our literature has developed. Last century Matthew Arnold recoiled from the idea of American
literature, remarking "We are all contiibutors
to . one great literature—English literature". True
enough, but even then the American contribution
had a distinctive character, and no-one would deny
today that there is an American tradition of English hterature. The language is stiff English, but
the literature has developed its own resources,
acquired a different orientation from that of England, reflecting the cleavage between the ways of
life in the two countries. In Australia our contribution to English hterature is much less substantial and much less distinctive, except on the
level of pubhc attitudes. The continuing restiiction in Austrahan writing is the meagreness of
our local literary resources.
Professor Hope
states the situation very weU in his essay, where
he points out that a local tradition grows out of
local masterpieces, local works of art which have
an artistic significance for the writers who follow.
Much of the thinking about local writing in
Austraha has been be-devilled by a wish to find an
independent tradition. My objection to the hterary map of Australia drawn by Mr. Philhps is
that he assumes that likeness or repetition of
ideas constitutes a literary tradition. The hne he
distinguishes, running through Lawson and Furphy
down to such writers as Waten and Vickers, is real
enough, but it is not a live hterary tradition.
What Mr. Philhps's studies have brought out
most strongly is the hardening of the style and
attitudes of the BuZZeWn-oriented writers into a
convention—a convention which is now exhausted.
The Bulletin writers articulated a notion of "Australian-ness", which had the effect at the time of
liberating tiiem from colonial inhibitions. They
saw themselves and their surroundings with fresh
eyes, they discovered things that were hidden
from those who merely imitated Enghsh writers.
Unfortunately, this particular view of "Austrahanness" has been elevated into a dogma, an article
of faith, and has become an inhibiting factor
in our literary development.
This stereotyped
notion of "Austrahan-ness" should not, however
prejudice the discussion of what is distinctive
about local writing, which is a legitimate concern
of critics.
Professor Johnston argues that the "Austiahanness" of a work can be established by precise
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examination of the country's best writers, taken as
individuals. It is difficult, however, to do justice
to a writer in isolation, all the more so when the
literature of the country is still semi-dependent;
and this, it seems to me, is a marked limitation of
much of the criticism in this volume. There is
little of that awareness of the particular work
in relation to the larger whole, which is so admirably demonstrated in the criticism of someone
like F. R. Leavis. We need a literary chart for
Australia, and so far we do not have one. Such
monumental compilations as H. M. Green's History
of Australian Literature are too inclusive to help
us much. His opinions are always worth having,
and his history wiU be a standard reference for
a long time to come; but to advance our understanding of how Australian writing has developed
we need the sort of critical placing of writers
undertaken by Leavis in his Revaluation.
Our evaluation of any Australian writer should
take into account his position in the historical
pattern, but we are all stiU very much involved
in the search to discover what Austraha is like.
"The good critic", D. H. Lawrence has observed,
"must have the courage to admit what he feels, as
weU as the flexibility to know what he feels".
This ideal is hard enough to live up to at any time,
and it is particularly so in Australia, where the
critical perspective is confused. All sorts of personal considerations get in the way, because our
literary circle is so small, and because we are
still touchy about how we appear in hterature.
We cannot read a work by an Austrahan in the
same spirit as we read a work by an Englishman
or an American or even a South African. Welcoming Patrick White's The Tree of Man, for
instance, Mr. Buckley praises its "Austiahan-ness",
its "unusual fidelity to what is really typical of our
country". The question has kept on coming up
since the pahny days of the Bulletin: has the
writer given a true picture of us? It affects the
criticism of poets much less than that of the
novehsts, naturally enough. One reason for the
the persistence of the Bulletin image of Austraha
is, I suppose, that it gives the critic a sense of
security: he has something against which he can
measure local writing. To reject this view is not
to deny, of course, that it was meaningful and a
matter of personal conviction to such writers as
Lawson and Furphy. Professor Johnston rightly
emphasizes that the critic should not approach
the work of local writers with the preconceived
notions of how Austiahan hfe should be interpreted; but our responses to a new work of art are
almost inevitably coloured by our feelings, our
hopes and our illusions about Austraha. We have
not yet reached the stage where we can take the
"Australian-ness" of a work for granted.

There have been some absurd over-valuations of
local writers in the past.
"Every Austrahan
goose is a swan at the very least", remarked one
visitor in the nineties. Professor Johnston would
save us from this with his canon of Austrahan
writers. In this volume he prints essays on what
he considers to be the thirteen most important
Austrahan writers. I haven't much quarrel with
his selection, which he acknowledges is "provisional", but I do not think we should count our
swans too soon. The danger of this approach
is its exclusiveness, its tendency to lead to closedcircuit thinking. He may be wholly right about
who are the best writers—^lie chooses Brennan,
Shaw, Neflson, FitzGerald, Slessor, Wright, McAuley, Hope, Lawson, Furphy, Richardson, Boyd,
Herbert and White—and it is not worth whfle
quibbling over inclusions and omissions. Professor
Johnston stresses the need for debate, "based on
detailed, relevant investigation of these writers".
I agree that debate is what is needed, but I hope
it will not be as confined as he suggests. These
writers need to be viewed in the context of an
emerging literature. We can leam much about
Furphy, for instance, by seeing him in relation, not
only to later novehsts like Patrick White, but also
to the colonial romancers and the Bulletin short
story writers. Austiahan writing, particularly fiction, has been a series of beginnings, and this
fact needs to be kept in mind. Professor Johnston
says tiiat this volume is not the place to debate
the composition of the canon, but that is precisely
what we need most—the effort of sffting and
placing local writers, rather than tidy little essays
in appreciation.
Surprisingly enough, several of the essays do
not go very far towards substantiating the claims
of the set authors to die status the editor gives
them. The inclusion of the late Professor Todd's
essay on Lawson does justice neither to him nor
to his subject. In a collection of this kind one
hopes for something more than the usual pedestrian survey. Miss Dalhmore ends her essay on
Henry Handel Richardson with the devastating
claim that The Fortunes of Richard Mahony is
"a minor achievement in our hterary history";
while Professor Wilkes's survey of Martin
Boyd leaves one wondering whatever it was that
one found to admire in his novels. On the whole,
the critics in this volume seem so determined to
avoid the faults of the past that tiiey sound carping. There are, however, some very valuable
pieces: Professor Wilkes is illuminating on "Brennan and His Literary Affinities"; Charles Higham gives a first-rate account of Slessor's development as a poet; Vincent Buckley explores Capricornia and also writes perceptively on McAuley.
Judith Wright and James McAuley (who appear
83
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as both contributors and subjects) write interestingly as poets on other poets, but do not establish
a critical perspective on their assigned topics.
Mr. Buckley's essay on Patrick White's The Tree
of Man is a helpful but tentative shot at assessing
\Vhite, and it is hard to see why it should have
been preferred to the later criticism of others.
Of the writers dealt with, Furphy, Richardson
and V/hite are the severest test of the critic. Since
A. G. Thomson's "break-through" essay in Meanjin
in 1943, Furphy's work has been much studied,
with a consequent advance towards understanding
of his artistry—an advance reflected in this volume. Henry Handel Richardson has been the subject of studies by Nettie Palmer and Leonie
Kramer, but close discussion of her work is still
wanting, and no-one has yet given a convincing
account of her relationship to the body of Australian writing.
Mr. Wallace-Crabbe gives a sound account of
Furphy as a novehst, but his essay is rather diffuse.
Like Miss Dallimore he looks for "values" in a
work of art; and he is inchned to feel that Such
is Life does not offer enough "in a way of positive
human values". I think I know what he means,
but his statement carries the unfortunate suggestion that a work of art must conform to some predetermined conception of the value of life. It
is trae, as he points out, that the behaviour of
the bullockies "puts paid to any idealized notion
of Mateship", and I should have thought that
here was one of the strengths of the book. Furphy's realistic view of mateship is worth all the
idealization to be found in Lawson and lesser
writers. Wouldn't it have been less valuable
to have idealized the working of mateship, and
to have suggested that it could overcome the loneliness and feeling of insufficiency which the bullockies display? Later, he is disturbed by what
he identifies as Furphy's "tendency simply to
acquiesce in an amoral and fatalistic universe".
This tendency is certainly there. We have to remember, however, that a work of art enacts its
own moral judgments, as Dr. Leavis has never
wearied of reminding us. The "stoic humour",
which Mr. WaUace-Crabbe elsewhere admires, is
Furphy's defence against the strain of pessimism
in himself.
In the key episode of the death of Mary
O'Halloran, the narrator, Tom Collins, has no
real moral responsibility, though Mr. WallaceCrabbe writes as if he had. Furphy's point is
that the momentous consequences of a trivial decision are impossible to foresee.
There is an
irony in the affairs of men, but that does not
absolve men from the need to live according to
their ideals. Tom Colhns's humanity is established
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beyond doubt, in such episodes as his helping
Warrigal Alf. I agree with Mr. Wallace-Crabbe
in thinking that Such is Life has moral (and
therefore artistic) hmitations, but I should phrase
the issue radier differently. What is dishirbing
is Furphy's avoidance of situations involving a
conscious moral choice. The gap in the anatomy
of life which Furphy presents is that area of hfe
in which the moral sense operates. And I am inclined to relate this and other deficiencies in
Furphy's work to the conditions of "near-isolation"
in which, as Mr. Wallace-Crabbe notes, he set
out to write an original novel.
Xir. Wallace-Crabbe's essay is helpful to a
reader of Such is Life, and certainly deserves
its place. I confess to being disappointed by
Miss Dalhmore's piece on Henry Handel Richardson, because it shows critical acumen and yet so
litrie response to the created life of The Fortunes
of Richard Mahony.
She begins very well by
pointing out that the novel is concerned with
"the question of suffering and the very meaning
of human hfe itself", that it is, in brief, tragic
in conception. In the course of her discussion.
Miss Dallimore makes some good observations,
but she seems throughout to be trying to force
a moral statement out of the book. She is unhappy that Richardson "lets stand unchallenged
both Richard's ghb statements of faith and Mary's
complacent ideal of devoted service". What sort
of comment does Miss Dallimore want? I think
she has placed too much weight on J. G. Robertson's argument that the shape of the novel posits
some hope in life beyond passive suffering. The
achieved imaginative statement of the final volume
is a sense of the human capacity to endure. Miss
Dallimore is right in saying that this is less than
tragic; but the book is much more positive achievement than her remarks about "failure of insight" allow. Certainly Richardson tries to load Richard's
moment of illumination in the bush with universal
meaning, and one is dissatisfied with it. Yet,
in the context of his own life, the significance of
this incident is that he no longer deludes himself
that he can escape from his own inadequacy. The
terms in which this acceptance is reahzed may
seem to be too obviously conventional Christian
terms, but that it is a felt experience, t m e to
Mahony's nature, is to me indisputable. Similarly,
those shortcoming of both Richard and Mary,
which worry Miss Dallimore, are established
creatively.
The "answer" to the enigma of suffering which
Richardson gives is to be looked for in the qualities of the writing itself, and not in precise formulations. In the last stages of the work the shift
in point of view to that of a child is indicative
of Richardson's personal involvement in the drama
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she has created: she is laying the ghosts of her
childhood, making amends to the father whose
suffering she was too young and immature to
recognise. This leads to a kind of sentimentalizing,
an over-valuing of the fact of suffering itseff.
Mahony's endurance becomes stoic heroism in her
eyes. The final effect of the novel, then, is lacerating rather than iUuminating. Miss Dallimore's concluding stricture that the work "fails adequately
to explore the fundamental problem of human
existence," makes one think of a teacher passing
judgment on a pupil's essay. The Fortunes of
Richard Mahony is not the great tragic novel some
of its admirers have taken it to be, but I could
wish that Miss Dalhmore, reacting against such
over-praise, had shown more readiness to explore
the novel in its own terms.
Mr. Buckley is a more flexible critic, and
writes suggestively about the qualities of WTiite's
The Tree of Man. As an introductory essay, his
piece has its value, but here the editor has surely
missed an opportunity. A great deal has been
written about White since his essay appeared
(White has written two more novels), and Professor Johnston himself draws attention to at
least one commentator who queries whether
White's large ambitions have been reahzed. Tbe
debate over White—I mean the real debate over
his stature, not the dog-fighting of the reviewers
—which is the most interesting aspect of contemporary Australian criticism, finds no place in
this volume.
Patiick White's relationship to Austiahan literature is a curious one. Like Henry Handel
Richardson, he is an outsider, who is not easily
fitted into a conception of our hterary history.
Mr. Buckley ventures the suggestion that he is
"in some sense, in the hne of Joseph Furphy",
and others have found him a spiritual ancestor in
William Hay. Yet he seems to have derived nothing from earlier Austrahan writers, and a distaste
for the more obviously recognisable features of
Austiahan hfe seems to be one of the mainsprings
of his recent work. However his work may look
in the future, he means more to contemporary
Austiahan writers than anyone else writing today.
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and it may well be that he is changing our understanding of our "Austialian-ness".
The work of Patrick White presents a real
challenge to Austiahan critics, and will be tiif
centre of discussion for some time to come. While
I consider his achievement to be deeply flawed,
I think his very presence aUers our perspective
on the past and prompts a fresh view of what has
happened in our literature.
Vincent Buckley
introduces his account with the remark: "The conspiratorial apathy in which most of our writers
and critics seem to have agreed to turn all our
geese into swans can be defeated only by open
discussion". And "open discussion", examination
and re-consideration of what has been done, is
certainly what is needed.
This collection is a useful contribution, but
it offers rather less challenge than one would
hope to find. Everyone wants to tell an editor
how he should have made his anthology, but I
don't think it unfair to suggest that Professor
Johnston's scheme in some ways defeats his intention. He has collected essays on his set authors,
his "swans", instead of looking for essays which
best exemplified the art of criticism in Austiaha
or were most pertinent to the problems of Austiahan criticism. As a result he is sometimes less
than fair to the critics he represents—H. J. Ohver
dnd R. F. Brissenden are not represented by their
best work—as well as giving a biassed and inadequate view of local critical activity.
The great enemy of criticism and creation is
inertia. "Art lives upon discussion, upon experiment, upon curiosity, upon variety of attempt,
upon the exchange of views and the comparison of
standpoints . . ." said Henry James. These things
have been missing in Australia, with a consequent
impoverishment of our literature. That is why the
post-war development of critical writing has been
so refreshing and so stimulating. In the long
run the writer must benefit from having a more
ahve, more critically alert reading pubhc. We have
only just made a beginning, however, towards that
creation of a "current of true and fresh ideas",
which Arnold argued was the essential function of
criticism.
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Which of the unforhinate literary critics makes
them? Wlien? Where? In what context?)

CORRESPONDENCE
Sm,
THE

HOOP-LA

THEORY

OF

LANGUAGE,

which

you published in the last number of "WESTERLY", ends with a plea for more discussion between the Philosophy Department and the Enghsh
Department of the University so that each wfll
have a better notion of what the other is doing.
I share Mr. Kovesi's conviction that co-operation
between the two departments is highly desirable,
and if—as he .suggests—communications had broken down in the last ten (or is it twenty, thirty,
or forty?) years, I should think this very regrettable. I also like to think that the English Department is reasonably hospitable to new ideas and
procedures; and I should be profoundly disturbed
to discover that for want of good communications
with the Philosophy Department it had been
giving unquestioned aUegiance to an absurd
theory of language.
Before commenting on Mr. Kovesi's views I
must confess at the outset to some embarrassment.
I have had no formal training in Philosophy; and
I have, I suspect, httle or no aptitude for it.
Because of this, no doubt, I have had great
difficulty in making out exactly who or what Mr.
Kovesi is discussing. In so far as I foUow his
arguments, he begins with an attempt to characterise and to dispose of some theory of language
which he calls "the emotive theory of language",
and which, from his reference to Ogden and
Richards, I suppose may be found in The Foundation of Aesthetics (1922) or The Meaning of
Meaning (1923). This "emotive theory of language", says Mr. Kovesi, is accepted without
question by hterary critics. Unhke the unfortunate literary critics Mr. Kovesi is equipped with the
resources of Oxford, where revolutionary discoveries about the nature and uses of language have
been made by Austin and Ryle, and he has been
further enlightened by seminar discussions with
undergraduate students of philosophy* who seem
to have been scared out of their wits by the
difficulties of hsting and defining emotions and
trying to distinguish them from feelings and attitudes (and, we may suppose, sentiments, passions,
urges, compulsions, obsessions, and so o n ) . His
training and experience lead him to believe it
would be foolish to announce that "moral judgements are expressions of emotions" or that "poetic
language is the expression of emotions".
(Do
Ogden and Richards make these announcements?

"Perhaps it was one of these students w h o recently
testified, "This course in philosophy was a great help to
m e personally. Although I used to b e rather confused
and lack confidence in m y thinking, I am n o w confident knowing we are all rather confused.*'
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The emotive tfieory of language, Mr. Kovesi
continues, is "not only a theory of language but
mainly a theory about the world and what human
beings do in this worid". It posits the existence
of two, and two only, uses of language; and the
non-emotive use of language depends upon the
belief that "the worid is full of hard solid objects
that have names".
Unquestioning acceptance of the theories Mr.
Kovesi has briefly characterised might be expected
to have serious repercussions upon a critic s
habits of reading, interpreting and evaluating
literary work. Mr. Kovesi does not say so in
so many words nor does he think it necessary
to demonstrate just where and how the ill-effects
show themselves. But he evidently feels strongly
about it, so strongly that he comes forward with
proposals for a rescue-party. Why the rescueparty should have been delayed for close on
forty years puzzles me a little. It must have
puzzled Mr. Kovesi, too; for he goes on to suggest that communications between philosophers
and literary critics must have broken down and
that immediate efforts should be made to reopen
them.
In examining Mr. Kovesi's contentions let me
begin with matters of fact.
When I went up to Cambridge in 1928 Ogden
and Richards were comparatively new.
They
were the centre of controversies. Both of them
had the fervour Mr. Kovesi shows, believing their
discoveries about the nature of thought and language to be revolutionary. [Both, by the way,
were products of the School of Moral Sciences, tbe
nearest thing in Cambridge to philosophy. Is
there something about the study of philosophy
that turns people into knights-errant?] Like most
students I was very much impressed with Richards.
Besides studying Principles of Literary
Criticism (1924) I read Foundations of Aesthetics
(1922) and struggled through The Meaning of
Meaning (1923). Though I still think well of
Foundations of Aesthetics, I remember The Meaning of Meaning kindly only because it introduced
me to the writings of Malinowski and because
of the wide range of odd, charming, amusing and
witty quotations. I have never tried to re-read
The Meaning of Meaning, nor would I ever consider myself competent to expound and defend
it. All I can do at this point is to assure Mr.
Kovesi that it did not seem anything hke so
simple or so silly as his version of it.
Leaving The Meaning of Meaning aside, it is
fact, indisputable fact, that in the period from
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1923 to 1935 (when Coleridge on the Imagination
was first published) the views of Ogden and
Richards were very far from being immediately
and universally accepted by literary critics. If
Richards was important to students of hterature,
so, too, was T. S. Eliot. As undergraduates we
followed with excitement public exchanges between Eliot and Richards on Richards' notion
of "pseudo-statements" and the whole question
of beliefs in poetry. The Eliot who had gone back
for inspiration to the poets and dramatists of a
period when "the intellect was at the tip of the
senses", who deplored the later dissociation of
sensibility and inteUect, was in this period writing
Ash Wednesday and ranking Dante above Shakespeare because, in the main, the latter was finding
poetic and dramatic expression for a third-rate
philosophy whilst the former had Aquinas behind
him; and, of course, the author of The Four
Quartets could hardly be accused of writing or
praising anything that suggests "Emotion for
emotion's sake".
Nor was Eliot the only critic who refused to
swallow Richards whole. As I remember, we were
all involved in critical wrangles with militant
Marxists and equally militant neo-Thomists, not
to mention the exponents of various kinds of
depth-psychology and proponents of more or less
private religions (e.g., Eliot's permanent sparringpartner, Middleton Murry). All of them were
convinced that literature had the power and the
duty "to change the world" and that writers
should be "engages".
And if, for a brief period, I was a pupil of
Richards, I was also for a much longer period a
pupil of Dr. Leavis, who in one of the earhest
numbers of Scrutiny pubfished D. W. Harding's
brilhantly destructive criticism of Richards and
developed this line of attack himself in Education
and the University and in his later study of
Coleridge and Bentham.
Again, like most serious students, I read widely in the field of contemporary criticism. I was
much drawn to the younger Americans, Cowley
and Wilson in The New Republic, the rising stars
in Harvard's Hound and Horn and The Symposium (William Troy, Francis Fergusson, R. P.
Blackmur, and especially Kennetii Burke). A
little later, I read Allen Tate and Ransom, and
the new-comers to the New Criticism movement,
Cleanth Brooks and R. P. Warren. Besides reading popular writers on semantics, Chase, Hayakawa, Lee, I made brief efforts to read Morris
and Carnap, but got far more from critics trained
as philosophers, Eliseo Vivas, for instance, and
Philip Wheelwright, and then from Susan Langer
and Cassirer. Amongst others I met later, I
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would mention Yvor Winters, Ronald Crane and
the Chicago Aristotehans, Northrop Frye and
the American followers of Jung—one could go on
indefinitely. I mention these names merely to
point up the fact that though many of them
have gained a great deal from Richards, most of
them at one time or another have attacked him,
especially over the positivism that so stiongly
characterizes die earher writings. It is therefore
particularly interesting to read Allen Tate's
comments on some of the significant changes and
developments in Richards' thinking during the
ten-year period following the pubhcation of The
Meaning of Meaning (i.e., 1923-1933; Richards'
age by the way 30-40):—
With the candor of a generous spirit Mr.
Richards has repudiated his early scientism: the
critical conscience that struggled in the early
work against the limitations of a positivist education won out in the end. What did Mr. Richards
give up? It is not necessary to be technical about
it. He had found that the picture of the world
passed on to us by the poetry of the pre-scientific
ages was scientiiically false. The things and
processes pointed to by the poets, even the modern poets, since they too were backward in the
sciences, could not be verified by any of the
known scientific procedures. As a good positivist
he saw the words of a poem as referents, and
referents have got to refer to something—which
the words of even the best poem failed to do.
If Mr. Richards could have read Carnap and
Morris in the early twenties, he would have said
that poems may designate but they do not denote,
because you can designate something that does
not exist, like a purple cow. Poems designate
things that do not exist, and are compacted of
pseudo-statements. Mr. Richards' most famous
invention in scientese; that is, false statements, or
just plain lies.
Perhaps the best way to describe Mr. Richards'
uneasiness is to say that, a year or two later, in
his pamphlet-size book, Science and Poetry, he
came up short against Matthew Arnold's belief
that the future of poetry was immense, that,
religion being gone, poetiy would have to take its
place. The curious interest of Amold's argument
cannot detain us. It is enough to remember that
even in The Principles of Literary Criticism Mr.
Richards was coming round to that view. Not
that poetiy would bring back religion, or become
a new rehgion! It would perform the therapeutic offices of rehgion, the only part^ of it
worth keeping. In short, poetry would "order"
our minds; for although science was tme, it
had failed to bring intellectual order—it had
even broken up the older order of pseudostatement; and although poetry was false, it
would order our minds, whatever this ordering
might mean.
To order our minds with hes became, for a
few years Mr. Richards' program, untfl at last, in
Coleridge on Imagination (1935), the Sisyphean
effort to translate Coleridge into naturahstic terms
broke down; and now, I beheve, Mr. Richards
takes the view that poetiy, far from being a desperate remedy, is an independent form of know87

ledge, a kind of cognition, equal to the knowledge of the sciences at l e a s t . . .
AJLLEN T A T E , Collected

Essays

("The Present Function of
Criticism", 1940). Alan Swallow, 1959 (Denver); pp. 1011.
Even in 1924, however, what Richards says
about emotions in The Principles of Literary Criticism seems very different from Mr. Kovesi's version of the emotive theory of language. Here is
what Richards actually says at the close of a
chapter which tries to indicate the various stages
in a process that begins with the focussing of the
reader's eyes upon certain black marks on a white
page and continues through "a stream of reaction
in which she distinct kinds of events may be disdistinguished.
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

The visual sensations of the printed words.
Images very closely associated with these
sensations.
Images relatively free.
References to, or 'thinkings of various
things.
Emotions.
Affective-volitional attitudes."
I.

A.

RICHARDS,

Principles

of

Literary Criticism. Kegan Paul,
Trench, Trubner & Co. Ltd.,
1928 (London); pp. 117-118.
About VI he says (the italics are mine in para.
1 and in the second hne of para. 2 ) : —
Feehng or emotion is not, we have insisted
above, another and a rival mode of apprehending
nature. So far as a feehng or an emotion does
refer to anything, it refers in the way described,
through its origin. Feehngs, in fact, are commonly signs, and the differences between those who
'see' things by intuition, or 'feel' them, and those
who reason them out, is commonly only a difference between users of signs and users of symbols.
Both signs and symbols are means by which our
past experience assists our present responses. The
advantages of symbols, due to the ease with
which they are contioUed and communicated,
their public nature, as it were, are obvious.
Their disadvantages as compared with such relatively private signs as emotions or organic sensations are perhaps less evident. Words, when
used symbolically or scientifically, not figuratively
and emotively, are only capable of directing
thought to a comparatively few features of the
more common situations. But feeling is sometimes
a more subtle way of referring, more dangerous
also, because more difficult to corroborate and to
contiol, and more liable to confusion. There is
no inherent superiority, however, in feeling as
opposed to thought, there is merely a difference
in apphcabihty; nor is there any opposition or clash
between them except for those who are mistaken
either in their thinking or in their feehng, or in
both. How such mistakes arise will be (Bscussed
in Chapter XXXIV.
As regards emotions and attitudes little need
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be added to what has already been said.
Emotions are primarily signs of attitudes and owe
their great prominence in the theory of art to
tiiis. For it is the attitiides evoked which are
the all-important part of any experience. Upon
the texture and form of the attitudes involved its
value depends. It is not the intensity of the conscious experience, its thrill, its pleasure or its
poignancy which gives it value, but the organization of its impulses for freedom and fullness of
life. There are plenty of ecstatic instants which
are valueless; the character of consciousness at
any moment is no certain sign of the excellence
of the impulses from which it arises. It is the
most convenient sign that is available, but it is
very ambiguous and may b e very misleading. A
more rehable but less accessible set of signs can
be found in the readiness for this or that kind of
behaviour in which we find ourselves after the
experience. Too great insistence upon the quality
of the momentary consciousness which the arts
occasion has in recent times been a prevalent
critical blunder. The Epilogue to Pater's Renaissance is the locus classicus. The after-effects,
the permanent modifications in the structure of
the mind, which works of art can produce, have
been overlooked. No one is ever quite the same
again after any experience; his possibilities have
altered in some degree. And among all the
agents by which "the widening of the sphere
of human sensibility" may be brought about, the
arts are the most powerful, since it is through
them that men may most co-operate and in these
experiences that the mind most easily and with
least interference organizes itself.
ibid., pp. 131-133.
In view of the ease with which readers misinterpret Richards it is perhaps worth saying explicitly that, unlike most of his readers, Richards
didn't stop thinking at forty. I commend the following brief quotations to Mr. Kovesi:—
1.

"Let us label these sorts of work which an
utterance may be doing with two or more sets
of names, academic and colloquial—on the
assumption that communication will be made
more probable if we use here a multiphclty
of largely equivalent indications.
1. Indicating
= 1. Points to, selects . . .
2. Characterizing= 2. Says something about,
sorts . . .
3. Realizing
= 3. Comes ahve to, wakes
up to, presents . . .
4. Valuing
= 4. Cares about. . .
5. Influencing
= 5. Would change or keep
as it is . . .
6. Controlling
= 6. Manages, directs, runs,
administers itself . . .
7. Purposing
= 7. Seeks, pursues, tiies,
endeavours to be or
to do . . .
I am numbering them for convenience of
reference; but I do not want to suggest there
is any fixed temporal order, that first we Select,
then we Characterize, then Realize, then Value,
then would Influence, then Organize and then
Purpose. Nor is there any constant logical
order. Let us keep these jobs as independent
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one of another as we can. In individual cases
we win find many sorts of detailed dependence,
but let us p u t none in by definition . . . ( p p .
26-27).
Let me label this sevenfold event which my
diagram [not shown here] depicts COMPREHENDING, as comprehensive a name as I
can find. Any full utterance does all these
things at once, and invites all of them in the
comprehender.
In some instances, however,
one or more of these dimensions, aspects, powers, functions, jobs, variables, parameters, components, ingredients, tasks, duties (all these
words are in need of the comparative study my
diagram should be an instrument for) will
shrink toward the null, the vanishing point.
There is swearing and there is mathematics. In
swearing there may be nothing by 4, 5, and 7;
in mathematics only 1, 6, and 7 may matter. It
would appear that 7 never lapses without
purposing, without the feed-forward which
structures all activity, no utterance and no
comprehending. A full comparison between two
utterances (between an original and a translation of it, for example) would require us to
discern what all their dimensions, aspects, functions may be and compare them as to each and
as to their relations within the entire comprehending. In comparing boxes or rooms, we
need three dimensions; in comparing comprehendings, we need, I suggest, at least these
seven." ( p p . 27-28)
I. A. RICHARDS, Speculative

aim. And the over-all aim, we can add, only
finds itself through all this. What sort of
separation can you make here between message
and signal?" ( p . 123)
I. A. RiCHABDS, The Screens and
Other Poems. Harcourt, Brace
& Co., 1960 (N.Y.); pp. 122123.
3.

"A word then by this sort of definition is a
permanent set of possibihties of understanding,
much as John Stuart MiU's table was a permanent possibility of sensation. And as the
sensations the table yields depend on the angle
you look from, the others things you see it with,
the air, your glasses, your eyes and the hght
. . . so how a word is understood depends on
the other words you hear it with, and the
other frames you have heard it in, on the whole
setting present and past in which it has developed as a part of your mind. But the interactions of words with one another and with
other things are far more complex than can be
paralleled from the case of the table^—complex
enough as those are. Indeed they are not
paralleled anywhere except by such things as
pictures, music or the expressions of faces which
are other modes of language. Language, as
understood, is the mind itself at work and
these interactions of words are interdependencies of our own being . . . ( p . 85)

In-

struments.
The Univ. of Chicago Press, 1955; pp. 26-28.
2.

"In the Donne [quotation from Donne's
First Anniversary, 11.1-12, not shown here], I
suggest, there is a prodigious activity between
the words as we read them. Following, exploring, realizing, becoming that activity is, I
suggest, the essential thing in reading the poem.
Understanding it is not a preparation for reading the poem. It is itself tiie poem. And it is
a constiuctive, hazardous, free creative process
of conception through which a new being is
growing in the mind." ( p . 86)

In a lecture given in 1959 (the Armstrong
Lecture at Victoria University, Toronto) he
says:—
". . . Briefly: what can be translated in any
utterance widiout change—put into other
words, into another language without changes
—is a sort of precipitate, a derivative from the
entire livhig fluid utterance . There are sciences
there are technologies which operate almost
exclusively with and in such precipitates; they
can be translated without trouble: you can
make u p new terms, if need be, to fill gaps
and so on. That is one end of a continuous
series—spectrum, shah 1 call it? At the other
end is the sort of poetry for which there is
either no precipitate—no factual or prepositional or directive derivative—or what diere is that
could be separated as such is trivial, neghgible.
In between there are all sorts of poetry. Near
the centre there is the sort exemplified in the
lines from The Prelude I have quoted, where
there is a very important prepositional precipitate but where the interpretations—the furtiier
signs and further signs and so on—for the parts
of the utterance and for their connections
with one another are not what diey are in the
p r e c i p i t a t e . . . ( p p . 122-123)
"We are deahng with whole utterances,
mind you, not with precipitates.
"In whole utterances rhythm, stress, intonation, pausing, the expressions of a face, gestures
are as important as choice of words, all these
things moderatmg one another, quahfying one
another, adjusting one another to the over-all
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Nearly twenty years earher in a contribution
to a set of essays, The Language of Poetry,
edited by Aflen Tate, Richards says:—

I.

A.

RICHARDS,

"The

Inter-

actions of Words.
Reprinted
in Irving Howe, Modern Literary Criticism.
Beacon Press,
1959 (Boston); pp. 85-86.
4.

"Words could not do tiieir work unless they
could rightly mean many more things than any
one man in any one view can see them as
meaning. The most ordinary and usual word
must shift it if it is to serve us. And the more
usual it is, the more useful, the more important
and the more necessary it is for the fabric of our
thinking. Only a very special class of words,
technical words pinned and locked tight to
other words in a mutually defining technical
vocabulary, can keep constant to stable
meanings. (Even with these, if the metaphysical frame of a vocabulary shifts—as it will—
the whole system of interdependent words can
be disturbed as to their meanings.) All nontechnical words have ambiguity among the
conditions of their service to us. They could
not begin to cover our needs without it. We
are afraid of this. We endeavour with Diction89

aries and the Intioductory Chapters of treatises
to limit and control it. For the most part, very
fortunately, in vain. What we should be doing
instead—and here is my main point—is to study
this ambiguity, not to fear it but to welcome it
as our best opportunity for growth in understanding.
"As such it is better, more politic and wiser,
not to call this versatihty of our words by any
such evil-sounding name as 'ambiguity'. Let
us call it 'resourcefulness' instead."
I. A. RICHARDS, "The Resource-

fulness of Words".
From a
Bergen Lecture given at Yale in
1940. Reprinted in Speculative
Instruments.
The Univ of
Chicago Press, 1955; pp. 7475.
5.
"So far from verbal language being a 'compromise for a language of intuition' ( T . E.
Hulme's misleading phrase)—a thin, but betterthan-nothing, substitute for real experience,—
language, weU used, is a completion and does
what the intuitions of sensation by themselves
cannot do. Words are the meeting points at
which regions of experience which can never
combine in sensation or intuition, come together.
They are the occasion and die means of that
growth which is the mind's endless endeavour
to order itself. That is why we have language.
It is no mere signafling system. It is the instrament of all our distinctively human development, of everything in which we go beyond
the other animals."
I. A. RICHARDS, Philosophy

of

Rhetoric, 1936; pp. 130-131.
If this looks rather like Revolutionary Discovery
No. 3 in Mr. Kovesi's hst, it may suggest that
Richards at any rate did read and leam from
Oxford philosophers. The reverse may also have
happened. Or . . . ?
6.
"Language I take to be pre-eminently the
learnt activity of man, and learning itself to be
the chief current mode of evolution, of world
advance. I am stiuck, accordingly, by the
vigorous attempts which Language Tiieory
(Scientific Linguistics) and Learning Theory
(Scientific Behaviour Study) have recently been
making to achieve something like AUTARCHY
or independence or isolationism, and by their
revolt against or withdrawal from most other
studies (their breaking off of diplomatic relations). I take Philosophy to be most usefully
the over-all name nowadays of the diplomatic
services between the studies. I think this
attempt to break away, to secede, on the part
of these new sciences. Linguistics and Behaviour, is dangerous for them and for others.
Both dream at times of intellectual world-conquest. Linguistic Science and the study of Behaviour alike have a certain young ruthlessness
and regardlessness."
I.

A.

RICHARDS,

"Toward

a

More Synoptic View" (1951).
From a talk given at the Eighth
Conference on Cybernetics held
under the auspices of the Josiah
Macy Jr. Foundation, New
York. Reprinted in Speculative
Instruments.
The Univ. of
Chicago Press, 1955; p. 113.
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7.

A last quotation to show that Hoop-la performances are not confined to philosophically
illiterate critics:—
"Dear Dr. R.
For a philosophy course at
University,
I am writing a research paper about your
book General Education in a Free Society.
I
need some additional information to complete
the paper that only you can give me. WiU
you please check your basic philosophy at the
bottom of this letter and return the form to
me in the enclosed envelope?
Ideahstic
Pragmatic
Reahstic
Naturalistic"
I. A. RICHARDS, Speculative

In-

struments, p . 151. He quotes
a letter which he once received.
At this point 1 would like to leave the realm
of fact for that of opinion.
Mr. Kovesi's carelessness with facts may have
little or no bearing upon the usefulness or otherwise to practising literary critics of Oxford's
variety of linguistic philosophy.
It does not
necessarily follow that because the hterary critic's
"business is language" he has much in common
with other scholars whose business is language
or that he can make profitable use of their investigations however interesting and valuable
they may be for other purposes. The recently
published report of an interdisciplinary Conference
on Style in Language edited by Tliomas Sebeok
will serve to make the point. This conference
held in the spring of 1958 at Indiana University
was held under the auspices of the (American)
Social Research Council "to explore the possibility
of finding a common basis for discussing and,
hopefully, understanding, particularly amongst
hnguists, pyschologists, cultural anthropologists,
and literary critics" (including one who discussed
the processes of writing in one of his own poems).
Amongst the twenty-six speakers were Monroe C.
Beardsley, the Professor of Philosophy from
Swarthmore, John Lotz, who studied philosophy,
Germanic languages, and Hungarian at the University of Budapest, Rulon Wells, who took a
Ph.D. in philosophy at Harvard, I. A. Richards,
Rene Weflek, and Wilham Wimsatt.
Welleck,
summing up "from the viewpoint of literary
criticism", says:—
"The coincidence between linguistic study of
style and literary analysis will occur in the study
of even the greatest poets. We can, for instance,
write (there are such books) a grammar of
Shakespeare^s language.
W e can compare
Shakespeare's grammar with, say, the grammar of
Ben Jonson. We can make a comparison of traits,
concluding that certain traits are shown in common, whereas others differ, diverge, or even contrast. Authors nearly related in tune, place, and
genre will obviously yield very similar grammars.
An attempt can be made, by statistical methods,
to discriminate the frequency of certain devices
WESTERLY, JUNE 1963

used by two or more authors: words and their
distribution or any other stylistic tiait. But we
wonder whether the result will be very meaningful for criticism. Statistical frequency necessarily
ignores the cracial aesthetic problem, the use of
a device in its context. No single styhstic device,
1 beheve, is invariable: it is always changed by its
particular context. Literary analysis begins where
hnguistic analysis stops. The danger of linguistic
styhstics is its focus on deviations from, and distortions of, the hnguistic norm. We get a kind
of countergrammar, a science of discards. Normal
styhstics is abandoned to the grammarian, and
deviational styhstics is reserved for the student
of literature. But often the most commonplace,
the most normal, linguistic elements are the constituents of literary structure. A literary stylistics
will concentrate on the aesthetic purpose of every
linguistic device, the way it serves a totahty, and
will beware of the atomism and isolation which is
the pitfall of much stylistic analysis. It will distinguish the style of a work of art and proceed
from there to such problems as the style of an
author, the style of a genre, the style of a period.
Style is a historical phenomenon; it evolves and
changes with society, in history."
Style in Language, ed. T. A.
Sebeok. The Technology Press
of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology & John Wiley &
Sons, Inc., 1960 (N.Y., Lond o n ) ; pp. 417-418.
Had the approaches of Austin and Ryle been
exemphfied by some of the participants we might
have found WeUek making reservations just as
important.
Now 1 am not saying that the perceptiveness
of a literary critic would not be increased by a
study of Austin and Ryle. All I wish to say is
simply that Mr. Kovesi has brought forward no
evidence whatever for our thinking so. I, for one,
would welcome the evidence. If Mr. Kovesi decides to supply it, may I plead with him for
a more liberal use of concrete particulars, names,
dates, quotations. I can see that it is unphilosophical to quote a single metaphor in an article on
metaphor, but hterary critics, such is their nature,
prefer to judge the value of a critical method
by the number and the quahty of the perceptions
and the insights it enables its practitioner to make
available to us. I admit I cannot recall any
instance of a practising literary critic who acknowledges any debt to Austin and Ryle but this may
merely betray my ignorance. If such critics are
very uncommon Mr. Kovesi may in the end have
to turn literary critic himself—which, by the way,
is one excellent road to establishing and maintaining good communications between the Departments of Enghsh and Philosophy and will no
doubt help to improve "WESTERLY" as weU.
Yours etc.,
ALLAN EDWARDS
Professor of English
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Sm,
MR. KOVESI'S article (WESTERLY, April,
1963), where it touches literary criticism and
critical theory, shows an ignorance of its subjectmatter only matched by the arrogance of its
tone.
1 should like to ask Mr. Kovesi two questions:
(1) How much literary criticism and/or critical
theory has he read (i.e. criticism written since
1939-45 war)?
(2) Which literary critics take "the emotive
theory" (is there just one?) for granted? I
prefer the names of major critics, but a few
minor ones will do.
Before he answers these questions, here are a
few points of my own:—
(a) L A . Richards' account of language (developed over a number of books) is neither simple
nor crude. However, it is true that the early
works often suffer from many of the faults of
logical positivism. It should be noted that The
Meaning of Meaning was written in 1923. In
any case even the early Richards doesn't simply
divide language into two categories, 'referential'
and 'emotive'. For example, in bis Practical
Criticism (1929) he decides that the four aspects
of language which are of most interest to critical
readers of literature are Sense, Feeling, Tone and
Intention.
The following paragraph is quite
typical:
"Language—and pre-eminently language as it
is used in poetry—^has not one but several
tasks to perform simultaneously, and we shall
misconceive most of the difficulties of criticism unless we understand this point and
take note of the differences between these
functions." (Practical Criticism, Routledge &
Kegan Paul, London, 1929, pp. 180-181).
This is part of an attempt to describe the complexity and multiphcity of uses of language.
Richards here seems very far from the bumbhng
idiot Mr. Kovesi makes of him. This passage is,
I should have thought, quite close in spirit to the
following remarks of Ludwig Wittgenstein in the
Philosophical
Investigations:
23. But how many kinds of sentence are
there? Say assertion, question, and command?
There are countless kinds: countless different
kinds of use of what we call "symbols",
"words", "sentences". And this multiphcity
is not something fixed, given once for all,
but new types of language, new language
games, as we may say, some into existence,
and others become obsolete and get forgotten. (We can get a rough picture of this
from the change in mathematics.)
Here the term "lanugage-game" is meant to
bring into prominence the fact that the
91

speaking of language is part of an activity,
or of a fonn of life.
Review the multiplicity of language-games
in the following examples, and in others:
Giving orders, and obeying them—
Describing the appearance of an object,
or giving its measurements—
Constructing an object from a description (a drawing)—
Reporting an event—
Speculating about an event—
Forming and testing a h y p o t h e s i s Presenting the results of an experiment
in tables and diagrams—
Making up a story, and reading it—
Play-acting—
Singing catches—
Guessing riddles—
Making a joke; teUing it—
Solving a problem in practical arithmetic—
Translating from one language into another—
Asking, thanking, cursing, greeting, praying.
—It is interesting to compare the multiplicity
of the tools in language and of the ways
they are used, the multiplicity of kinds of
word and sentence, with what logicians have
said about the structure of language. (Including the author of the Tractatus LogicoPhilosophicus.)
[Philosophical
Investigations,
Basil Blackwell, Oxford 1953: Second edition,
1958, pp. lie-12c.]
( b ) I know of no literary critic who (at the
moment) takes "the emotive theory" for granted.
Possibly some critics do. Possibly there are still
some logical atomists teaching philosophy somewhere. It is as silly to say "logical atomism is
taken for granted by all philosophers" as it is to
say the emotive theory is "taken for granted by
literary critics;" and that's pretty silly.
(c) Simple and not-so-simple emotive theories
have been attacked on several occasions by hterary critics. Here are extracts from two:
(i) W. K. Wimsatt, Jr. in The Affective Fallacy,
an article in The Sewanee Review, LVII,
Winter, 1949.
"The separation of emotive from referential
meaning was urged persuasively about twenty
years ago in the earlier works of I. A. Richards. The types of meaning which were
defined in his Practical Criticism and in the
Meaning of Meaning of Ogden and Richards
created, partly by suggestion, partly with
the aid of direct statement, a clean "anti-
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thesis" between "symbohc and emotive use of
language". In his Practical Criticisrn Richards
spoke of "aesthetic" or "projectile" words—
adjectives by which we project feeling at
objects themselves altogether innocent of any
quahties corresponding to these feelings.
And in his succinct Science and
Poetry,
science is statement, poetry is pseudo statement which plays the important role of
making us feel better about things than statements would. After Richards—and under the
influence too of Count Korzybski's non-Aristotelian Science and Sanity—came the semantic school of Chase, Hayakawa, Walpole,
and Lee. Most recently C. L. Stevenson
in his Ethics and Language has given an
account which, as it is more careful and explicit than the others, may be taken as most
clearly pleading their cause—and best revealing its weakness."
[Sewanee Review, Vol. LVII, 1949, pp. 3233.]
(ii) Wilham Enipson in The Structure of Complex Words, Chatto & Windus, London, 1951.
I refer Mr. Kovesi to this work in particular
and I would hke him to read at least the first two
chapters in full before he answers this criticism.
If he had merely read the first chapter, I don't
think he would have written as he did.
There is a possibihty, however, that Mr. Kovesi has read the following:
" . . . I think that even a moderate step forward in our understanding of language would
do a good deal to improve literary criticism,
and in any case to improve our general reading capacity. I think that Professor I. A.
Richards has already done so much in this
field that it only needs to be clarified and
worked out in detail before it can be found
useful on a serious scale." (Structure of
Complex Words, page 1, italics mine.)
Maybe this is what Mr. Kovesi had in mind
when he wrote:
"The theory is fundamentally true they (the
literary critics) would say only it was stated
rather too boldly and briefly by Ogden and
Richards and now we have to work out its
details."
If my guess is right, Mr. Kovesi should have
read the next sentence at least. Professor Empson
goes on:
"But as regards what might be caUed die
simple Emotive Theory this answer would
at least suit my feelings; such a theory does
I think merely need clearing away before an
adequate one can be developed." {Structure
of Complex Words, page 1.)
Yours, etc.,
FRANK

GIBBON.
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The University of Western Australia: Arts Union

FESTIVAL OIF ART
MUSIC:

Recital by Geoffrey Michaels (violin) and Fay
Zwicky (piano) in Winthrop Hall, July 9th.

DRAMA:

Wilde's "The Importance of Being Earnest" at
the Dolphin Theatre, 10th-18th July.

BALLET:

A season by the W.A. Ballet Company in
Winthrop Hall, llth-13th July.

POETRY:

"The Modern World" in the Dolphin Theatre,
16th July.

MUSIC:

Premiere concert of new works by James
Penberthy, Trevor Jones and other Australian
composers in Winthrop Hall, 20th July.

PAINTING: A £500 Art Exhibition in Winthrop Hall, commencing on 22nd July.
DRAMA:

lonesco and Moliere in French in the Dolphin
Theatre, 23rd-26th July.
Jazz Concerts, Public Lectures,
Readings of Contemporary Poetry.

All tickets can be booked at either Boans or the University Bookshop.
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